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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the topology and geometry of Sasakian manifolds. Sasaki
structures consist of certain contact forms equipped with special Riemannian metrics.
Sasakian manifolds relate to arbitrary contact manifolds as Kählerian or projective com-
plex manifolds relate to arbitrary symplectic manifolds. Therefore, Sasakian manifolds
are the odd-dimensional analogs of Kähler manifolds.

In the first part of the thesis we discuss some geometric invariants of Sasaki struc-
tures. Specifically, the socalled basic Hodge numbers, the type and their relation to
the underlying contact and almost contact structures are discussed. We produce many
pairs of negative Sasakian structures with distinct basic Hodge numbers on the same
differentiable manifold in any odd dimension larger than 3.

In the second part of the thesis we discuss topological properties of Sasakian mani-
folds, focussing particularly on the fundamental groups of compact Sasakian manifolds.
In parallel with the theory of Kähler and projective groups, we call these groups Sasaki
groups. We prove that any projective group is realizable as the fundamental group of a
compact Sasakian manifold in every odd dimension larger than three. Similarly, every
finitely presentable group is realizable as the fundamental group of a compact K-contact
manifold in every odd dimension larger than three. Nevertheless, Sasaki groups satisfy
some very strong constraints, some of which are reminiscent of known constraints on
Kähler groups. We show that the class of Sasaki groups is not closed under direct
products and that there exist Sasaki groups that cannot be realized in arbitrarily large
dimension. We prove that Sasaki groups behave similarly to Kähler groups regarding
their relation to 3-manifold groups and to free products.

Zusammenfassung

Thema der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die Topologie und Geometrie von Sasakimannig-
faltigkeiten. Eine Sasaki Struktur setzt sich aus einer gewissen Kontaktform und einer
speziellen Riemannschen Metrik zusammen. Sasaki Mannigfaltigkeiten verhalten sich
zu Kontaktmannigfaltigkeiten wie Kählermannigfaltigkeiten oder projektive komplexe
Mannigfaltigkeiten zu beliebigen symplektischen Mannigfaltigkeiten. Daher sind Sa-
saki Mannigfaltigkeiten als das ungerade dimensionale Analogon von Kählermannig-
faltigkeiten anzusehen.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit diskutieren wir einige geometrische Invarianten von Sasaki
Strukturen. Genauer behandeln wir die sogenannten basischen Hodge Zahlen, den Typ
und den Zusammenhang mit den unterliegenden Kontakt- und Fastkontaktstrukturen.
Wir konstruieren, in jeder ungeraden Dimension größer als 3, viele Beispiele von Paaren
negativer Sasaki Strukturen mit verschiedenen basischen Hodge Zahlen auf derselben
differenzierbaren Mannigfaltigkeit.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit diskutieren wir topologische Eigenschaften von Sasaki
Mannigfaltigkeiten, wobei der Fokus auf den Fundamentalgruppen kompakter Sasaki



Mannigfaltigkeiten liegt. Parallel zur Theorie der Kählergruppen und projektiven Grup-
pen nennen wir solche Gruppen Sasakigruppen. Wir zeigen, dass sich jede projek-
tive Gruppe als Fundamentalgruppe einer kompakten Sasakimannigfaltigkeit in jeder
ungeraden Dimension größer als drei realisieren lässt. Analog lässt sich jede endlich
präsentierbare Gruppe als Fundamentalgruppe einer K-Kontaktmannigfaltigkeit in jeder
ungeraden Dimension größer als drei realisieren. Nichtsdestotrotz unterliegen Sasaki-
gruppen einigen sehr starken Einschränkungen, von denen manche an bekannte Ein-
schränkungen für Kählergruppen erinnern. Wir zeigen dass die Klasse der Sasaki-
gruppen nicht unter direkten Produkten abgeschlossen ist und dass es Sasakigruppen
gibt die nicht in beliebig großer Dimension realisiert werden können. Wir beweisen
dass sich Sasakigruppen bezüglich ihrer Beziehung zu 3-Mannigfaltigkeitsgruppen und
freien Produkten ähnlich wie Kählergruppen verhalten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Sasaki structures were introduced by Sasaki and Hatakeyama in [103] building on pre-
vious work of Sasaki [102]. Unfortunately the study of Sasaki manifolds, although very
active, remained confined to Japan for the following years. The first attempt to spread
the interest for the subject was made by Blair [8]. Nevertheless, the study of Sasakian
geometry did not meet the enthusiasm reserved for its even dimensional analogue, Käh-
ler geometry. In fact, Sasakian geometry was not seen as the multifaceted subject it is
but rather considered as a subfield of Riemannian geometry. Sasakian geometry and
topology met renewed interest after the work of Boyer and Galicki and, specifically, the
publication of their seminal book [15]. In [15] Boyer and Galicki give an account of
the interplay between Sasakian and complex algebraic geometry as well as differential
topology, albeit the main focus of the book remains on Sasaki-Einstein metrics. This
initiated an intensive study of Sasakian geometry and topology through the interrelation
with other geometries.

Sasaki structures are contact structures with a special transverse complex structure.
As such, they are related to symplectic and Kähler manifolds as follows. A contact
manifold pM, ηq is a smooth p2n` 1q-dimensional manifold M endowed with a contact
form η, i.e. a 1-form such that η ^ dηn ‰ 0. It is easy to check that the cone over a
contact manifold C “ M ˆ R` carries the symplectic form Ω “ dptηq. Moreover, the
contact form η defines the Reeb foliation F , that is, the foliation given by the orbits of
the Reeb vector field R. The contact distribution D “ ker η is endowed with the sym-
plectic structure dη. Therefore the transverse space X to the Reeb foliation is naturally
symplectic. The existence of an almost complex structure J on X compatible with the
symplectic form is equivalent to the existence of an almost complex structure rJ on the
contact distribution D compatible with dη which is preserved by the Reeb vector field,
that is, such that LR rJ “ 0. In fact, this is a one-to-one correspondence. A contact
manifold endowed with such an almost complex structure is a K-contact manifold. The
cone over a K-contact manifold is naturally equipped with an almost complex structure
I compatible with dptηq and hence is itself an almost Kähler manifold. This is the re-
lation between contact and symplectic structures or, more precisely, between K-contact
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2 Introduction

and almost Kähler manifolds.
A Sasaki manifold is a K-contact manifold whose cone pMˆR`, dptηq, Iq is Kähler.

This condition is equivalent to the space X being Kähler. That is, every Sasaki manifold
can be viewed as a manifold endowed with a contact form η whose Reeb foliation is
transversally Kähler. Therefore, Sasaki structures can be thought of as the odd dimen-
sional analogue of Kähler structures. This description highlights the fact that Sasaki
manifolds relate to K-contact manifolds as Kähler manifolds relate to almost Kähler
manifolds.

We should mention that Sasaki structures are more often defined as contact structures
with a special Riemannian metric g. This is equivalent to our approach. In fact, the
metric g is determined unequivocally by the almost complex structure and vice versa.
This reflects the fact that in an almost Kähler triple pω, J, hq on X the metric h determines
J and vice versa.

When the foliation F is regular we have a socalled Boothby-Wang fibration. That
is, a principal S 1-bundle

π : pM, ηq ÝÑ pX, ωq

where pX, ωq is a smooth Kähler manifold and π˚ω “ dη. Furthermore, rωs is the
first Chern class of the bundle and X is a smooth projective variety. This description
is closer to the general case than one might suspect. In fact, every Sasakian manifold
is a principal S 1-bundle over a projective orbifold obtained from a quasi-regular Sasaki
structure, cf. the Structure Theorem 3.59.

Given the multitude of underlying structures it is evident that Sasakian geometry can
be studied from several viewpoints implementing tools from various other geometries.
In this thesis we will focus on contact and almost contact geometry as well as Kähler
geometry. The study of Sasakian geometry and topology in this thesis can be divided in
two parts. The first one investigates transverse invariants of Sasaki structures while the
latter investigates fundamental groups of compact Sasakian manifolds.

In this thesis all manifolds are understood to be smooth, closed, connected and ori-
entable unless otherwise stated.

1.1 Invariants of Sasaki structures

In the first part of this thesis we study some invariants of Sasaki structures and discuss
their dependence on the underlying contact and almost contact structures. In particular,
we focus on the type of Sasaki structures and their basic Hodge numbers and relate this
to the topology of almost contact and contact structures.

Contact structures are maximally non-integrable hyperplane distributions on a man-
ifold of dimension 2n ` 1. Eliashberg [39] introduced a dichotomy of 3-dimensional
contact structures into overtwisted and tight ones. The definition of overtwisted contact
structure, hence the dichotomy of contact structures, was then extended to higher di-
mensions in [12]. The contrast between overtwisted and tight structures is encountered,
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for instance, when considering symplectic fillability. A (strong) symplectic filling of a
closed contact manifold pM, ηq is a symplectic manifold pW,Ωq with BW “ M such that
Ω “ dα near the boundary, D “ ker η “ kerα|T M and dα|D ą 0. Both in dimension
three and in higher dimensions the existence of a symplectic filling gives an obstruction
to overtwistedness, that is, a symplectically fillable contact manifold is tight [40, 93].
As mentioned above, a regular Sasaki manifold pM, ηq is a principal S 1-bundle over a
projective manifold. The disc bundle given by filling the fibers of the Boothby-Wang fi-
bration is a symplectic filling of pM, ηq. As a consequence of a theorem of Niederkrüger
and Pasquotto [94] on resolutions of cyclic orbifold singularities, the same result holds
for quasi-regular K-contact, hence Sasaki, structures. Therefore, any quasi-regular Sa-
saki structure is tight as a contact structure.

In [39] Eliashberg proved a parametric h-principle for overtwisted contact struc-
tures. Namely, any homotopy class of almost contact structures on a closed 3-manifold
contains a unique isotopy class of overtwisted contact structures. This classification
was later extended to higher dimensions by Borman, Eliashberg and Murphy [12]. By
contrast, the topology of tight contact structures is less understood than that of over-
twisted contact structures and is not necessarily given by an h-principle. For instance,
two overtwisted contact structures with homotopic underlying almost contact structures
are isotopic as contact structures. This is not necessarily the case for Sasaki structure
because their contact structures are always tight. Therefore, two Sasaki structures on
the same manifold can have equivalent almost contact structures but inequivalent con-
tact structures. We discuss instances of this phenomenon in Chapter 5. In particular, we
prove that the fact that an almost contact structure supports a Sasaki structure does not
give a bound on the number of isotopy classes of tight contact structures in its homotopy
class.

Theorem 5.20. For all positive integers k ą 0 there exists a simply connected 5-
manifold admitting k Sasaki structures with homotopic almost contact structures but
pairwise inequivalent contact structures.

Basic Hodge numbers are transverse invariants of the Reeb foliation. As such, they
depend, a priori, on the Reeb vector field and the complex bundle pD, Jq. The trans-
verse geometry of the Reeb foliation of a Sasaki structure is very rich. Cohomological
properties of the transverse space X, that is, the socalled basic cohomology of the folia-
tion, were studied by El Kacimi-Alaoui, Hector and Nicolau [41, 42, 43]. They proved
that the basic cohomology of a Sasaki manifold shares many properties with the co-
homology of Kähler manifolds. For instance, one can define a basic Dolbeault double
complex and prove that it satisfies the Hodge decomposition Theorem and Poincaré and
Serre duality. This leads to the definition of basic Betti and Hodge numbers br

BpF q and
hp,q

B pF q. While the former turn out to be topological invariants [15, Theorem 7.4.14],
the latter do not depend only on the underlying smooth manifold. However, in [49] it
is proved that basic Hodge numbers are invariant under CR deformations of the Sasaki
structure. Recently Raźny [100] showed that basic Hodge numbers are invariant under
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arbitrary smooth deformations of Sasaki structures. Moreover, in [49] is provided a 5-
dimensional manifold endowed with two Sasaki structures with differing basic Hodge
numbers, see Example 5.3. To the best of the author’s knowledge this was the only
known example of Sasaki structures with different basic Hodge numbers on the same
smooth manifold before this thesis.

Basic Hodge numbers are closely related to another transverse invariant, namely,
the type of the Sasaki structure. In parallel with the standard case one can define basic
Chern classes cipF q with the use of a a transverse connection. Again many properties
that are encountered on Kähler manifolds are satisfied. For instance, El Kacimi-Alaoui
[41] showed that if 2πc1pF q is represented by a real basic p1, 1q-form ρ, then it is the
Ricci curvature of a unique transverse Kähler form ω with rωs “ rdηs. It is then natural
to call a Sasaki structure of positive, respectively negative type or null, if c1pF q can
be represented by a positive definite, resp. negative definite or null, p1, 1q-form. An
instance of the relation between the type and basic Hodge numbers is the transverse
vanishing theorem proven independently by Goto and Nozawa, see [51, 95]. Namely, if
a Sasaki structure is positive, its basic Hodge numbers hp,0

B pF q vanish for all p ą 0.
The Sasaki structures with different basic Hodge numbers given in [49] are of dif-

ferent type. Specifically, one of the structures is positive while the other is null. This
motivates our study of manifolds admitting Sasaki structures with different basic Hodge
numbers. We construct many Sasaki structures of the same type whose basic Hodge
numbers disagree. Namely, we prove the following:

Theorem 5.21. There exist infinitely many simply connected 5-manifolds admitting two
negative Sasaki structures whose basic Hodge numbers disagree. Moreover, these pairs
of Sasaki structures have homotopic underlying almost contact structures but inequiva-
lent contact structures.

These results on 5-manifolds rely on Barden’s classification of simply connected 5-
manifolds [7], Geiges’s classification of almost contact structures on simply connected
5-manifolds [47] and a result of Hamilton’s [59] on the equivalence classes of almost
contact and contact structures in dimension 5. No similar results exist in higher dimen-
sion. In order to generalize Theorem 5.21 to higher dimensions we turn our attention
to complete intersections. These projective varieties have a rather simple cohomology
that allows us to control the geometry of Boothby-Wang bundles. Namely, appealing
to Wall’s classification of simply connected 6-manifolds and the Hirzebruch-Riemann-
Roch Theorem, we extend Theorem 5.21 to dimension 7 albeit in the following weaker
form:

Theorem 5.25. There exist infinitely many 7-manifolds admitting two negative Sasaki
structures with different basic Hodge numbers. Moreover, these manifolds can be ar-
ranged to be spin or non-spin.

We conclude the study of transverse invariants generalizing the result above to any
dimension.
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Theorem 5.28. For all n ą 1 there exist countably many p2n`1q-dimensional manifolds
admitting two Sasaki structures with different basic Hodge numbers. Moreover, these
manifolds can be arranged to be spin or non-spin and one can pick the Sasaki structures
to be negative or indefinite.

1.2 Fundamental groups of compact Sasakian manifolds

It is a classical problem to determine the relations between geometry and topology
or, more specifically, whether a certain geometric property imposes constraints on the
topology of a manifold. A standard instance of this interplay between topology and
geometry is represented by the restriction that positive curvature properties prescribe on
the topology of a manifold. We focus on a specific case of the problem above. Namely,
we are interested in the following:

Question: Which restrictions on the fundamental group of a compact manifold are given
by the existence of a certain geometric structure?

A well known corollary of Hodge theory states that odd degree Betti numbers of
Kähler manifolds are even. In particular, so is the first Betti number of a Kähler man-
ifold, hence the rank of the abelianization of its fundamental group. This type of ob-
servation justifies the interest for the class of fundamental groups of compact Kähler
manifolds as well as symplectic and complex manifolds. Kotschick proved in [75]
that every finitely presentable group is the fundamental group of a 4-dimensional al-
most complex manifold and asked whether the same holds for symplectic manifolds.
Building on a theorem of Taubes [112] Carlson and Kotschick independently noted that
every finitely presentable group is the fundamental group of a compact complex 3-fold.
Shortly after, Gompf [50] proved an analogous statement for 4-dimensional symplectic
manifolds. Moreover, he observed that the complex 3-fold in [112] can be arranged to
be simultaneously symplectic.

Therefore, a Kähler structure imposes restrictions on the fundamental group while
complex or symplectic structures do not. Given the analogy between Kähler and Sasa-
kian geometry it is natural to ask whether or not the same is true for Sasaki structures.
The answer to this question is affirmative. It was proven in [76] that the existence of
an almost contact structure does not impose any restriction on the fundamental group.
We will see later that the same holds for K-contact structures. Moreover, it was pointed
out already in [15] that the results of El Kacimi-Alaoui [41] imply that the first Betti
number of a Sasakian manifold is even.

In light of this, in the second part of the thesis we focus on properties of fundamental
groups of compact Sasakian manifolds. In analogy with the Kähler case we will call
these groups Sasaki groups. Kähler groups have been an active field of research in the
last 30 years with important contributions from many mathematicians, see [2] for an
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introduction. In comparison, very little is known about Sasaki groups, see however
[10, 30, 68].

Firstly we investigate the realizability problem for Sasaki groups. Namely, we ask
which groups can be realized as fundamental groups of compact Sasakian manifolds
and in which dimension. Three-dimensional Sasaki and K-contact manifolds were clas-
sified by Geiges [48]. As a consequence their fundamental groups are lattices in S Op4q,
ČS Lp2,Rq or the real Heisenberg group H3. This provides a solution to the problem of

realizability in dimension 3. Chen showed in [30] that every projective group can be re-
alized as the fundamental group of a compact Sasakian manifold of any odd dimension
2n`1 ě 7. More recently a similar statement was proven [10] for K-contact manifolds.
Namely, every finitely presentable group can be realized as the fundamental group of
a compact K-contact manifold of any odd dimension 2n ` 1 ě 7. Our first results on
Sasaki and K-contact groups sharpen these results:

Theorem 6.5. Every projective group Γ can be realized as the fundamental group of a
compact Sasakian manifold of any odd dimension 2n` 1 ě 5.

Theorem 6.7. Every finitely presentable group ∆ can be realized as the fundamental
group of a compact K-contact manifold of any odd dimension 2n` 1 ě 5.

We investigate further the problem of realizability by asking in which dimension a
given Sasaki group can be realized. In the projective setting the problem is completely
solved by the classification of Riemann surfaces, the Lefschetz Hyperplane theorem
and the following observation. It is enough to take the Cartesian product with a suitable
number of copies of CP1 to realize a Kähler or projective group in arbitrarily large
dimensions. We show that this is not the case for Sasaki groups. Namely we prove the
following

Theorem 6.12. For n “ 1, 2, 3 there exist p2n ` 1q-dimensional Sasakian manifolds
whose fundamental group cannot be realized by a Sasakian manifold of higher dimen-
sion.

We believe this result to be true in any dimension 2n ` 1 but we were not able to
prove it.

Another rather elementary property of Kähler groups is closedness under direct
products. In fact, the product of two Kähler manifold is again Kähler. Thus the di-
rect product of two Kähler groups is a Kähler group. Products of Sasakian manifolds
are not Sasakian for dimension reasons. A natural approach is to try to perform a con-
struction, e.g. a join construction, while controlling the fundamental group. We prove
in Section 6.3 that this is not possible:

Theorem 6.15. The set S of Sasaki groups is not closed under direct products.

Theorem 6.12 and Theorem 6.15 show that the class of Sasaki groups is an inter-
esting research subject in its own right. However some of the constraints satisfied by
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Sasaki groups are reminiscent of the restrictions that Kähler groups are subject to. In
fact, in some instances Sasaki and Kähler groups present very similar behaviour.

It is easy to see that free groups cannot be Sasaki. Motivated by this observation we
investigate the case of free products. Namely, we prove that under mild hypotheses on Γ1

and Γ2 the group pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q ˆ H is not Sasaki for any group H. This shows in particular
that such Sasaki groups are indecomposable under free products whose factors have
non-trivial finite quotients. Namely, we prove the Sasakian analogue of a theorem of
Johnson and Rees [66] for Kähler groups.

Theorem 6.18. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two groups. Assume fi : Γi ÝÑ Qi is a non-trivial
quotient with with |Qi| “ mi ă 8 for i “ 1, 2.

a) Then pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q is not Sasaki.

b) For any group H the product pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q ˆ H is not Sasaki.

A well studied class of groups is that of 3-manifold groups, i.e. fundamental groups
of (not necessarily closed) manifolds of dimension 3. These groups enjoy different
properties than Kähler groups. For instance, by taking connected sums one sees that 3-
manifold groups are closed under free products. Motivated by the results on free groups
and free products we discuss the relation between Sasaki and 3-manifold groups. It was
proved in [79] that if a 3-manifold group is also a Kähler group, then it is a surface group
or a finite group. Clearly the analogous statement in the Sasaki setting should involve
only Sasaki groups realizable in dimension 5 or higher. It turns out that Sasaki groups
have very little in common with 3-manifold groups, apart from the obvious intersection
given by surface groups and finite groups.

Theorem 6.21. Let Γ be an infinite 3-manifold group. Then Γ is the fundamental group
of a Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n ` 1 ě 5 if and only if Γ is the fundamental
group of a closed orientable surface.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.21 we get a dichotomy of infinite Sasaki
groups into those realizable in dimension 3 and all others.

Corollary 6.23. The fundamental group of a three-dimensional Sasakian manifold is
realizable in higher dimensions if and only if it is finite.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

In Chapter 2 we give an overview of orbifolds. Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 focus on the
definitions of orbifolds and of related concepts such as orbibundles, metrics and forms.
In Section 2.3 we turn our attention to orbifold classifying spaces. This allows us to
introduce orbifold invariants such as orbifold cohomology and orbifold fundamental
groups which play a central role in this thesis. In the last section of Chapter 2 we
discuss complex orbifolds with a particular focus on Seifert bundles.
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Chapter 3 is devoted to Sasaki manifolds and their topological and geometric invari-
ants. In the first part of the chapter we introduce almost contact and contact structures.
We then discuss CR structures and the metric cone in order to define K-contact and
Sasaki manifolds. In Section 3.6 we define Sasaki structures and discuss the various
approaches that can be taken. Moreover, we prove the Structure Theorem 3.59 [15,
Theorem 7.1.3 and Theorem 7.1.6] that will play an essential role in the remainder
of this thesis. Next we present the join construction. This is, roughly speaking, the
analogue of Cartesian products in the Sasaki setting. Section 3.7 is dedicated to the
transverse geometry of K-contact and Sasaki manifolds. Several geometric invariants
of Sasaki manifolds are defined here making this section crucial for the results proven
in Chapter 5. The last section of Chapter 3 gives an overview of topological properties
of Sasakian manifolds. Due to its importance the role of Boothby-Wang fibrations is
stressed throughout the chapter and their treatment is a constant focus.

Chapter 4 serves as motivation for the study of Sasaki groups carried in Chapter 6. In
Section 4.1 we recall some basic notions on group cohomology and central extensions.
We then proceed to present some results on Kähler groups in Section 4.2. This sec-
tion gives a (by no means exhaustive) treatment of our current understanding of Kähler
groups. We conclude Chapter 4 with a review of the properties of Sasaki groups proven
in [10, 23, 30, 68].

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the proofs of the results presented in Section 1.1 above.
In Section 5.1 we discuss invariance of basic Betti and Hodge numbers. This serves as
motivation for the results in Section 5.3. The proof of these results is preceded by a
review of the geometry of complete intersections carried out in Section 5.2. Particular
attention is reserved to the Hodge and Chern numbers of these projective varieties.

Chapter 6 is dedicated to the study of Sasaki groups. First we give a correspondence
between quasi-regular Sasaki structures and the fundamental group as central extensions
in Section 6.1. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to the proofs of the results
exposed in Section 1.2 above.
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Chapter 2

Orbifolds

Orbifolds play a fundamental role in the study of Sasakian topology and geometry.
This chapter is dedicated to orbibundles and their classification as well as topological
invariants of orbifolds.

Riemannian orbifolds were introduced and studied by Satake in [104] and [105]
under the name of V-manifolds. Independently, Baily introduced complex orbifolds
and proved the Hodge decomposition [5] and Kodaira’s Embedding Theorem [6] in this
setting. Most of the material of this chapter can be found in [15, Chapter 4] and in
the book [1] which provides an excellent introduction to orbifolds and their relation to
groupoids. Omitted proofs in this chapter can be found in [1, 15] and references therein.

2.1 Definitions

Let us start by defining the central object of this chapter.

Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space and fix n ě 0.

1) An n-dimensional orbifold chart (or uniformizing chart) p rU,Γ, ϕq on X is given
by an open connected set rU Ă Rn, a finite group Γ (the uniformizing group)
acting effectively on rU, and a Γ-invariant map ϕ : rU Ñ X which induces a home-
omorphism of rU{Γ onto an open set U Ă X.

In the following given an orbifold chart p rU,Γ, ϕq the image ϕp rUqwill always be denoted
by U.

2) An (orbifold) embedding λ : p rU,Γ, ϕq Ñ p rU 1,Γ1, ϕ1q between two charts is a
smooth embedding such that ϕ1 ˝ λ “ ϕ.

3) An orbifold atlas on X is a family of charts U “
 

p rUi,Γi, ϕiq
(

satisfying the
following two properties:

i) X “
Ť

i ϕi
`

rUi
˘

.

9
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ii) Let p rUi,Γi, ϕiq and p rU j,Γ j, ϕ jq be two orbifold charts. For any point x P
Ui

Ş

U j there exist a chart p rUk,Γk, ϕkq with x P Uk and two embeddings
λki : p rUk,Γk, ϕkq Ñ p rUi,Γi, ϕiq and λk j : p rUk,Γk, ϕkq Ñ p rU j,Γ j, ϕ jq.

4) An atlasV is a refinement of an atlasU if every chart inV has an embedding in
some chart ofU.

5) Two atlasesU andV are equivalent if they admit a common refinement.

6) An orbifold X “ pX,Uq consists of a second countable Hausdorff space X with
an equivalence class of orbifold atlases represented byU.

Notation. We will sometimes denote an orbifold by X, omitting the underlying topolog-
ical space X and the orbifold atlasU.

Remark 2.2. One can define complex orbifolds in an analogous way. Namely, by re-
placing Rn by Cn and smooth maps by holomorphic ones. For simplicity, we will work
in the real setting, but all results can be translated to the complex case.

One can prove (see [89]) that given two embeddings λ1, λ2 : p rU,Γ, ϕq Ñ p rU 1,Γ1, ϕ1q
there exists a unique γ1 P Γ1 such that λ2 “ γ1 ˝ λ1. Therefore the isotropy group of
p P rU depends only on x “ ϕppq and will be denoted by Γx. A point x P X whose
isotropy group Γx is non-trivial is called an orbifold singular point. The set of orbifold
singular point is denoted by ΣorbpXq. Points for which Γx “ 0 are called regular and
form an open dense subset of X.
Remark 2.3. Notice that the set ΣpXq of singular points of the space X is contained in
the set ΣorbpXq, i.e. singular points of X are also orbifold singular points for an orbifold
X “ pX,Uq. The converse is false in general. For instance, the global quotient of S 2

by a finite cyclic group of rotations Zn is an orbifold with two orbifold singular points.
Nevertheless, the underlying topological space is again S 2.

Orbifolds arise naturally as quotients of a manifold by a smooth and effective action
of a finite group. However, not all orbifolds are of this type. In particular, we will see
in Chapter 3 that the orbifolds associated to Sasaki structures are not, in general, global
quotients by finite groups. However, they turn out to be quotients of a manifold by a Lie
group acting smoothly, effectively and with finite isotropy groups.

We conclude this secton by giving the notion of maps between orbifolds. These can
be regarded as a collection of equivariant maps between charts which induce the same
map on the underlying topological space.

Definition 2.4. Let X “ pX,Uq and Y “ pY,Vq be orbifolds.

1) A map f : X Ñ Y is smooth if for every point x P X there exist charts p rU,Γ, ϕq
around x and prV ,∆, ψq around f pxq and a smooth lift rf

rU : rU Ñ rV of f .

2) The orbifolds X and Y are equivalent if there exist two smooth maps f : X Ñ Y
and g : Y Ñ X such that g f “ IdX and f g “ IdY .
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2.2 Orbibundles

In this section we give the definition of bundles and classical constructions on bundles
in the orbifold setting. In general these will be local data together with compatibility
conditions that ensure the definition of a global object on an orbifold. The first example
is the following.

Definition 2.5. An orbisheaf (or simply sheaf) F on an orbifold X “ pX,Uq consists
of a sheaf F

rUi
on each chart p rUi,Γi, ϕiq satisfying the following compatibility condition.

For each embedding λi j : rUi Ñ rU j there exists a functorial isomorphism of sheaves
F pλi jq : F rUi

Ñ λ˚i jF rU j
.

Next we define orbibundles. These are central objects in this chapter as well as in
the study of Sasaki structures. Once more, orbibundles are defined by bundles over each
chart which can be “glued together".

Definition 2.6. An orbibundle E Ñ X over an orbifold X “ pX,Uq consists of fiber
bundles E

rUi
over the charts p rUi,Γi, ϕiq with fiber a manifold F and structure group G

together with homomorphisms h
rUi

: Γi Ñ G such that the following conditions hold:

i) Let p be a point in the fiber over rxi P rUi. Then ph
rUi
pγq lies in the fiber over γ´1

rxi

for all γ P Γi.

ii) Let λi j : rUi Ñ rU j be an embedding. Given an element γ P Γi let γ1 P Γ j be the
unique element such that λi j ˝ γ “ γ1 ˝ λi j. Then there is a bundle morphism

λ˚i j : E
rU j|λi jp rUiq

Ñ E
rUi

satisfying the conditions that h
rUi
pγq˝λ˚i j “ λ˚i j˝h

rU j
pγ1q. The morphism λ˚i j is often

called a transition map.

iii) Moreover if λ jk : rU j Ñ rUk is another embedding then pλ jk ˝ λi jq
˚ “ λ˚i j ˝ λ

˚
jk.

If the fiber F is a vector space and G Ă GLpFq then E is a vector orbibundle. If F “ G
and the action is given by right multiplication then E is a principal G-orbibundle.

We will sometimes write bundle in place of orbibundle if the meaning is clear from
the context.

The total space E of an orbibundle has an orbifold structure induced from the base.
Consider orbifold charts rUi on X which are trivializing sets for E, i.e. such that E

rUi
is

the product rUi ˆ F, and define orbifold charts pE
rUi
,Γ˚i , ϕ

˚q as follows. The action of Γi

extends to E
rUi

as prxi, pq ÞÑ pγ´1
rxi, ph

rUi
pγqq, thus we can define the group Γ˚i to be the

subgroup of Γi that stabilizes the point pxi, pq. The total space E is obtained by gluing
together the sets E

rUi
{Γ˚i .
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Lemma 2.7. Let P be the total space of a principal G-orbibundle over an orbifold
X “ pX,Uq. Then P is a smooth manifold if and only if the maps h

rUi
are injective for

all i.

Proof. For a principal orbibundle the group h
rUi
pΓ˚i q Ă G acts freely on the fiber G.

Therefore if h
rUi

is injective, there is no element of Γi that stabilizes a point under the
action prxi, gq ÞÑ pγ´1

rxi, gh
rUi
pγqq. Thus the groups Γ˚i are trivial and so is the orbifold

structure on P. �

Example 2.8 (The tangent bundle of X). Let X “ pX,Uq be an orbifold. For each chart
p rUi,Γi, ϕiq P U consider the set E

rUi
“ T rUi, i.e. the tangent space of rUi. Given an

embedding λi j : rUi Ñ rU j the differential Dλi j : E
rUi
Ñ E

rU j
satisfies Dλi jprxq P GLpn,Rq.

Hence we define the transition map for the tangent bundle to be the inverse of Dλi j.
Since every element of Γi defines an embedding the maps h

rUi
are injective and satisfy

the first property in Definition 2.6. Moreover by definition the transition maps satisfy the
second condition in Definition 2.6. Therefore we have defined a bundle TX “ pT X,U˚q
where the elements ofU˚ are given by p rUiˆR

n,Γ˚i , ϕ
˚
i q with Γ˚i “ Γi acting linearly on

Rn and ϕ˚i is the quotient projection. Note that T X is only the notation for the underlying
topological space since X is in general not a smooth manifold.
Example 2.9 (The linear frame bundle LpXq of X). In the notation of Example 2.8
set now G “ F “ GLpn,Rq and let E

rUi
be the linear frame bundle over rUi. We

define the linear frame bundle LpXq “ pLpXq,U˚q to have charts of the form p rUi ˆ

GLpn,Rq,Γ˚i , ϕ
˚q. Also in this case ϕ˚i is the quotient projection of the action of Γ˚i “ Γi

given by prx, Aq ÞÑ pγ´1
rx, Ah

rUi
pγqq where h

rUi
is defined as in Example 2.8. Notice

that the homomorphisms h
rUi

are injective, thus by Lemma 2.7 the total space LpXq is a
smooth manifold. However, the action of GLpn,Rq on LpXq is only locally free; indeed,
the isotropy groups are given by the uniformizing groups Γi.

Definition 2.10. Let E “ pE,U˚q be an orbibundle over X. A section s of E over
U Ă X consists of a section si of the bundle E

rUi
for each chart p rUi,Γi, ϕiq such that

Ui Ă U satisfying, for all rx P rUi, the following properties.

i) For each γ P Γi, sipγ
´1
rxq “ siprxqh rUi

pγq.

ii) If λi j : rUi Ñ rU j is an embedding, then λ˚i js jpλi jprxqq “ siprxq.

We can carry out a construction analogous to Example 2.8 in order to define the
cotangent orbibundle and the tensor orbibundles. Combining these with the previous
definition allows us to define vector fields, differential forms , metrics, connections, etc.
in parallel to the smooth case. For instance, we have the following

Definition 2.11. A Riemannian metric on an orbifold X “ pX,Uq is a collection
of metrics on each chart p rUi,Γi, ϕiq P U such that Γi acts by isometries and every
embedding λi j : rUi Ñ rU j is an isometry.
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Similarly we can define Hermitian metrics on complex orbifolds. Moreover we have
the following

Proposition 2.12 ([88]). Every orbifold admits a Riemannian metric and every complex
orbifold admits a Hermitian metric.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the smooth case. Namely, one makes use of a partition
of unity to patch together metrics on rUi which are invariant under Γi. �

Notice that differential forms and the exterior derivative are well defined on an orb-
ifold X. Therefore we can define the de Rham complex ΩdRpXq and, consequently,
its cohomology H˚

dRpXq. In his seminal paper Satake already noticed that de Rham’s
theorem holds in the orbifold setting. In particular we have

Proposition 2.13 ([104]). For any orbifold X “ pX,Uq the de Rham cohomology ring
H˚

dRpXq is isomorphic to the singular cohomology ring with real coefficients H˚pX;Rq.

Example 2.14 (The frame bundle FrpXq of X). In light of Proposition 2.12 we can de-
fine the (orthonormal) frame orbibundle of an orbifold X “ pX,Uq. The construction is
analogous to that of the linear frame bundle. Namely we patch together the orthonormal
frame bundles E

rUi
over each chart p rUi,Γi, ϕiq P U. We obtain in this way a subbundle

FrpXq “ pFrpXq,U˚q of the linear frame bundle LpXq. Moreover, since the homomor-
phisms h

rUi
are injective, the total space is again a smooth manifold.

Proposition 2.15. Every orbifold is the quotient orbifold of a locally free action of a
compact Lie group on a smooth manifold.

Proof. The frame bundle FrpXq of an orbifold X is a smooth manifold , see Exam-
ple 2.14. Moreover, by definitionX is the quotient orbifold of the Opnq action on FrpXq.
The claim follows immediately. �

2.3 Orbifold classifying spaces

We will now present an equivalent definition of orbifolds that will allow us to define
some key topological invariants of orbifolds. We start by describing the correspondence
between orbifolds and proper effective étale Lie groupoids. Recall that a category is
small if its objects and morphisms form sets.

Definition 2.16. 1) A groupoid G is a small category whose morphisms are isomor-
phisms.

2) A Lie groupoid is a groupoid whose sets of objects G0 and morphisms G1 are
smooth manifolds, the following two maps are smooth submersions

i) the source map s : G1 Ñ G0 spg : x Ñ yq “ x,
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ii) the target map t : G1 Ñ G0 tpg : x Ñ yq “ y,

and the following three maps are smooth

iii) the composition map m : G1s ˆt G1 Ñ G1 where G1s ˆt G1 “ tph, gq P
G1 ˆG1 | tpgq “ sphqu,

iv) the identity map u : G0 Ñ G1,

v) the inverse map i : G1 Ñ G1.

3) A Lie groupoid G is an étale groupoid if s and t are local diffeomorphisms.

4) A Lie groupoid G is proper if the map ps, tq : G1 Ñ G0 ˆG0 is proper.

5) An étale Lie groupoid G is effective if the isotropy group Gx “ tg P G1 | spgq “
tpgq “ xu acts effectively on G0.

Notice that given a Lie groupoid G we can define the space of orbits XG to be the
quotient of G0 under the following equivalence relation

x „ y ðñ Dg P G1 such that spgq “ x and tpgq “ y.

Example 2.17. An example of Lie groupoid that will be relevant for us is the action
groupoid G ˙ M. Given a Lie group G acting on a manifold M let pG ˙ Mq0 “ M
and pG ˙ Mq1 “ G ˆ M, define the source map to be the projection on the second
factor and the target map to be tpg, xq “ gpxq. The composition map is then given by
multiplication in G.

Remark 2.18. If M is a quasi-regular Sasaki manifold then we can associate to it two
different action groupoids. Namely, the first and more immediate Lie groupoid is given
by the S 1-action on M. Now let π : M Ñ X be the projection on the space of orbits and
consider the Op2nq action on the frame bundle of X. This is again an action of a Lie
group on a smooth manifold therefore it defines another action groupoid.

We will see that one can associate to X yet another Lie groupoid and the three of
them are equivalent in a sense that we will explain below. First, in order to formulate
this equivalence, we need some definitions.

Definition 2.19. A homomorphism of Lie groupoids is a functor Φ : GÑ H such that
the maps Φ0 : G0 Ñ H0 and Φ1 : G1 Ñ H1 are smooth.

Definition 2.20. A homomorphism Φ : G Ñ H of Lie groupoids is an equivalence if
and only if

i) the map t ˝ pr1 : H1sˆΦ G0 Ñ H0, is a surjective submersion (where H1sˆΦ G0 “

tph, xq P H1 ˆG0 | sphq “ Φpxqu), and
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ii) the diagram
G1 H1

G0 ˆG0 H0 ˆ H0

Φ

ps,tq ps,tq

ΦˆΦ

is a pullback diagram.

Definition 2.21. Two Lie groupoids G and G1 are said to be Morita equivalent if there
exists a third Lie groupoid H and two equivalences Φ : HÑ G and Φ1 : HÑ G1.

Now given an orbifold X “ pX,Uq we want to construct a proper effective étale Lie
groupoid which captures the information of the orbifold structure. Let U “ \i rUi be
the disjoint union of all charts rUi P U. Denote by PX the pseudogroup generated by
embeddings λi j and their inverses. We can identify X with the quotient U{PX where
two points x, y are identified if there exists an element f P PX such that f pxq “ y. Now
consider the groupoid GX whose set of objects is U and whose morphisms are germs of
the embeddings. It is clear that the orbit space ofGX is homeomorphic to X. Notice that
the groupoid GX depends on the orbifold atlas U, nonetheless we have the following
result.

Theorem 2.22 ([89]). Let X “ pX,Uq be an orbifold. Then GX is a proper effective
étale Lie groupoid. Moreover, if X1 “ pX1,U1q is another orbifold, thenGX andGX1 are
Morita equivalent if and only if X and X1 are equivalent.

Conversely, it is then clear that we can associate an orbifold XG “ pXG,UGq to a
proper effective étale Lie groupoid G in a straightforward way. Namely, let XG be as
above and let Ux be a neighbourhood of a point x P G0 which is diffeomorphic to an open
set in Rn, i.e. there exists a diffeomorphism φx : rUx Ñ Ux. Then, with a slight abuse
of notation, the charts are given by p rUx,Gx, π ˝ φxq where π : G0 Ñ XG is the quotient
projection. Thus, given a proper effective étale Lie groupoid G the orbit space XG has
a canonical orbifold structure. This shows that proper effective étale Lie groupoids
correspond exactly to orbifold structures on second countable Hausdorff spaces.

We are now interested in finding a classifying space for orbifolds using the above
correspondence with Lie groupoids. In order to do so we need to introduce the concept
of principal G-bundle for a Lie groupoid G.

Definition 2.23. LetG be a Lie groupoid and Y a topological space. Given a continuous
map µ : Y Ñ G0 let G1s ˆµ Y be as in Definition 2.20.

1) The action of G on Y with moment map µ is a mapA : G1s ˆµ Y Ñ Y such that

i) µpApg, yqq “ tpgq,
ii) Apg ˝ h, yq “ Apg,Aph, yqq,

iii) Apupµpyqq, yq “ y.
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The orbit of G through y is the subset Gpyq “ tApg, yq Ă Y | spgq “ µpyqu.

2) A principalG-bundle over Y is a topological space E with a surjection π : E Ñ Y
and an action of G on E with moment map µ : E Ñ G0 such that πpApg, eqq “
πpeq for e P E. Moreover the action is transitive on the fibers and each point y P Y
has an open neighbourhood U and a section σ : U Ñ E such that the map

G1s ˆµ U ÝÑ π´1
pUq

pg, yq ÞÑ Apg, σpyqq

is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 2.24 ([55, 56]). Given a Lie groupoid G there exists a principal G-bundle
π : EG Ñ BG which is universal in the sense that for any CW-complex X the pullback
EG ÞÑ f ˚EG induces a one-to-one correspondence between homotopy classes of maps
f : Y Ñ BG and isomorphism classes of principal G-bundles over Y. Moreover if G1 is
Morita equivalent to G then BG and BG1 are weakly homotopy equivalent.

For action groupoids, defined in Example 2.17, the classifying space admits a more
concrete description. Namely, letG “ G˙M be an action groupoid. Then a classifying
space BG is the space EG ˆG M, i.e. the quotient of EG ˆ M by the diagonal action of
G. See [82] for a proof.

In the case of interest to us, i.e. a proper effective étale Lie groupoid GX arising
from an orbifold X, we can describe the universal principal GX-bundle more explicitely
in terms of X. Recall that any orbifold X can be seen as the quotient of its frame bundle
FrpXq by the Opnq action. Let FrpUq be the disjoint union of the frame bundles over
the charts rUi P U. It is clear that the groupoid action on U induces a GX-action on
FrpUq whose orbit space is FrpXq. Therefore we can set EGX “ FrpUq ˆOpnq EOpnq.
Moreover, by requiring GX to act trivially on the second factor, we can see that EGX is
a principal GX-bundle over FrpXq ˆOpnq EOpnq.

By construction we have a commutative diagram

EGX BGX

U “ G0 X “ G0{GX

π

rp p

Φ

where the horizontal arrows are GX-bundles and the vertical arrows are Opnq-bundles.
Moreover, by Theorem 2.22 and Theorem 2.24, the homotopy type of BGX only

depends on the equivalence class of X. This gives rise to the following fundamental

Definition 2.25. The orbifold classifying space BX of an orbifold X is the classifying
space BGX of the associated proper effective étale Lie groupoid GX.
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Definition 2.26. The orbifold homotopy, homology and cohomology groups of an
orbifold X are defined by

Hi
orbpX;Zq “ Hi

pBX;Zq, Horb
i pX;Zq “ HipBX;Zq, πorb

i pXq “ πipBXq.

Before showing that BX does indeed classify orbibundles on X we need to give a
different orbifold atlas on BX that will allow us to define local data and patch them
together. Consider an orbifold X with charts p rUi,Γi, ϕiq and let FrpXq be its frame
bundle with the atlas defined in Example 2.14. Since the orthogonal group Opnq acts
locally freely on a chart E

rUi
, we have the homeomorphisms E

rUi
{Opnq » rUi{Γi » Ui.

Now we define an atlas of FrpXq since we can cover it by charts of the form rUi ˆΓi

EOpnq. Moreover, any embedding λi j : rUi Ñ rU j induces an embedding Λi j : rUi ˆΓi

EOpnq Ñ rU j ˆΓ j EOpnq given by Λi jrprxi, pqs “ rpλi jprxiq, pqs. This allows us to glue
together local data on the charts rUi ˆΓi EOpnq given by functions on rUi and EOpnq
invariant under Γi. As an example consider the following diagram

rUi ˆ EOpnq rUi

rUi ˆΓi EOpnq Ui.

ϕi

pi

Since the local covering maps are smooth and Γi invariant, by definition the induced
map p : BXÑ X is continuous.
Remark 2.27. Notice that one can consider charts of the form rUi ˆΓi EOpnq around the
fiber of p : BXÑ X over a point x P X. Moreover, for Ui small enough and x a regular
point the chart is homotopy equivalent to EOpnq, and therefore contractible, while when
x is a singular point the chart is an Eilenberg-MacLane space KpΓi, 1q. This implies that
the cohomology groups H jpp´1pUiq; Rq vanish for R “ Q,R,C. Thus the Leray spectral
sequence implies that the map p : BXÑ X induces an isomorphism in cohomology, i.e.
H˚

orbpX; Rq – H˚pX; Rq.
Remark 2.28. Combining the discussion in Remark 2.27 with Proposition 2.13 yields
an isomorphism H˚

orbpX;Rq – H˚
dRpXq. That is, every closed form on X represents a

cohomology class with real coefficients in H˚
orbpX;Rq.

Next we explain in which sense the space BX is classifying. Namely, we give a
correspondence between orbibundles on X with structure group G and generic fiber F
and isomorphism classes of bundles on BX with structure group G and fiber F.

Given such an orbibundle on X we can define an action of Γi on rUiˆ F ˆ EOpnq by
prxi, f , pq ÞÑ pγ´1

rxi, f h
rUi
pγq, pγq. This defines a G-bundle with fiber F on rUiˆΓi EOpnq

for all charts p rUi,Γi, ϕiq. Moreover the second property in Definition 2.6 ensures that the
cocycle conditions are satisfied to give a globally defined bundle on BX with structure
group G and fiber F.
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Conversely, given such a bundle on BX, we can restrict to a chart rUi ˆΓi EOpnq to
get a G-bundle with fiber F there. Now, since the chart rUi ˆΓi EOpnq is an Eilenberg-
MacLane space KpΓi, 1q, there is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism
classes of G-bundles on rUi ˆΓi EOpnq and conjugacy classes of homomorphisms from
Γi to G. This the defines the homomorphisms h

rUi
in Definition 2.6.

Proposition 2.29. The correspondence above between isomorphism classes of orbi-
bundles on X with structure group G and generic fiber F and isomorphism classes of
bundles on BX with structure group G and fiber F is one-to-one.

Since BX is a CW-complex, the following result is an immediate consequence.

Corollary 2.30. For any Lie group G there is a one-to-one correspondence between
principal G-orbibundle on an orbifold X and homotopy classes of maps

“

BX, BG
‰

.

Moreover, we get the following corollary whose proof is a straightforward adapta-
tion of the proof in the smooth case.

Corollary 2.31. Isomorphism classes of G-bundles on X are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the cohomology set H1

orbpX,Gq “ H1pBX,Gq with G denoting the sheaf of
germs of functions to G.

Characteristic classes of a smooth bundle can be defined as the pullback of the gen-
erators of the cohomology of the structure group. The results above allow us to define
orbifold characteristic classes analogously. Namely, since a principal G-bundle on X
is uniquely determined by the homotopy class of a map f : BX Ñ BG, we define the
orbifold characteristic classes to be the elements in the image of f ˚ : H˚pBG,Rq Ñ
H˚

orbpX,Rq for a ring R. For instance to any orbibundle with structure group Opnq, Upnq
or S ppnq we can associate Stiefel-Whitney, Chern or Pontryagin classes respectively.
Since our focus will be on complex vector bundles we give the following

Definition 2.32. Let E Ñ X be an orbibundle with structure group Upnq and let f :
BX Ñ BUpnq be its classifying map. The i-th orbifold Chern class corb

i pEq of E are
defined to be

f ˚pciq P H2i
pBX;Zq

where the ci P H2ipBUpnq;Zq are such that H˚pBUpnq;Zq – Zrc1, c2, . . . , cns.

On a smooth manifold M Chern-Weil theory gives an equivalent definition of char-
acteristic classes. In particular it provides differential forms representing the image of
Chern classes under the inclusion H˚pM;Zq ãÑ H˚

dRpMq. Since all the objects involved
are well defined on orbifolds the theory translates in the orbifold setting, see [31] for
the details. Namely, for a Upnq-orbibundle E consider the image corb

i pEqR of the orb-
ifold Chern classes corb

i pEq under the inclusion H˚
o rbpX;Zq ãÑ H˚

o rbpX;Rq. To each
connection 1-form on E the Chern-Weil homomorphism associates differential forms
on X. These forms represent the classes corb

i pEqR under the isomorphism given in Re-
mark 2.28.
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Definition 2.33. Let E be a Upnq-orbibundle. The i-th real orbifold Chern class is the
class corb

i pEqR P H2i
orbpX;Rq – H2i

dRpXq defined above.

Notation. When it will be clear from the context we will write simply corb
i pEq for both

real and integral orbifold Chern classes. Moreover we will sometimes write CipEq drop-
ping the superscript in order to lighten the notation.

We can now prove the orbifold analogue of a classical result.

Proposition 2.34. Principal S 1-bundles E over an orbifold X are are in one-to-one
correspondence with elements of H2

orbpX,Zq and the correspondence is given by the
first orbifold Chern class corb

1 pEq.

Proof. Let E be the sheaf of germs of smooth functions BX Ñ C and E˚ the subsheaf
of non-vanishing functions. The complex line bundles on BX (up to isomorphism)
are in one-to-one correspondence with classes in H1

orbpX,E
˚q. Since BX is a second

countable CW-complex and E is a fine sheaf the exponential sequence yields an iso-
morphism H1

orbpX,E
˚q – H2

orbpX,Zq. Now denote by S the subsheaf of E given by
germs of functions from BX to S 1. Since E˚ deformation retracts onto S we get an
isomorphism H1

orbpX,E
˚q – H1

orbpX,Sq. The statement then follows from the fact that
for CW-complexes the connecting morphism in the long exact sequence associated to
the exponential sequence is given by the first Chern class. �

The last result we include in this chapter is pivotal and we will rely on it several times
in the reminder of the thesis. Before we can state it we give the following definition for
clarity albeit it is a special case of Definition 2.23 when regarding a Lie group G as a
groupoid with set of morphism given by G and a singleton as set of objects.

Definition 2.35. The action of a Lie group G on an orbifold X “ pX,Uq is given by a
continuous action A : G ˆ X Ñ X such that for each g P G and x P X there are charts
p rUi,Γi, ϕiq and p rU j,Γ j, ϕ jq over x andApg, xq respectively with a neighbourhood V Ă G
of g and a smooth map rA : V ˆ rUi Ñ rU j such that ϕ jp rApg, rxqq “ Apg, ϕiprxqq and for
all g P G the map defined by rx ÞÑ rApg, rxq is a diffeomorphism.

Now to a locally free action of a Lie group G on an orbifoldY with quotient orbifold
X we associate the fibration G ˆ EOpnq ãÑ BY Ñ BX. This gives rise to a long exact
sequence of homotopy groups. We state this important result in the setting that interest
us the most.

Theorem 2.36 ([57]). Let G be a torus acting locally freely on an orbifold Y with
quotient orbifold X. Then the following sequence of homotopy groups

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ πipGq Ñ πorb
i pYq Ñ πorb

i pXq Ñ πi´1pGq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

is exact.
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2.4 Complex cyclic orbifolds

In this final section we focus on the class of orbifolds that will appear in the rest of
the thesis. Namely, complex projective cyclic orbifolds. Moreover, we discuss Seifert
bundles and their relation to S 1-orbibundles with particular emphasis on the smoothness
of the total space. For further details on the material presented in this section see [15,
Chapter 4] as well as [73, 74].

Recall that for a complex orbifoldX “ pX,Uq the trivialization charts rUx are biholo-
morphic to the polydisc Dn Ă Cn and the uniformizing groups Γx are finite subgroups
of GLpn,Cq. Moreover, X is cyclic if the groups Γx are cyclic for all x P X.

In the following we will consider orbifolds whose underlying space X is a normal
projective variety. In this case we consider Weil divisors Dα which lie in the orbifold
singular set ΣorbpXq. This in particular implies that the local uniformizing group Γx is
non-trivial for all points x P Dα. Thus we define the ramification index mα of the
divisor Dα to be the gcd of all the orders of the uniformizing groups Γx for x P Dα. The
branch divisor ∆ of the orbifold X “ pX,Uq is defined to be the the Q-divisor, i.e., a
Weil divisor with coefficients in Q, of the form

∆ “
ÿ

α

´

1´
1

mα

¯

Dα (2.1)

where the sum is taken over all divisors that lie in the orbifold singular set ΣorbpXq and
the mα’s are as above. Therefore, we can associate a pair pX,∆q to a complex cyclic
orbifold pX,Uq such that X is a normal projective variety. Conversely, the pair pX,∆q
determines the orbifold X uniquely. In fact, the chart ϕi : rUi – Dn ÝÑ Ui at a point
x P X, and therefore the atlasU, is uniquely determined by the following conditions:

• ϕi is unramified over Uiz
`

ΣpUiq
Ť

Dα

˘

where the union is taken over all divisors
Dα intersecting Ui and

• the ramification index mα is the largest integer that divides the ramification index
of all ϕi : rUi ÝÑ Ui such that the intersection Ui

Ş

Dα is non-empty.

Thus we will often think of complex cyclic orbifolds as pairs pX,∆q.
Example 2.37 (Weighted projective spaces). Consider the weighted C˚pwq-action on
Cn`1 with weight w “ pw0, . . . ,wnq defined by

pz0, . . . , znq ÞÑ pλw0z0, . . . , λ
wnznq .

We will assume that w satisfies w0 ď w1 ď . . . ď wn and gcdpw0, . . . ,wnq “ 1. This
can be always arranged by reordering the coordinates on Cn`1 and redefining the coor-
dinate on C˚. The weighted projective space CPn

pwq is the quotient Cn`1{C˚pwq and is
endowed with the following orbifold structure. The charts ϕi : rUi ÝÑ Ui are given by
a weighted adaptation of the standard charts of CPn. Namely, let Ui “ trz0, . . . , zns P
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CPn
pwq|zi ‰ 0u and set coordinates py0, . . . , yi´1, yi`1, . . . , ynq on the open set rUi – C

n

such that

ywi
j “

zwi
j

zw j

i

.

The map ϕi is then given by

ϕipy0, . . . , yi´1, yi`1, . . . , ynq “ py
wi
0 , . . . , y

wi
i´1, y

wi
i`1, . . . , y

wi
n q.

This defines an orbifold chart p rUi,Γi, ϕiq where Γi – Zwi is the group of wi-th rooths of
unity in C˚pwq. The atlasU on CPn

pwq consists of the charts p rUi,Zwi , ϕiq together with
the intersection pUi1...i j ,Zgcdpwi1 ,...,wi j q

, ϕi1...i jq where Ui1...i j “
rUi1

Ş

¨ ¨ ¨
Ş

rUi j .
We focus now on the algebraic variety underlying weighted projective spaces. We

have the following result of Dolgachev.

Lemma 2.38 ([36]). As algebraic varieties CPnpwq – CPn{Gw where Gw “ Zw0 ˆ

¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Zwn . Moreover, CPnpwq and CPn{Gw are isomorphic as orbifolds if and only if
w “ p1, . . . , 1q.

In order to study the underlying algebraic variety of weighted projective spaces
CPn

pwq let us introduce some notation. For all i “ 0, . . . , n we define the following
integers:

di “ gcdpw0, . . . ,wi´1,wi`1, . . . ,wnq , (2.2)

ei “
ź

j‰i

d j , (2.3)

w “
´w0

e0
, . . . ,

wn

en

¯

. (2.4)

It follows directly from these definitions and the assumption gcdpw0, . . . ,wnq “ 1 that:

i) the di’s are pairwise relatively prime,

ii) di divides w j for all i ‰ j,

iii) the ei divides wi for all i so that the entries of the vector w are integers and w “ w
if and only if w “ p1, . . . , 1q.

The following result of Delorme [34] says that, when interested in CPn
pwq as an alge-

braic variety, we can consider CPn
pwq instead, see [36] for a proof.

Proposition 2.39 ([34]). There is an isomorphism CPnpwq – CPnpwq of algebraic va-
rieties.

Example 2.40. Notice that if di ‰ 0, then the weight vector

w1 “
´w0

di
, . . . ,wi, . . . ,

wn

di

¯
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satisfies the property w “ w1. Therefore we have an isomorphism of weighted projective
spaces CPn

pwq – CPn
pw1q as algebraic varieties. For instance, the algebraic variety

CP2
p6, 2p6k ´ 1q, 3p6k ´ 1qq is isomorphic to the standard projective space CP2. This

can be easily verified by applying the argument above first with d0 “ 6k ´ 1, then with
d1 “ 3 and finally with d2 “ 2.

Remark 2.41. Notice that singular set of the orbifold CPn
pw1q consists of the points

r0 : . . . : zi : . . . : 0s for all i such that wi ‰ 0. Therefore, in the notation introduced
above, the orbifold CPn

pw1q is denoted by
`

CPn
pw1q,∆ “ 0

˘

. On the other hand, given a
vector w if di ‰ 0 for some i, then the divisor Di “ pzi “ 0q is contained in ΣorbpCPn

pwqq
and has ramification index di. Hence ∆ ‰ 0.

Example 2.42. Let us now clarify with an example the relation between the orbifold
X “ CPn

pwq and the pair pX,∆q.
Consider the weighted projective space CP2

p3, 4, 6q. From the description of the
orbifold atlas it is clear that the singular locus is given by

Σorb
pCP2

p3, 4, 6qq “ tz0 “ 0u
ď

tz1 “ 0u.

Moreover, the divisors D0 “ pz0 “ 0q and D1 “ pz1 “ 0q have ramification index
2 and 3 respectively. Thus we have ∆ “ 1

2 D0 `
2
3 D1. By Proposition 2.39 the orb-

ifold CP2
p3, 4, 6q is given by

`

CP2
p1, 2, 1q, 1

2 D0 `
2
3 D1

˘

. Notice that CP2
p1, 2, 1q and

CP2
p3, 4, 6q are isomorphic as algebraic varieties, even though they are not isomorphic

as orbifolds since the former has trivial branch divisor ∆.

A large class of examples of complex cyclic orbifolds is given by hypersurfaces, or
more generally complete intersections, in a weighted projective space CPn

pwq.

Definition 2.43. A polynomial f pz0, . . . , znq is called a weighted homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree d and weight w “ pw0, . . . ,wnq if

f pλw0z0, . . . , λ
wnznq “ λd f pz0, . . . , znq

with λ P C˚.

If V is a variety of Cn`1 defined by weighted homogeneous polynomials f1, . . . , fr

with weights w “ pw0, . . . ,wnq, then it is invariant under the C˚pwq-action on Cn`1. This
leads to the following:

Definition 2.44. A weighted variety in CPn
pwq is the zero set of a collection f1, . . . , fr

of weighted homogeneous polynomials with weights w. The variety X is called a
weighted complete intersection if r “ codimpXq. A weighted hypersurface X is
the zero locus of a single weighted homogeneous polynomial.

It is natural to require that the weighted variety X carries an orbifold structure which
is naturally induced by CPn

pwq. The next proposition gives a necessary condition.
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Proposition 2.45. Let pr : Cn`1zt0u ÝÑ CPnpwq be the quotient by the C˚pwq-action
and ι : X ÝÑ CPnpwq be a weighted variety. If pr´1pXq is smooth, then CPnpwq natu-
rally induces a locally cyclic orbifold structure X “ pX,Uq on X.

Proof. Since pr´1pXq is smooth and invariant under the C˚pwq-action we can use charts
of pr´1pXq at a point y P pr´1pxq to define orbifold charts at x P X. The orbifold
structure on X is then naturally given by the C˚pwq-action on pr´1pXq. Moreover, the
local uniformizing group Γx at a point x P X is the uniformizing group at the point
ιpxq P CPnwq. Hence the orbifold X is locally cyclic. �

Example 2.46 (Brieskorn-Pham Polynomials). A Brieskorn-Pham polynomial with
exponent a “ pa0, . . . , anq is a degree d weighted homogeneous polynomial f of the
form

f pz0, . . . , znq “ za0
0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zan

n

with ai ą 1 for all i. Notice that we have wiai “ d for all i and d “ lcmpa0, . . . , anq

since we are assuming gcdpw0, . . . ,wnq “ 1. The polynomial f defines a weighted
hypersurface X f Ă CPn

pwq. It is easy to see that the set pr´1pX f q is smooth. Thus X f

is naturally endowed with a cyclic orbifold structure. Moreover, we see that the branch
divisor ∆ that identifies this orbifold structure is

∆ “
ÿ

i

´

1´
1
di

¯

Di

where the di’s were defined in (2.2) and Di is the hyperplane divisor pzi “ 0q
Ş

X f .

Before we move on to the definition of a Seifert bundle we recall that a Stein space
is a holomorphically convex space such that any compact analytic subset is finite.

Definition 2.47. Let X be a normal complex space. A Seifert bundle over X is a map
π : Y ÝÑ X from a normal complex space Y together with a C˚-action on Y satisfying
the following conditions:

• π is C˚ invariant with the respect to the trivial action on X,

• the preimage π´1 of any open Stein set is Stein and

• For every x P X, the C˚-action on the fiber Yx “ π´1pxq is C˚-equivariantly
biholomorphic to the standard C˚-action on C˚{µm for some m “ mpx,Y{Xq,
where µm Ă C

˚ denotes the group of m-th roots of unity.

One can always assume that mpx,Y{Xq “ 1 on a dense open set, that is, one can
assume the C˚-action to be effective.

Consider now the set of points tx P X|mpx, X{Yq ą 1u. This is a closed analytic sub-
set of X. It can be written as the union of Weil divisors Di and of a subset of codimension
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at least 2 contained in singular locus ΣpXq. The multiplicity mpx,Y{Xq is constant on a
dense open subset of each Di. This common value is denoted by mi. The Q-divisor

∆ “
ÿ

i

´

1´
1
mi

¯

Di

is called the branch divisor of π : Y ÝÑ X. When we want to emphasize the branch
divisor we will write the Seifert bundle as π : Y ÝÑ pX,∆q.

It is clear from the description above that if Y is smooth, the pair pX,∆q defines a
cyclic orbifold as discussed in the beginning of this section. In fact, for every x P X
and any y P π´1pxq let Vx be a µm-invariant smooth hypersurface transverse to π´1pxq,
where m “ mpx,Y{Xq. Then the maps ϕx : Vx “ rUx ÝÑ Vx{µm “ Ux give an orbifold
structure X “ pX,Uq. Moreover, the orbifold branch divisor coincides with the branch
divisor of π : Y ÝÑ X so that X “ pX,∆q. It follows from the definition of the orbifold
X that π : Y ÝÑ pX,∆q is a principal C˚-orbibundle whose local uniformizing groups
inject into C˚, cf. Lemma 2.7.

Consider the splitting C˚ “ R ˆ S 1 of C˚ as a Lie group. Since the definition of a
Seifert bundle only involve subgroups of S 1 we can write Y as M ˆ R and restrict the
Seifert bundle to M. By abuse of notation we will call this a Seifert bundle. Clearly,
M is smooth if and only if Y is smooth. In this instance the manifold M is a principal
S 1-orbibundle over the orbifold pX,∆q. We have proven the following:

Theorem 2.48. Every Seifert bundle π : M Ñ pX,∆q with M smooth is a principal S 1-
orbibundle over a cyclic orbifoldX “ pX,∆q Conversely, every principal S 1-orbibundle
π : M Ñ pX,∆q over a cyclic orbifold X “ pX,∆q whose local uniformizing groups
inject into S 1 is a Seifert bundle with M smooth.

The following result of Kollár gives a useful correspondence.

Theorem 2.49 ([73]). Let X be a normal complex space with at worst quotient singu-
larities and ∆ “

ř

´

1 ´ 1
mi

¯

Di a Q-divisor. There is a one–to–one correspondence
between Seifert bundles π : Y ÝÑ pX,∆q and the following data:

1. For each Di an integer 0 ď bi ď mi, relatively prime to mi, and

2. a linear equivalence class of Weil divisors rBs, i.e. an element of the divisor class
group ClpXq.

Definition 2.50. Let π : Y ÝÑ pX,∆q be a Seifert bundle and let rBs,mi and bi as in
Theorem 2.49. The first Chern class c1pY{Xq of the Seifert bundle π : Y ÝÑ pX,∆q is
defined to be the rational homology class

c1pY{Xq “ rBs `
ÿ

i

bi

mi
rDis P H2

pX;Qq (2.5)
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where we identify the linear equivalence class of a divisor with the first Chern class of
the associated line orbibundle.

We want to understand the smoothness condition on M in terms of the data that
determines the Seifert bundle according to Theorem 2.49. In order to do so let us recall
some notions.

Definition 2.51. An element of GLpn,Cq is a reflection if it has eigenvalue 1 with
multiplicity n´1, that is, if it fixes an hyperplane in Cn. A finite subgroup Γ Ă GLpn,Cq
generated by reflections is called a reflection group. A finite group Λ Ă GLpn,Cq is
small if it contains no reflection.

Theorem 2.52 ([98]). Let Γ Ă GLpn,Cq be a finite grop. Then

1. the quotient Cn{Γ is smooth if and only if Γ is a reflection group and

2. there exist a small group Λ such that Cn{Γ and Cn{Λ are biholomorphic.

We can now study the local geometry of a Seifert bundle in terms of the C˚-action.
Let π : Y ÝÑ pX,∆q be a Seifert bundle and suppose X has complex dimension n. Pick
a point x P X such that Y is smooth along π´1pxq. Let p rU,Γ, ϕq be an orbifold chart
at x. We can assume that rU is biholomorphic to the polydisc Dn. Thus we have U “

ϕp rUq “ Dn{µm where m “ mpx,Y{Xq. Now picking a generator λ of the uniformizing
group µm and diagonalising the action we get the vector pa1, . . . , anq such that the action
on the i-th coordinate is given by zi ÞÑ λaizi. We can assume that the action is effective,
i.e. that gcdpa1, . . . , an,mq “ 1. Now consider the following integers:

• mi “ gcdpa1, . . . , ai´1, ai`1, . . . , an,mq and

• M “
ś

mi.

Notice that the integers mi are relatively prime since gcdpa1, . . . , an,mq “ 1. Moreover,
by construction they are the multiplicities of the irreducible components Di of ∆ passing
through x. Hence the number of mi ‰ 1 i the number of irreducible components Di of
∆ passing through x.

Now we can give a clear local description of X at x. Namely, since the subgroups
µmi Ă µm fix all but one coordinate hyperplane inDn, they are reflection groups. By part
(1) of Theorem 2.52 the quotient Dn{µM is smooth and biholomorphic to Dn. Therefore
we have that µr, where r “ m{M, is a small group. By part (2) of Theorem 2.52 there is
a biholomorphism U – Dn{µr.

Therefore, at a point x P X with |Γx| “ m such that π´1pxq is smooth we have a
factorization m “ m1 ¨ ¨ ¨mnr satisfying the following conditions:

1. The numbers mi are relatively prime and are the multiplicities of the irreducible
components Di of ∆ passing through x with the necessary number of 1’s if there
are less than n components.
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2. As an algebraic variety U – Dn{µr.

As a consequence the local divisor class group ClpX, xq at x is µr – Zr, see [73, Part 24].
Given a Weil divisor passing through x we can consider its restriction to U – Dn{µr.
This gives a well defined map Rx : ClpXq ÝÑ ClpX, xq from the divisor class group of
X to the local divisor class group ClpX, xq – Zr.

We now define the number mpx,∆q to be lcmpmi | x P Diq. Consider the element

mpx,∆q ¨ c1pY{Xq “ mpx,∆qrBs `
ÿ

i | x PDi

mpx,∆qbi

mi
Di (2.6)

where c1pY{X is the first Chern class of the Seifert bundle π : Y ÝÑ X, see Equa-
tion (2.5). Since mi devides mpx,∆q for all i, mpx,∆q ¨ c1pY{Xq defines an element of the
divisor class group ClpXq. Kollár [74] gives a criterion for the smoothness of the bundle
π : Y ÝÑ X.

Theorem 2.53 ([74]). Let π : Y ÝÑ X be the bundle determined by B and bi over the
orbifold

`

X,∆ “
ř

p1 ´ 1
mi
qDi

˘

as in Theorem 2.49. Then Y is smooth along π´1pxq if
and only if the element

Rx
`

mpx,∆q ¨ c1pY{Xq
˘

is a generator of the local divisor class group ClpX, xq.

We conclude this chapter with a result of Baily on Kähler orbifolds. In this context
a Kähler form ω is a collection of forms ωi on each chart p rUi,Γi, ϕiq satisfying the
compatibility conditions. Notice that the Kähler form ω defines a class in H2pX;Rq –
H2

orbpX;Rq. We will say that the class rωs is integral if it lies in the image of the map
H2pX;Zq ãÑ H2pX;Rq. The following theorem of Baily is the orbifold analogue of
Kodaira Embedding Theorem.

Theorem 2.54 ([6]). Let X “ pX,Uq be a Kähler orbifold with integral Kähler class
rωs. Then X is a projective algebraic variety.



Chapter 3

Sasaki manifolds

The aim of this chapter is to give a (partial) overview of Sasakian geometry and topol-
ogy. Namely, we define Sasaki manifolds and discuss the various underlying structures.
We then proceed to prove the Structure Theorem which will lead to most of the topo-
logical properties of Sasakian manifolds that we discuss in later chapters. Section 3.7
and Section 3.9 are of particular importance for later chapters. The former is concerned
with the transverse geometry of Sasaki structures while the latter gives a brief overview
of the topology of Sasakian manifolds.

An introduction to contact and almost contact structures can be found in [9]. Most
of the results in this chapter are included in the seminal book of Boyer and Galicki [15].
We refer the reader to [15] for a detailed exposition of the topics in this chapter and
Sasakian geometry in general.

3.1 Contact and almost contact structures

Definition 3.1. An almost contact structure on a smooth manifold M is a triple pη, φ,Rq
where η is a 1´form, φ is an endomorphism of T M and R is a non-vanishing vector field
such that

ηpRq “ 1, φ2
“ ´Id` Rb η.

From this definition we can easily derive the following identities:

φR “ 0, η ˝ φ “ 0.

In order to prove them notice first that φ2R “ 0. Suppose now φR ‰ 0. From 0 “
φ2pφRq “ ´φR ` ηpφRqR we get φR “ ηpφRqR ‰ 0. Substituting twice in 0 “ φ2R “
ηpφRqφR “ pηpφRqq2R ‰ 0 yields a contradiction. Now given X P XpMq the second
identity follows from ηpφXqR “ φ3X ` φX “ ´φX ` φpηpXqRq ` φX “ 0. Moreover
if X P XpMq satisfies φX “ 0 then 0 “ φ2X “ ´X ` ηpXqR, which proves that
rankpφq “ 2n.

Equivalently we can define almost contact structures as follows.

27
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Definition 3.2. An almost contact structure on a manifold M of dimension 2n ` 1 is
a reduction of the structure group to Upnq ˆ 1.

In order to show that these definitions are indeed equivalent let us introduce some
auxiliary structure.

Definition 3.3. An almost contact manifold pM, η, φ,Rq is a pair consisting of a smooth
manifold M and an almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq on M. We will sometimes write M
for an almost contact manifold and omit the almost contact structure.

Definition 3.4. A Riemannian metric g on an almost contact manifold pM, η, φ,Rq is
said to be compatible with the almost contact structure if it satisfies

gpφX, φYq “ gpX,Yq ´ ηpXqηpYq

for any two vector fields X,Y P XpMq.

For a compatible metric g we have ηpXq “ gpX,Rq. Notice that any almost con-
tact manifold admits a compatible metric. In fact given any Riemannian metric g1, a
compatible metric g is given by

gpX,Yq “
1
2

`

g1pφ2X, φ2Yq ` g1pφX, φYq
˘

` ηpXqηpYq.

For future reference we give the following.

Definition 3.5. An almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq with a choice of a compatible met-
ric g is called an almost contact metric structure and denoted by pη, φ,R, gq.

We can now define an almost contact basis of vector fields in a coordinate chart
U. Let X1 be a unit vector field orthogonal to R. Then Y1 “ φX1 is also a unit vector
field orthogonal to both X1 and R. Now choose X2 orthogonal to the span of X1,Y1

and R. Then so is Y2 “ φX2. Iterating this process we get a local orthonormal basis
tX1, . . . , Xn,Y1, . . . ,Yn,Ru. Notice that this shows that an almost contact manifold is odd
dimensional. Choosing such a basis for each coordinate chartUα the endomorphism φ
is given locally by

¨

˝

0 ´Id 0

Id 0
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

˛

‚ .

Now for p P Uα XUβ and X P TpM let Xα and Xβ be the expressions of X in the local
basis. In particular we have

Xβ “

¨

˝

A B 0

C D
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

˛

‚Xα
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where
`

A B
C D

˘

P Op2nq. Therefore we have

¨

˝

0 ´Id 0

Id 0
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

˛

‚

¨

˝

A B 0

C D
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

˛

‚Xα “ φpXβq “ pφXqβ “

“

¨

˝

A B 0

C D
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

˛

‚

¨

˝

0 ´Id 0

Id 0
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

˛

‚Xα

which shows that
`

A B
C D

˘

commutes with
´

0 ´Id
Id 0

¯

, i.e.
`

A B
C D

˘

P Upnq.
Conversely, if there exists a reduction to Upnq ˆ 1 of the structural group, consider

an atlas tUαu whose transition functions take values in Upnq ˆ 1. Define locally

φα “

¨

˝

0 ´Id 0

Id 0
...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

˛

‚, ηα “
`

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1
˘

and Rα “

¨

˚

˚

˝

0
...
0
1

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

Now since φα commutes with Upnq ˆ 1 this defines a global endomorphism of T M.
Moreover, ηα and Rα define η and R globally. Finally, the identities

ηpRq “ 1, φ2
“ ´Id` Rb η

hold since they are verified in each chart. This shows that Definition 3.1 and Defini-
tion 3.2 are equivalent.

An almost contact manifold is equipped with a canonical splitting of the tangent
bundle. Namely, the non-vanishing vector field R defines a trivial line bundle LR while
D “ ker η defines a codimension 1 sub-bundle of T M with almost complex structure
φ|D. Thus the tangent bundle canonically splits as T M “ D‘ LR.

From the very definition of an almost contact structure one gets a topological ob-
struction for the existence of such structures. In fact if a 2n ` 1-dimensional manifold
M admits an almost contact structure then the classifying map M Ñ BS Op2n ` 1q
of TM factorizes through BS Upnq. The characteristic classes of M are obtained by
pulling back those of S Upnq. However the odd Stiefel-Whitney classes w2k`1 and inte-
gral Stiefel-Whitney classes Wk of S Upnq vanish. Thus we get the following classical
theorem of Gray.

Theorem 3.6 ([52]). Let M be a 2n ` 1-dimensional almost contact manifold. Then
the odd Stiefel-Whitney classes w2k`1pMq and integral Stiefel-Whitney classes WkpMq
vanish. Thus all Stiefel-Whitney numbers vanish and M is the boundary of a compact
manifold.
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Let us discuss now equivalence of almost contact structures. Since the notion of
equivalence depends on the nature of problem that is studied, we introduce now several
relations on almost contact manifolds.

In light of Definition 3.2 we can regard almost contact structures on a p2n ` 1q-
dimensional manifold M as maps from M to SOp2n`1q{Upnq. In fact, fix an embedding
of Upnq in SOp2n`1q. An almost contact structure at a point amounts to an equivalence
class of orthonormal frames under the action of Upnq. That is, a section f : M ÝÑ

SOp2n`1q{Upnq of the quotient bundle FrpMq{Upnq of the frame bundle FrpMq. Then
we can define homotopies of almost contact structure as follows.

Definition 3.7. Let f1 : M ÝÑ SOp2n ` 1q{Upnq and f2 : M ÝÑ SOp2n ` 1q{Upnq be
almost contact structures on a manifold M. The two almost contact structures are said
homotopic if there exists a homotopy F : M ˆ I Ñ SOp2n ` 1q{Upnq between f1 and
f2.

Classifying homotopy classes of almost contact structures on arbitrary manifolds is
a hard problem. However, in some particular cases the classification can be carried out
by means of obstruction theory. We will see such instances in Chapter 5.

Definition 3.8. Let pM1, η1, φ1,R1q and pM2, η2, φ2,R2q be two almost contact mani-
folds. A diffeomorphism f : M1 Ñ M2 is an isomorphism of almost contact struc-
tures if the following two conditions are satisfied

1. f˚φ1 “ φ2 f˚,

2. f ˚η2 “ gη1 for a non-vanishing function g P C8pM1q.

The two almost contact manifolds are then called isomorphic.

Definition 3.9. Two almost contact structures pη1, φ1,R1q and pη2, φ2,R2q on a manifold
M are equivalent if they can be identified by a sequence of homotopies and isomor-
phisms.

Let us now turn our attention to contact structures.

Definition 3.10. A contact form on a manifold M of dimension 2n ` 1 is a 1-form
η satisfying η ^ pdηqn ‰ 0. A contact structure is an equivalence class of contact
forms, where two forms η, η1 are equivalent if there exists a positive function f such
that η “ fη1.

Remark 3.11. Notice that ker η “ ker η1 if and only if two contact forms η, η1 belong
to the same equivalence class. Therefore we will identify a contact structure with the
distributionD “ ker η.

Definition 3.12. A contact manifold pM, ηq is a pair consisting of a smooth manifold
M and a contact form η on M. By abuse of notation we will often write M for a contact
manifold omitting the contact form.
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A choice of a contact form uniquely determines a vector field R by requiring that

ηpRq “ 1, ιRdη “ 0.

To see this notice that the volume form η ^ pdηqn gives an isomorphism of C8pMq-
modules between vector fields on M and 2n-forms on M. Thus there is a unique vector
field R such that ιR

`

η^ pdηq
˘n
“ dηn. Contracting again shows that ιRpdηqn “ 0 which

in turn implies ιRdη “ 0 since rankpdηq “ 2n. Moreover, we have

dηn
“ ιR

`

η^ pdηq
˘n
“ ηpRqdηn

´ η^ ιRpdηqn “ ηpRqdηn

which implies the first identity. The vector field R is called the Reeb vector field of η
and the foliation determined by the orbits of R is called the characteristic foliation or
Reeb foliation of the contact structure.

It is easy to check that the Reeb vector field preserves the contact form nd its exterior
derivative, that is,

LRη “ LRdη “ 0 . (3.1)

In fact we have
LRη “ ιRdη` dιRη “ 0` d1 “ 0 .

Moreover, using ιRdη “ 0 we get

LRdη “ ιRd2η` dιRdη “ 0 .

Notice that a choice of almost complex structure J on D “ ker η determines an al-
most contact structure pη, φ,Rq. In fact, as in the almost contact case we get a canonical
splitting of the tangent bundle

T M “ D‘ LR

where LR is the trivial line bundle given by R andD “ ker η is the contact distribution.
Moreover, since ιRdη “ 0 and rankpdηq “ 2n, D is a symplectic sub-bundle with sym-
plectic form dη. Then a compatible almost complex structure J on D can be extended
trivially on LR to define φ on T M.

Definition 3.13. A contact form is quasi-regular if each point has a foliated chart for
the characteristic foliation such that the intersection with each leaf has at most k con-
nected components and it is irregular otherwise. When k “ 1 the contact form is called
regular. By abuse of notation we call a contact manifold pM, ηq regular (quasi-regular,
irregular) if η is a regular contact (quasi-regular, irregular) form.

We now state a classical theorem of Darboux which shows that contact structures
admit no local invariants.

Theorem 3.14. At each point of a contact manifold pM, ηq there exist local coordinates
px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, zq with respect to which η “ dz`

řn
i“1 yidxi.
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As in the almost contact case we can define several notions of equivalence of contact
structures.

Definition 3.15. Let pM1, η1q and pM2, η2q be two contact manifolds. A diffeomorphism
f : M1 Ñ M2 is a contactomorphism if f ˚η2 “ gη1 for a non-vanishing function
g P C8pM1q. The contact manifolds pM1, η1q and pM2, η2q are then called contacto-
morphic.

One can give a definition of smooth families of contact structures. A celebrated
theorem of Gray shows that this is in fact equivalent to an isotopy.

Theorem 3.16 ([52]). Let M be a closed contact manifold. Assume Dt is a smooth
family of contact structures for t P r0, 1s. Then there is an isotopy ψt of M with t P r0, 1s
such that

pψtq˚D0 “ Dt for all t P r0, 1s.

Remark 3.17. Theorem 3.16 does not hold for a smooth deformation of contact forms
ηt.

In parallel with the almost contact case we give the following:

Definition 3.18. Two contact structures D1 and D2 on a closed manifold M are equiv-
alent if they can be identified by a sequence of isotopies and contactomorphisms.

We present now several examples of contact structures, some of which will turn out
to be fundamental examples of Sasaki structures.
Example 3.19 (Standard contact structure on S 2n`1). Consider S 2n`1 Ă Cn`1 with
standard coordinates z “ pz0, . . . , znq where z j “ x j ` iy j. The restriction of η0 “
řn

j“0px jdy j ´ y jdx jq to S 2n`1 is a contact form. In order to see that consider the form
α “

řn
j“0px jdx j ` y jdy jq normal to the unit sphere. A simple computation shows that

α^ η0 ^ dηn
0 “ 2nn!

n
ÿ

j“0

px2
j ` y2

jqdx0 ^ dy0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxn ^ dyn

therefore η0 ^ dηn
0 is a volume form on S 2n`1.

In other words if N is the unit normal to the sphere and ω “
řn

j“0 dx j ^ dy j is the
standard Kähler form then η0 “ ιNω. It is easy to check that if J is the standard complex
structure on Cn`1 then JN “ R0 is the Reeb vector field.
Example 3.20. The previous example provides a contact structure on odd dimensional
real projective spaces since the standard structure on S 2n`1 is invariant under the reflec-
tion z ÞÑ ´z.
Example 3.21. It was proven by Bourgeois [14] that all odd dimensional tori admit
contact structures. Even though it is not trivial to show this in full generality, one can
easily give an explicit contact structure on T 3 “ R3{Z3. In fact the 1-form η “ sin ydx`
cos ydz is such that η^ dη “ ´dx^ dy^ dz in the standard coordinates px, y, zq of R3.
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3.2 The Boothby-Wang fibration

In this section we introduce a construction that will be crucial in the rest of the thesis.
Namely, we present a special class of contact manifolds, called Boothby-Wang fibra-
tions, which arise as principal S 1-bundles over symplectic manifolds.

Let X be a smooth manifold and π : M ÝÑ X a principal S 1-bundle. Suppose ω is
a 2-form representing the first Chern class of M in H2pX;Zq. Any connection 1-form η1

satisfies dη1 “ ´2πiπ˚ω1 for some 2-form ω1 representing rωs. Now consider β to be a
1-form on X such that dβ “ ω´ω1 and set η “ η1´ 2πiπ˚β. The form η is a connection
1-form on M since π˚β is horizontal and invariant. Moreover, we have

dη “dη1 ´ 2πidπ˚β “ ´2πiπ˚ω1 ´ 2πiπ˚dβ
“´ 2πiπ˚ω1 ´ 2πiπ˚pω´ ω1q

“ ´ 2πiπ˚ω .

We have shown that on the principal S 1-bundle associated to rωs one can choose a
connection 1-form η such that dη “ ´2πiπ˚ω.

Notation. The first Chern class c1pMq “ rωs P H2pX;Zq associated to the principal
S 1-bundle M π

ÝÑ X coincide with the Euler class of the associated rank 2 vector bundle
bundle. Therefore, we will not distinguish between the two.

Notation. In order to lighten the notation we identify the Lie algebra iR of Up1q with R
and drop the complex notation. In the same spirit we omit the coefficient 2π.

The following theorem of Boothby and Wang gives a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween regular contact structures and non-trivial principal circle bundles over symplectic
manifolds with integral symplectic class.

Theorem 3.22 ([11]). Let pM, η1q be a compact regular contact manifold . Then there
exists a non-vanishing function f such that the Reeb vector field R associated to the
contact form η “ fη1 generates a free S 1-action on M. Moreover, the orbits of R are the
fibers of a principal S 1-bundle π : M Ñ X over a symplectic manifold pX, ωq such that
η is a connection form with curvature form dη “ π˚ω.
Conversely, if pX, ωq is a symplectic manifold such that the class rωs is integral, then
the principal S 1-bundle M associated to rωs is a regular contact manifold with contact
form η such that dη “ π˚ω.

Proof. Since the contact structure is regular and M is compact, the leaves of the char-
acteristic foliation are homeomorphic to circles. Moreover, again by regularity of the
characteristic foliation, M is a fiber bundle over a smooth manifold X.

Let ϕ1 be the flow of the Reeb vector field R1 of η1 and f be its period map, i.e.
f ppq “ mintt P R|ϕ1tppq “ pu. The map f is constant along orbits of R1 and it is
positive and finite since there are no fixed points and the leaves are circles. We now show
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that f is constant on M. Denote the projection by π : M Ñ X and define a compatible
metric by g “ π˚h ` η1 b η1 where h is a metric on X. Now R1 is a Killing vector
field for g since η1pR1q “ 1 and LR1η

1 “ 0. Moreover, its orbits are geodesics because
gp∇R1R1,Vq “ ´gp∇VR1,R1q “ 0 where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Let γ
be the orbit through p and γ1 a sufficiently close orbit. Then there is a unique minimal
geodesic from p to γ1 and it meets γ and γ1 orthogonally. Denote by δ the geodesic arc
between p and γ1. Now since ϕ1 acts by isometries the image of δ is orthogonal to both
γ and γ1 at all times. Therefore, when p moves by one period on γ, the endpoint of δ
also moves by one period. Thus the function f is locally constant, therefore constant,
on M.

Now define η “ 1
f η
1 and R “ f R1. Notice that R is the Reeb vector field of η since

f is constant. Moreover, the period function of R is identically 1 thus the action of its
flow ϕt only depends on t mod 1. Therefore R induces a free S 1-action on M.

Recall that LRη “ LRdη “ 0 so that both η and dη are invariant forms. Now,
having identified the Lie algebra of S 1 with R, we can regard η as the connection 1-
form associated to the Ehresmann connection D “ ker η. Since S 1 is abelian we get
that dη is the curvature form for η. Now dη is horizontal and invariant therefore there
exists a 2-form ω on X such that π˚ω “ dη. Moreover π˚dω “ dπ˚ω “ d2η “ 0 implies
dω “ 0. Thus ω is closed and defines an integral cohomology class on X. Furthermore
X is symplectic because dpωnq “ dωn “ dηn ‰ 0 yields ωn ‰ 0.

Conversely, let pX, ωq be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold such that the sym-
plectic form ω represents an integral class rωs P H2pX;Zq. Let π : M Ñ X be the
principal S 1-bundle associated to rωs. Then, as explained in the beginning of this sec-
tion, there exists a connection form η such that dη “ π˚ω. Denote by R a vertical vector
field such that ηpRq “ 1 and let V1, . . . ,V2n be linearly independent horizontal vector
fields. Then η ^ pdηqn “ ηpRqdηnpV1, . . . ,V2nq ‰ 0 and we can regard η as a contact
form by identifying the Lie algebra of S 1 with R. Moreover the contact structure on M
is regular by construction. �

Notation. In the setting of Theorem 3.22 the regular contact manifold M is called the
Boothby-Wang fibration, or Boothby-Wang construction, over pX, ωq.

Remark 3.23. In general we can associate (not uniquely) a Boothby-Wang fibration to
any symplectic manifold pX,Ωq regardless of whether or not rΩs is integral. Namely, let
g be any metric on X. Consider a ball Bε of radius ε around the origin of the space of
harmonic 2-forms on X with respect to g. Since non-degeneracy is an open condition,
for ε small enough every form in Ω` Bε is symplectic. Moreover, Ω` Bε represents an
open set of classes in H2pX;Rq. Therefore we can choose a form Ω1 in Ω` Bε such that
rΩ1s lies in the image of the map H2pX;Qq ÝÑ H2pX;Rq, i.e. such that rΩ1s is a rational
class. Thus a suitable multiple ω of Ω1 represents an integral class rωs P H2pX;Zq. Now
Theorem 3.22 provides a contact manifold pM, ηq which is a principal S 1-bundle over
X. Notice that the choice of Ω1 is not canonical. Hence a different choice can lead to a
different principal S 1-bundle M1 ÝÑ X.
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Example 3.24. The most classical example of a Boothby-Wang fibration is the Hopf fi-
bration of odd-dimensional spheres. These are indeed S 1-bundles associated to the gen-
erator rωFS s of H2pCPn,Zq and give the standard contact structure on spheres discussed
in Example 3.19. In order to see this consider the Hopf fibration, i.e. the restriction to
S 2n`1 of the fibration C˚ Ñ Cn`1zt0u π

ÝÑ CPn. Now the Reeb vector field R0 “ JN is
in kerpπ˚q because N P kerpπ˚q and the kernel is a complex line. Therefore, the orbits
of R0 are the fibers of the fibration which, in particular, assures that η0 defines a regu-
lar contact structure. Now an orbit of R0 is a maximal circle on the sphere. Thus its
period is 2π because R0 has constant norm 1. Therefore the contact form η0 defines a
connection form on the principal S 1-bundle S 2n`1 π

ÝÑ CPn such that π˚ωFS “ dη0.

3.3 K-contact structures

We have introduced the concept of metrics compatible with an almost contact structure
in Definition 3.5. In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss contact structures
endowed with such metrics satisfying some additional properties.

As seen before, one can associate an almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq to a given
contact form η in the following way. Fix an almost complex structure J on D “ ker η
compatible with dη. The extension φ to TM given by setting φR “ 0 satisfies φ2 “

´Id`Rbη. Therefore, the triple pη, φ,Rq, given by the contact form η, the Reeb vector
field R and the endomorphism φ, is an almost contact structure.

Remark 3.25. Notice that the almost contact structure so induced depends on the choice
of J while its homotopy class does not since the space of almost complex structures
compatible with dη is contractible.

Definition 3.26. Let pM, ηq be a contact manifold. An almost contact (metric) structure
pη1, φ,R1, gq is compatible with the contact structure if η1 “ η, R1 is the Reeb vector
field R of η and φ satisfies

dηpφX, φYq “ dηpX,Yq , dηpφX, Xq ą 0.

This is equivalent to the compatibility of the almost complex structure φ|D with dη.
Moreover, given a contact manifold pM, ηq, every compatible almost contact structure
is uniquely determined by φ|D.

For an almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq it is possible to define a unique metric g such
that gpX, φYq “ dηpX,Yq. Such a metric is called the associated metric to pη, φ,Rq.

Definition 3.27. A contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq is given by a contact structure
η, with a compatible almost contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq such that gpX, φYq “
dηpX,Yq. A manifold endowed with such a structure is called a contact metric mani-
fold.
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Remark 3.28. Notice that a contact metric structure does not impose any restriction on
the topology of the underlying manifold in addition to those seen in Theorem 3.6 since
every contact structure η admits a compatible almost contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq
such that gpX, φYq “ dηpX,Yq.

In order to see this let η be a contact form on a manifold M. Then D “ ker η is a
symplectic distribution endowed with the symplectic form dη. Fix an almost complex
structure J on D which is compatible with dη. We can extend J to an endomorphism φ
of T M by requiring that φR “ 0. This defines an almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq. The
associated metric g makes pη, φ,R, gq a contact metric structure by definition.

Therefore, we can regard a contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq as a contact form η
with a choice of compatible almost complex structure J onD.

Definition 3.29. A K-contact structure pη, φ,R, gq is a contact metric structure such
that R is a Killing vector field of g. A manifold with such a structure is a K-contact
manifold.

Notation. We will use the terminology K-contact manifold both for a manifold endowed
with a K-contact structure and for a manifold admitting a K-contact structure. The
meaning will be clear from the context.

Several different structures with suitable compatibility conditions come together in
the definition of K-contact manifold. The abundance of underlying structures allows
several equivalent definitions of K-contact manifolds. Let us then discuss some equiva-
lent definitions of K-contact manifolds.

Very often K-contact structures are referred to as contact structures whose Reeb flow
preserves a transverse almost Kähler structure. Let us explain this phrasing. The
term transverse refers to the Reeb foliation. A contact form η has a certain transverse
geometric structure if this structure is transverse to the Reeb foliation. In this setting
an almost Kähler structure transverse to the characteristic foliation is induced naturally
by a contact metric structure. Namely, the restriction φ|D of the endomorphism φ to the
contact distribution defines an almost complex structure J on D compatible with the
symplectic form dη.

As discussed in Remark 3.28, given a contact form η we can always define a trans-
verse almost Kähler structure induced by a contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq. How-
ever, invariance under the Reeb flow is a non-trivial condition. The canonical transverse
almost Kähler structure is preserved by R if and only if the flow of R preserves dη, φ
and g. Now the Reeb vector field preserves dη by definition. Moreover, the metric is
given by g “ dη ˝ pφ b Idq. Hence g is invariant under the flow of R if and only if so
is φ, see also the proof of Proposition 3.41. We have shown the following equivalences
for a contact manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq:

LRg “ 0 ðñ LRφ “ 0 ðñ K-contact ðñ R preserves transverse a.K.s. .

Hence one can regard K-contact structures as contact metric structures whose endomor-
phism φ or metric g are invariant under the flow of R.
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Furthermore, we can rephrase these conditions in terms of the almost complex and
symplectic structures transverse to the characteristic foliation. The choice of a compati-
ble almost complex structure J onD determines the endomorphism φ and the associated
metric g such that pη, φ,R, gq is a contact metric structure. Conversely, since dη is a sym-
plectic form on D, the choice of a transversal metric gD on D determines a compatible
almost complex structure J. Thus we get a contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq by requir-
ing that R is a normal vector orthogonal toD and extending J to T M trivially. Moreover,
it is clear that

LRφ “ 0 ðñ LRJ “ 0, LRg “ 0 ðñ LRgD “ 0 .

Hence we can rewrite the conditions above as

LRgD “ 0 ðñ LRJ “ 0 ðñ K-contact .

Notice that the choice of a compatible almost complex structure J defines a trans-
verse almost Kähler structure of the form pdη, J, gDq where gD is determined by the
compatibility condition. Hence a K-contact structure can be seen as a contact form with
the choice of an R-invariant transverse almost Kähler structure of the form pdη, J, gDq.

We summarize the discussion above in the following:

Definition 3.30. Let pM, ηq be a contact manifold. A K-contact structure on pM, ηq is
given by one of the following:

i) A contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq such that R is Killing for g, i.e. LRg “ 0.

ii) A contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq such that the flow of R preserves φ, i.e.
LRφ “ 0.

iii) The choice of a compatible almost complex structure J onD “ ker η such that the
flow of R preserves J, i.e. LRJ “ 0.

iv) The choice of a transverse metric gD on D “ ker η such that the flow of R pre-
serves gD, i.e. LRgD “ 0.

v) A transverse almost Kähler structure pdη, J, gDq which is preserved by the flow of
R.

Example 3.31 (Standard sphere). In Example 3.19 we have presented the standard con-
tact structure on the odd dimensional sphere S 2n`1. Identifying R2n`2 with Cn`1 with
the complex structure given by JBx j “ By j we can describe the contact distribution as
TS 2n`1 X JTS 2n`1 “ ker η. Therefore, J restricts to an almost complex structure on
D “ ker η and the round metric on the sphere induced by the Euclidian metric on R2n`2

is compatible with the contact structure. We have shown that the standard contact struc-
ture on S 2n`1 with the round metric is a contact metric structure. We show that this
structure is indeed K-contact in the following example.
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Example 3.31 above is an instance of a larger class of K-contact manifolds that we
have already encountered, namely Boothby-Wang fibrations. We now show that all such
manifolds are K-contact.

Proposition 3.32. A Boothby-Wang bundle over an almost Kähler manifold has a canon-
ical K-contact structure. Equivalently, a regular contact manifold is K-contact. Con-
versely, every regular K-contact manifold is a Boothby-Wang bundle over an almost
Kähler manifold.

Proof. Let pM, ηq be a regular contact manifold of dimension 2n` 1 and π : M Ñ X its
Boothby-Wang fibration. Then X has an integral symplectic formω such that π˚ω “ dη.
Since η is a connection form for the principal S 1-bundle M, it defines a horizontal lift,
say π̃. Now let J be an almost complex structure compatible with ω and h the associated
metric on X. We can define a tensor φ on M by φV “ π̃pJπ˚pVqq. Since the Reeb
vector field R is vertical we have φ2 “ ´π̃ ˝ π˚ “ ´Id` ηb R. Therefore pη, φ,Rq is a
compatible almost contact structure. Now for the metric on M defined by g “ π˚h`ηbη
we have

gpV, φWq “ hpπ˚V, Jπ˚Wq ˝ π “ ωpπ˚V, π ˚Wq ˝ π “ π˚ωpV,Wq “ dηpV,Wq.

Thus pη, φ,R, gq defines a contact metric structure on M. Moreover, it is clear that R
is a Killing vector field because π˚h is invariant under the S 1-action and LRη “ 0
by definition of R. We have shown that a Boothby-Wang fibration admits a K-contact
structure which depends on the choice of an almost Kähler structure on the base.

Conversely, a regular K-contact structure define a Boothby-Wang bundle by The-
orem 3.22. Moreover, the endomorphism φ restricts to a transverse almost complex
structure compatible with dη. Therefore, it induces an almost Kähler structure on the
base of the Boothby-Wang fibration. �

Remark 3.33. An alternative proof of the fact that a regular contact manifold is K-
contact is given by averaging an associated metric over the S 1-action. Namely, given a
regular contact structure η take any contact metric structure pη, φ,R, g1q and replace g1

by

g “
ż

S 1
ϕ˚t g1dt

where ϕt is the flow of R.
As discussed in Remark 3.28, given a contact manifold pM, ηq the existence of a

contact metric structure on pη, φ,R, gq does not restrict further the topology of M. Nev-
ertheless, the existence of K-contact structures is, in general, obstructed by the topology
of M. The following theorems will give us such restrictions and will enable us to find
examples of contact manifolds admitting contact structures but no K-contact structures.

Theorem 3.34 ([110]). Let π : M Ñ X be the Boothby-Wang fibration associated to a
compact regular contact manifold pM, ηq. Then b1pMq “ b1pXq.
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Proof. Let e “ rωs be the Euler class of the S 1-bundle π : M Ñ X. The Gysin sequence
of the bundle reads

0 Ñ H1
pX;Rq π˚

ÝÑ H1
pM;Rq Ñ H0

pX;Rq ¨Ye
ÝÝÑ H2

pX;Rq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

Since ω is a symplectic form the last map ¨ Y e is injective and the pullback map
H1pX;Rq π˚

ÝÑ H1pM;Rq is an isomorphism. �

Corollary 3.35. The torus T 2n`1 does not admit a regular contact structure.

Proof. Assume T 2n`1 admits a regular contact structure and let T 2n`1 Ñ X be the asso-
ciated Boothby-Wang fibration. The long homotopy sequence of the fibration becomes

0 Ñ π2pXq Ñ π1pS 1
q Ñ π1pT 2n`1

q Ñ π1pXq Ñ 0

because πkpS 1q “ πkpT 2n`1q “ 0 for all k ą 1. Now consider the lift of the fibration
to the universal cover R2n`1. Here the leaves lift to lines therefore the fibration does not
have nullhomotopic fibers. Thus the map π1pS 1q Ñ π1pT 2n`1q is non-trivial. This, in
turn, implies that π2pXq “ 0 since π1pT 2n`1q is torsion free. Hence π1pXq “ Z2n`1{Z
and b1pXq “ 2n which is a contradiction to Theorem 3.34. �

We can actually prove that tori cannot support a K-contact structure, being it regular
or not. This is because the existence of a K-contact structure constrains the topology of
M. Before we make this statement precise let us prove the following:

Lemma 3.36. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold. If α is a harmonic
1-form then αpRq “ 0.

Proof. Let f “ αpRq and decompose α into α “ β ` fη. Since harmonic forms are
invariant under isometries and R is Killing one gets

0 “ LRα “ dιRα` ιRdα “ dιRα “ d f

so that f is constant. Thus 0 “ dα “ dβ` f dη. By Stokes’ Theorem we have

0 “
ż

M
dpβ^ η^ dηn´1

q “ ´

ż

M
fη^ dηn

which implies the claim since η^ dηn is a volume form. �

The following result was first proved by Rukimbira [101] in a slightly different,
although equivalent, setting and later by Itoh [63] in the K-contact setting.

Theorem 3.37 ([101, 63]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold of di-
mension 2n` 1. Then the cup length cuppMq of M satisfies

1 ď cuppMq ď 2n.
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Proof. By Hodge theory we can represent every cohomology class by a harmonic form.
If the cup length of M equals 2n ` 1, we can write a non-trivial class c P H2n`1pM;Rq
as the cup product of 2n ` 1 harmonic 1-forms α1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ α2n`1. Now we complete R
to a local basis tR, v1, . . . , v2nu. By Lemma 3.36 α1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ α2n`1pR, v1, . . . , v2nq “ 0.
Therefore c P H2n`1pM;Rq is the trivial class contradicting the assumption. �

Corollary 3.38. Let Σg be a compact orientable surface of genus g ě 1. Then the
manifold Σg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Σgk ˆ S 1 does not admit a K-contact structure (hence it does not
admit a regular contact structure). In particular, tori do not admit K-contact structures.

3.4 Complex structures on the Riemannian cone

Let us take a step back and consider again almost contact manifolds. We now draw a
parallel between almost contact structures and almost complex structures. In this light
we will define an odd dimensional counterpart of complex structures. Namely, consider
an almost contact structure pM, η, φ,Rq and its cone MˆR`. Let Bt be the vector tangent
to the second factor and define an automorphism of the tangent bundle by

IX “ φX ` ηpXqBt, IBt “ ´R

where X P XpMq. Since I2 “ ´Id, the almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq defines an
almost complex structure I on M ˆ R`. This is called the almost complex structure
associated to pη, φ,Rq. By analogy, an almost contact manifold pM, η, φ,Rq which in-
duces an integrable almost complex structure I on M ˆ R` can be considered the odd
dimensional analogue of a complex manifold.

Definition 3.39. An almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq on a manifold M is called normal
if the induced almost complex structure I on the cone M ˆ R` is integrable.

By a classical result of Newlander and Nirenberg, an almost complex structure J is
integrable if and only if the Nijenhuis tensor NJpX,Yq “ J2rX,Ys`rJX, JYs´JrJX,Ys´
JrX, JYs vanishes. We compute the tensor NI in order to express the integrability of I in
terms of the almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq. Since NI is a tensor on MˆR` it suffices
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to compute it for pairs of the form pX,Yq and pX, Btq with X,Y P XpMq.

NIpX,Yq “I2
rX,Ys ` rIX, IYs ´ IrIX,Ys ´ IrX, IYs

´ rX,Ys `
“

φX ` ηpXqBt, φY ` ηpYqBt
‰

´ I
“

φX ` ηpXqBt,Y
‰

´ I
“

X, φY ` ηpYqBt
‰

“φ2
rX,Ys ´ η

`

rX,Ys
˘

R` rφX, φYs `
´

φX
`

ηpYq
˘

´ φY
`

ηpXq
˘

¯

Bt

´ IrφX,Ys ` IY
`

ηpXq
˘

Bt ´ IrX, φYs ´ IX
`

ηpYq
˘

Bt

“φ2
rX,Ys ´ η

`

rX,Ys
˘

R` rφX, φYs `
´

φX
`

ηpYq
˘

´ φY
`

ηpXq
˘

¯

Bt

´ φrφX,Ys ´ φrX, φYs ´
´

η
`

rφX,Ys
˘

` η
`

rX, φYs
˘

¯

Bt

`

´

X
`

ηpYq
˘

´ Y
`

ηpXq
˘

¯

R

“NφpX,Yq ` 2dηpX,YqR` 2dηpφX,YqBt ` 2dηpX, φYqBt

“NφpX,Yq ` 2dηpX,YqR´ 2
`

pLφXηqpYq ´ pLφYηqpXq
˘

Bt.

Similarly we have

NIpX, Btq “I2
rX, Bts ` rIX, IBts ´ IrIX, Bts ´ IrX, IBts

“ ´
“

φX ` ηpXqBt,R
‰

´ I
“

φX ` ηpXqBt, Bt
‰

` I
“

X,R
‰

“´ rφX,Rs ` R
`

ηpXq
˘

Bt ` φrX,Rs ` η
`

rX,Rs
˘

Bt

“´ rφX,Rs ` φrX,Rs `
´

η
`

rX,Rs
˘

` R
`

ηpXq
˘

¯

Bt

“pLRφqpXq ` pLRηqpXqBt.

Separating the components tangent to the two factors, we define the following tensors
on M:

Np1qpX,Yq “NφpX,Yq ` 2dηpX,YqR (3.2)

Np2qpX,Yq “pLφXηqpYq ´ pLφYηqpXq (3.3)

Np3qpXq “pLRφqpXq (3.4)

Np4qpXq “pLRηqpXq. (3.5)

It is clear that the tensors Npiq vanish for all i “ 1, . . . , 4 if and only if the almost contact
structure pη, φ,Rq is normal. The next lemma shows that this condition is redundant.

Lemma 3.40. If Np1q vanishes, then Npiq “ 0 for i “ 2, 3, 4.
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Proof. For any X P XpMq we have

0 “Np1qpX,Rq “ NφpX,Rq ` 2dηpX,RqR

“φ2
rX,Rs ´ φrφX,Rs ´ RηpXqR´ η

`

rX,Rs
˘

R (3.6)

“´ rX,Rs ` η
`

rX,Rs
˘

R´ φrφX,Rs ´ RηpXqR´ η
`

rX,Rs
˘

R
“´ rX,Rs ´ φrφX,Rs ´ RηpXqR . (3.7)

Applying η to (3.6) in the equation above yields η
`

rX,Rs
˘

` RηpXq “ 0. This in turns
implies dηpR, Xq “ 0 for all X P XpMq. Therefore LRη “ ιRdη “ 0, i.e. Np4q “ 0.

Now replacing X by φX in (3.7) in the above equation we get

Np1qpφX,Rq “ ´ rφX,Rs ´ φrφ2X,Rs ´ RηpφXqR

“rR, φXs ´ φr´X,Rs ´ φ
“

ηpXqR,R
‰

“rR, φXs ´ φrR, Xs “ pLRφqpXq

“Np3qpXq.

Thus Np1q “ 0 implies Np3q “ 0.
Finally, applying η to Np1qpφX,Yq with X,Y P XpMq gives

0 “η
`

Np1qpφX,Yq
˘

“ η
`

NφpφX,Yq
˘

` 2dηpφX,Yq

“η
`

rφ2X, φYs
˘

` 2dηpφX,Yq

“ ´ η
`

rX, φYs
˘

` η
`

rηpXqR, φYs
˘

` 2dηpφX,Yq

“ ´ η
`

rX, φYs
˘

´ φYηpXq ` ηpXqη
`

rR, φYs
˘

` 2dηpφX,Yq
“2dηpφX,Yq ` 2dηpX, φYq ´ 2ηpXqdηpR, φYq

“2
`

pLφXηqpYq ´ pLφYηqpXq
˘

´ 2ηpXqdηpR, φYq

“2Np2qpX,Yq ´ 2ηpXqdηpR, φYq “ 2Np2qpX,Yq.

�

So far we have only assumed that pη, φ,Rq is an almost contact structure. In the case
of a contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq the expression of the tensors simplifies.

Proposition 3.41. The tensor fields Np2q and Np4q vanish on a contact metric manifold
pM, η, φ,R, gq . Moreover, Np3q “ 0 if and only if pη, φ,R, gq is K-contact.

Proof. When η is contact Np4q “ 0 trivially. Moreover, for any X,Y P XpMq we have

Np2qpX,Yq “pLφXηqpYq ´ pLφYηqpXq

“φXηpYq ´ η
`

rφX,Ys
˘

´ φYηpXq ` η
`

rφY, Xs
˘

“2dηpφX,Yq ´ 2dηpφY, Xq “ 2gpY, Xq ´ 2gpX,Yq “ 0 .
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For the last statement recall that LRdη “ 0 because η is contact. Now we have
LRg “ dη ˝ pLRφ b Idq because g is the associated metric. Hence R is Killing if Np3q

vanishes. Conversely, if R is Killing, then Np3qpXq “ 0 for all X P D since dη is
non-degenerate onD. Then Np3q vanishes identically on M because LRφpRq “ 0. �

3.5 CR Structures

Contact structures, in particular normal ones, are closely related to CR structures. In
this section we recall some terminology on CR structures and explain their relation to
contact structures.

Definition 3.42. An almost CR structure on a manifold M is a subbundle D of the
tangent bundle TM endowed with an almost complex structure J. The subbundle pD, Jq
is a CR structure if the Nijenhuis tensor NJ vanishes and the vector field rJX,Ys `
rX, JYs is tangent to D for X,Y P D. In this case we will say that the almost CR
structure pD, Jq is integrable.

Equivalently, an almost CR structure can be defined as a complex subbundle H of
the complexified tangent bundle TCM “ TMbRC such thatH XH “ 0. In this setting
the integrability condition corresponds toH being closed under Lie brackets, i.e. rX,Ys
being tangent to H for any two sections X,Y P H . In fact, given a subbundle D with
an almost complex structure J we can define H “ tX ´ iJX| X P Du. Then the Lie
brackets of two vectors X,Y P H read

rX ´ iJX,Y ´ iJYs “ rX,Ys ´ rJX, JYs ´ i
`

rJX,Ys ` rX, JYs
˘

so thatH is involutive if and only if rJX,Ys ` rX, JYs is tangent toD for X,Y P D and
the Nijenhuis tensor NJ vanishes. Conversely, one can define D as the real part of the
complex subbundle H ‘H and J by JpV ` Vq “ ipV ´ Vq. Also in this case is clear
that the two integrability conditions are equivalent.

We focus now on the corank 1 case, that is, M has dimension 2n` 1 andD has rank
2n. In this case, assuming the orientability of M, there exists a 1-form η on M such
that D “ ker η and the tangent bundle of M splits non-canonically as TM “ D ‘ R.
Therefore, given an almost CR structure pD, Jq, we can define an endomorphism φ of
TM by extending J trivially. This defines an almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq where
R is a section of R such that ηpRq “ 1. Vice versa, the distribution pD “ ker η, φ|Dq
coming from an almost complex structure is clearly an almost CR structure.

We want to express the integrability condition of an almost CR structure in terms of
the associated almost contact structure. Ianus [62] proved that normality of the almost
contact structure is a sufficient condition. More precisely, this relation is given in the
following:

Proposition 3.43. An almost contact structure pη, φ,Rq on a manifold M is normal if
and only if
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1. the almost CR structure pD, φ|Dq is integrable and

2. Np3q vanishes.

.

Proof. Denote by J the restriction of φ to the contact distribution D. Then we rewrite
the first condition as

0 “NJpX,Yq “ rJX, JYs ´ rX,Ys ´ J
`

rJX,Ys ` rX, JYs
˘

“rφX, φYs ´ η
`

rX,Ys
˘

R` φ2
rX,Ys ´ φ

`

rφX,Ys ` rX, φYs
˘

“NφpX,Yq ` 2dηpX,YqR

for X,Y ofD. Moreover, we can read the second condition as

0 “ pLRφqpXq “ Np1qpφX,Rq “ NφpφX,Rq ` 2dηpφX,RqR

where we used pLRφqpXq “ Np1qpφX,Rq from the proof of Lemma 3.40. It is clear that
Np1q “ 0 on T M if and only if both these conditions are satisfied. �

The Levi form L of a corank 1 almost CR structure pD, Jq is defined by LpX,Yq “
´dηpX, JYq for X,Y P D, where η is a 1-form such that ker η “ D. If L is non-
degenerate then η is a contact form and its Reeb vector field R is transverse toD. More-
over, if the Levi form is positive or negative definite, we say that pD, Jq is strictly
pseudoconvex. In this case one can extend the Levi form to the metric g associated to η
by setting gpR,Rq “ 1 and gpR, Xq “ 0 for X P D. Thus a strictly pseudoconvex almost
CR structure defines a contact metric structure. Clearly the converse holds because a
contact metric structure is in particular an almost contact structure.

3.6 Sasaki structures

We are now ready to introduce the main object f this thesis, i.e. Sasaki manifolds. The
remainder of the chapter is dedicated to Sasaki structures and their properties.

Definition 3.44. A Sasaki structure pη, φ,R, gq is a contact metric structure whose un-
derlying almost contact structure is normal, i.e. such that Np1q “ 0. A Sasaki manifold
pM, η, φ,R, gq is a smooth manifold M equipped with a Sasaki structure pη, φ,R, gq. A
manifold M admitting a Sasaki structure is called a Sasakian manifold.

Notation. In order to lighten the notation we may write M for a Sasaki manifold. In
this case the Sasaki structure is understood to be fixed.

As in the K-contact case several different structures with suitable compatibility con-
ditions come together in the definition of Sasaki structures. The abundance of under-
lying structures allows many approaches to Sasakian geometry. In analogy with the
K-contact case we discuss now various definitions of Sasaki manifolds.
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We begin by investigating the relation between Sasaki and K-contact structures. It
turns out that every Sasaki structure has a canonical underlying K-contact structure.

Corollary 3.45. A Sasaki structure pη, φ,R, gq is K-contact.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.40 and Proposition 3.41. �

Remark 3.46. Corollary 3.45 implies that Sasakian manifolds satisfy the topological
properties of K-contact manifolds presented in Section 3.3, in particular tori are not
Sasakian.

It is then natural to ask which additional conditions guarantee that a K-contact man-
ifold is indeed Sasaki. Combining Proposition 3.43 with Proposition 3.41 we get a
necessary and sufficient condition for a K-contact structure to be Sasaki. Namely, a
Sasaki structure consists of a K-contact structure satisfying an integrability condition.

Corollary 3.47. A K-contact structure pη, φ,R, gq is Sasaki if and only if the underlying
almost CR structure is integrable.

This leads to two different viewpoints on Sasakian geometry. One may think of
Sasaki structures as strictly pseudoconvex CR structures pD, Jq whose associated Reeb
vector field preserves J. In fact, such a CR structure defines a contact structure. The
Levi form L defines a transverse metric compatible with the contact structure. Since J
is R-invariant this defines a K-contact structure, that is, a Sasaki structure because we
assumed the CR structure to be integrable.

Sasaki structures can also be regarded as K-contact structures whose underlying CR
structure is integrable. Hence, bearing in mind the additional integrability condition,
the discussion that led to Definition 3.30 applies to Sasaki structures. In particular, one
can view Sasaki structures as contact forms with the choice of an integrable compatible
almost complex structure J which is R-invariant.

Sasaki manifolds can also be characterized as contact metric manifold whose metric
cone is Kähler.

Proposition 3.48. A contact metric manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq is Sasaki if and only if the
cone pM ˆ R`, dpt2ηq, Iq is Kähler.

Proof. It is clear that the form dpt2ηq is symplectic and the almost complex structure I
is compatible with it. By definition a metric contact structure is normal if the associ-
ated almost complex structure on the metric cone is integrable. The claim then follows
directly from Definition 3.44. �

In fact, the analogy between Sasaki and Kähler manifolds goes further than Propo-
sition 3.48. Namely, we can characterize Sasaki structures as contact forms with a
specific transverse Kähler geometry. In Section 3.3 we have discussed the analogy
between K-contact structures and almost Kähler structures. Specifically, we have seen
that a K-contact manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq is a contact manifold pM, ηqwith an R-invariant
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transverse almost Kähler structure of the form pdη, J, gDq. Since a Sasaki manifold is
K-contact, the same applies in this context but more can be said. In fact, the transverse
almost complex structure J is integrable. That is, there exist foliated charts for the char-
acteristic foliation such that the transverse transition functions are holomorphic. This is
equivalent to integrability of the underlying almost CR structure.

Summarizing the discussion above we get several equivalent definitions of Sasaki
structures:

Definition 3.49. A Sasaki structure on a smooth manifold M is given by one of the
following equivalent structures:

i) A contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq whose underlying almost contact structure
is normal.

ii) A contact metric structure pη, φ,R, gq whose metric cone
`

M ˆ R`, dpt2ηq, I
˘

is
Kähler.

iii) A strictly pseudoconvex CR structure pD, Jq such that the associated Reeb vector
field R preserves J, i.e. LRJ “ 0.

iv) A strictly pseudoconvex CR structure pD, Jq such that the associated Reeb vector
field R preserves the Levi form L, i.e. LRL “ 0.

v) A contact form η with an integrable compatible almost complex structure J such
that the flow of R preserves J, i.e. LRJ “ 0.

vi) A contact form η with a metric gD associated to a complex structure J such that
the flow of R preserves gD, i.e. LRgD “ 0.

vii) A contact form η with a transverse Kähler structure of the form pdη, J, gDq.

viii) A K-contact structure pη, φ,R, gq whose underlying almost CR structure is inte-
grable.

These equivalences justify the heuristic of regarding Sasaki manifolds as the odd
dimensional analogues of Kähler manifolds. Moreover, it is clear that Sasaki manifolds
relate to K-contact manifolds as Kähler manifolds relate to almost Kähler manifolds. In
fact, a Sasaki structure, respectively Kähler structure, is given by a K-contact strcture,
resp. almost Kähler triple, whose almost complex structure is integrable. We refer to
the discussion following Theorem 3.59 for further details.

Note that a Sasaki structure pη, φ,R, gq is uniquely determined by the underlying CR
structure pker η “ D, φ|D “ Jq and the Reeb vector field R. In order to see this suppose
pD, Jq and R are given. Then the endomorphism φ is determined by simply extending
J trivially to T M. Now, since D is a contact distribution, there exists a contact form η1

such that ker η1 “ D. Therefore we can recover η by setting η “ η1

f where f “ η1pRq. We
want to show that R is indeed the Reeb vector field for η. Notice that LRη “ f 1η since
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R preserves the contact distribution. Moreover, LRη “ ιRdη ` dιRη “ ιRdη. Therefore
we get

f 1 “ f 1ηpRq “ LRηpRq “ ιRdηpRq “ 0.

We conclude that R is the Reeb vector field of η. Now the Sasaki structure is determined
by the identity g “ dη ˝ Idb φ` ηb η.

The above discussion suggests that it may be fruitful to consider deformations of
Sasaki structures that leave the CR structure or the Reeb vector field invariant. A defor-
mation of the former type is called a deformation of type I.

Definition 3.50. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a Sasaki manifold and denote by pD, Jq the under-
lying strictly pseudoconvex CR structure. Let SpD, Jq be the space of Sasaki structures
with underlying CR structure pD, Jq. A deformation of type I is a deformation of the
Sasaki structure that leaves the underlying CR structure invariant, i.e. a deformation
inside SpD, Jq.

Deformations of type I have a very explicit description. Namely, let pηt, φt,Rt, gtq be
such a deformation. Since the contact distribution is preserved we have ηt “ ftη and
Rt “ R ` ρt where ft is a non-vanishing function and ρ is a vector field. Moreover, ft

has the form
ft “

1
ηpRtq

“
1

1` ηpρtq

because ηtpRtq “ 1. This implies ηpρtq ą ´1. The endomorphism φt is then defined by
φt “ φ´ φRt b ηt and the metric gt is determined by

gt “ dηt ˝ Idb φt ` ηt b ηt .

Conversely a deformation of the form R ÞÑ R`ρt with ηpρtq ą ´1 yields a deformation
of type I.

Now given a Sasaki manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq we can consider deformations that leave
the Reeb vector field unchanged. Such deformations are given by a family of structures
pηs “ η` ζs, φs,R, gsq with the following properties. The form ζs is a basic 1-form, i.e.
LRζs “ ζspRq “ 0, and ηs ^ pdηsq

n is nowhere vanishing. It is clear that R is the Reeb
vector field of ηs. The endomorphism φs is then given by

φs “ φ´ Rb ζs ˝ φ

and the metric gs is associated to ηs and φs by by

gs “ dηs ˝ Idb φs ` ηs b ηs .

We focus now on deformations that preserve the Reeb foliation F but not necessarily
the Reeb vector field R. One can obtain such a deformation by composing a deformation
that fixes the Reeb vector field R with a rescaling of R by a constant function, i.e. R ÞÑ
aR for a P Rzt0u.
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Definition 3.51. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a Sasaki manifold and denote by F the Reeb
foliation. Let SpF q be the space of Sasaki structures with Reeb foliation F . A defor-
mation of type II is a deformation of the Sasaki structure that leaves the Reeb foliation
invariant, i.e. a deformation inside SpF q.

Later in this thesis we will also study Sasaki structures up to isomorphisms and
equivalences.

Definition 3.52. Let pM1, η1, φ1,R1, g1q and pM2, η2, φ2,R2, g2q be two Sasaki manifolds.
A diffeomorphism f : M1 ÝÑ M2 is an isomorphism of Sasaki manifolds if

f ˚η2 “ η1, and f˚φ1 “ φ2 f˚

(hence clearly f ˚g2 “ g1 and f˚R1 “ R2). The two Sasaki structures pη1, φ1,R1, g1q and
pη2, φ2,R2, g2q are then called isomorphic.

Definition 3.53. Two Sasaki structures pη1, φ1,R1, g1q and pη2, φ2,R2, g2q on a manifold
M are called equivalent if they can by identified by a sequence of isomorphisms and
smooth deformations. In this case the smooth deformations are arbitrary, hence, in
particular, they need not to be of type I and II.

We present now the structure theorem for Sasaki and K-contact manifolds which
will play a key role in this thesis. In order to do so we recall some classical results.
The first of these results is a theorem of Wadsley which gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for foliations by circles to be induced by smooth S 1-actions.

Theorem 3.54 ([115]). Let M be a manifold and F a foliation of M by circles. The
leaves of F are the orbits of a smooth S 1-action if and only if there exists a metric g on
M for which the leaves of F are geodesics.

Remark 3.55. The condition in Theorem 3.54 is always satisfied on K-contact manifolds
or, more generally, contact metric manifolds. In fact, since the metric g is compatible
with η (cf. Definition 3.4), the equality ηpXq “ gpX,Rq holds. Therefore we get

0 “ dηpR, Xq “ RpηpXqq ´ XpηpRqq ´ ηprR, Xsq
“ RpgpR, Xqq ´ ηp∇RXq ` ηp∇XRq

“ gp∇RR, Xq ` gpR,∇RXq ´ gpR,∇RXq `
1
2

XpgpR,Rqq

“ gp∇RR, Xq

for all X P XpMq. This shows that the orbits of R are geodesics for g.

Corollary 3.56. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a K-contact manifold such that the orbits of R are
circles. Then the flow of R induces a locally free smooth S 1-action.
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Proof. By Remark 3.55, the leaves of the Reeb foliation are geodesics for the metric
g. Therefore, Theorem 3.54 implies that the flow of R defines a smooth S 1-action.
Moreover, since R is nowhere vanishing, the action is locally free. �

We consider now compact K-contact manifolds. In this case the following theorem
of Rukimbira implies that if a compact manifold admits a K-contact structure, then it
admits one whose leaves of the Reeb fibration are circles, see [101]. We will state
and prove the result for K-contact manifolds even though it was originally proved in a
slightly different, although equivalent, setting.

Theorem 3.57 ([101]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact (Sasaki) manifold.
Then M admits a quasi-regular K-contact (Sasaki) structure.

Proof. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold. The Reeb vector field R is
Killing and, by Proposition 3.41, it preserves the endomorphism φ. Therefore, its flow
defines a homomorphism

ϕ : R ÝÑ IsompM, gq X CRpM,Dq

where CRpM,Dq is the group of CR-transformations of pM,Dq. If the structure is
irregular, then the image of this homomorphism is not S 1. Nevertheless, its closure is
an abelian subgroup, hence a torus because IsompM, gq is a compact Lie group. We can
now pick an S 1 in this torus corresponding to a vector field R1 arbitrarily close to R.
Consider the form

η1 “
η

ηpR1q
.

This is clearly a contact form because R1 is close enough to R and its Reeb vector field
is R1. With respect to the splitting T M “ D‘LR the metric g is given by g “ gD‘ηbη
where D “ ker η “ ker η1 and gD “ dη ˝ pφ b Idq. Let φ1 be an endomorphism of T M
defined by

φ1
|D
“ φ|D, φ1pR1q “ 0.

We define a metric g1 on M as

g1 “ dη1 ˝ pφ1 b Idq ` η1 b η1.

Since R1 is the Reeb vector field of η1, its flow preserves η1 and dη1. Moreover, it pre-
serves φ because it lies in the closure of the image of the homomorphism ϕ. We conclude
that R1 is Killing for g1 and it preserves the CR structure. Therefore pη1, φ1,R1, g1q is a
quasi-regular K-contact structure on M.

By Corollary 3.47, the K-contact structure pη, φ,R, gq is Sasaki if and only if the un-
derlying almost CR structure pD, φ|Dq is integrable. Notice that the underlying almost
CR structure did not change in deforming pη, φ,R, gq into pη1, φ1,R1, g1q because, by def-
inition, φ1

|D
“ φ|D and ker η “ ker η1. Therefore, pη1, φ1,R1, g1q is Sasaki if and only if

pη, φ,R, gq is Sasaki. �
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Remark 3.58. By compactness, the leaves of a quasi-regular K-contact (Sasaki) structure
on a compact manifold are circles. Thus Theorem 3.57 implies that a compact (possibly
irregular) K-contact or Sasaki manifold admits a locally free S 1-action given by the flow
of the Reeb vector field of a quasi-regular structure.

We are now ready to prove the structure theorem for K-contact and Sasaki mani-
folds. We state this theorem in a compact form that collects several results. Namely,
Theorem 6.3.8, Theorem 7.1.3 and Theorem 7.1.6 in [15].

Theorem 3.59 (Structure Theorem [15]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact quasi-regular
K-contact manifold and π : M ÝÑ X the projection on the space of orbits of R. Then

i) X admits a symplectic cyclic orbifold structure X “ pX,Uq with symplectic form
ω.

ii) π : M Ñ X is a principal S 1-orbibundle with connection 1-form η and curvature
dη “ π˚ω.

iii) pM, η, φ,R, gq is Sasaki if and only if ω is a Kähler form on X.

iv) The orbifold structure onX is trivial if and only if the K-contact (Sasaki) structure
is regular.

Conversely, let X “ pX,Uq be an almost Kähler orbifold with integral symplectic class
rωs. Then the principal S 1-orbibundle M π

ÝÑ X associated to rωs is a quasi-regular
K-contact orbifold with contact form η such that dη “ π˚ω. Moreover, M is Sasaki if
and only if X is a Kähler orbifold.

Proof. We refer to Chapter 2 for the theory of orbifolds. By quasi-regularity and com-
pactness, every orbit can be covered by finitely many foliated charts and the intersection
of the orbit with each chart has finitely many connected components. Therefore, all or-
bits are circles. By Corollary 3.56, the flow of the Reeb vector field defines a locally
free S 1-action.

Now the first two claims follow from the Slice Theorem for smooth actions. Namely,
let x P X be an orbit and p a point on the orbit x. Let Zn be the isotropy group of p. There
exists a tubular neighbourhood of the form S xˆZn S 1 Ă M where S x is diffeomorphic to
(a neighbourhood of the zero section of) the normal bundle, i.e. the contact distribution
D. Let Γx Ă Zn be the subgroup of the isotropy group acting effectively on the slice
S x. Thus we can define an orbifold atlas U on X consisting of charts of the form
pS x,Γx, π|S xq around x P X. Notice that iv) follows immediately from this description.

Now π : M Ñ X is a principal S 1-orbibundle with charts pS x ˆZn S 1,Γx, πq since
the S 1-action is locally free. It is clear that D defines an Ehresmann connection for the
S 1-bundle with connection 1-form η. Let rV denote the horizontal lift of a vector field V
on X. Then the formula JV “ π˚φrV gives a well defined almost complex structure J
on X because φ is invariant under the flow of R. Similarly, ωpV,Wq “ dηprV , rWq defines
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a symplectic form on X compatible with J. Therefore, pX, ω, Jq is an almost Kähler
orbifold and we have proven claims iq, iiq and ivq.

Finally pX, ω, Jq is Kähler if and only if J is integrable. This holds if and only if the
underlying almost CR structure is integrable because NJrV,Ws “ π˚Nφ|Dr

rV , rWs. Thus
iii) follows from Corollary 3.47.

Conversely, let U “ tp rUi,Γi, ϕiu and denote embeddings by λi j : rUi Ñ U j. The
integrality of rωs means that there exists a class e P H2

orbpX;Zq mapping to rωs under
the inclusion H2

orbpX;Zq ãÑ H2
orbpX;Rq. By Proposition 2.34, the class rωs determines

a principal S 1-orbibundle M π
ÝÑ X with first Chern class corb

1 pMq “ e. Namely, it
determines the transition maps λ˚i j and the homorphisms h

rUi
: Γi Ñ G in Definition 2.6.

Moreover, there is an atlas of M given by charts of the form pEi,Γ
˚
i , ϕ

˚
i q where Ei “

rUi ˆ S 1.
The form ω is given by gluing together a collection of invariant forms ωi P Ω2p rUiq.

By the argument given in Section 3.2 there exist a connection 1-form η on M such that
dη “ π˚ω. This amounts to the existence of connections ηi for the S 1-bundle Ei such
that dηi “ π˚Ei

ωi satisfying the compatibility conditions. Now let Ri be the vector field
in TS 1 Ă TEi such that ηipRiq “ 1. Clearly we have dηipRiq “ 0. Consider a basis
pV1, . . . ,V2n,Riq for TEi with V1, . . . ,V2n P ker ηi. Then

ηi ^ pdηiq
n
pV1, . . . ,V2n,Riq “ ηipRiqpdηiq

n
pV1, . . . ,V2nq

“ pπ˚ωqnpV1, . . . ,V2nq “ ωn
pπ˚V1, . . . , π˚V2nq ‰ 0

because π˚ is an isomorphism when restricted to ker ηi. Therefore, η is a contact form
on M because ηi^pdηiq

n is non-vanishing. Moreover, the Ri’s patch together to give the
Reeb vector field R of η.

Let J be the almost complex structure on X and h the associated metric. Once again
we lift h to a metric on the subbundle D “ ker η Ă TM. Define then a metric g on M
by setting g “ π˚h` ηb η. Moreover, for V P TM we can define φV “ ČJπ˚pVq where
rX denotes the horizontal lift of X P T rUi. Then the discussion in Section 3.3 shows that
pM, η, φ,R, gq is a K-contact manifold by construction.

Moreover, since π˚ is an isomorphism on D, the underlying almost CR structure is
integrable if and only if the almost complex structure J is integrable. In that case X is a
Kähler orbifold. �

The Structure Theorem 3.59 further justifies the analogy between Kähler and Sa-
sakian geometry. Moreover, for quasi-regular structures it is even more evident that
Sasaki manifolds relate to K-contact manifolds as Kähler manifolds relate to almost
Kähler manifolds. Namely, a quasi-regular K-contact manifold M is a principle S 1-
orbibundle over a symplectic orbifold pX, ωq. The K-contact structure pη, φ,R, gq on M
determines an almost Kähler triple pω, J, hq on X and vice versa. The almost Kähler
structure is then Kähler if and only if the K-contact structure is Sasaki.
Remark 3.60. We have already seen that an orbibundle has a trivial orbifold structure
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if the uniformizing groups of the base inject into the structure group. Therefore the
orbibundle M in Theorem 3.59 can be manifold only if the symplectic orbifold X is
cyclic, i.e. all its uniformizing groups are cyclic.

Remark 3.61. The form ω represents the Euler class of the bundle M Ñ X. Hence
it defines an integral class. In the Sasakian case this implies that the base orbifold is
a projective variety, see Theorem 2.54. Moreover, the topological space X underlying
the orbifold X is the quotient of a smooth manifold by a locally free smooth S 1-action.
Thus the space X is a normal variety with cyclic quotient singularities and falls into the
discussion of Section 2.4. In this sense Sasakian geometry can be considered the odd
dimensional counterpart to projective geometry rather than Kähler geometry.

Remark 3.62. By Theorem 3.57, any compact K-contact (Sasaki) manifold M admits
a quasi-regular structure. Therefore, M is always the total space of a principal S 1-
orbibundle over a symplectic (projective) orbifold. Moreover, by Theorem 3.22, M is a
Boothby-Wang bundle over a symplectic (projective) manifold if and only if it admits a
regular K-contact (Sasaki) structure.

Remark 3.63. While every Sasakian manifold admits a quasi-regular structure, it is still
an open question whether all Sasakian manifolds admit a regular structure. In other
words, it is not known whether all Sasakian manifolds arise as Boothby-Wang bundles
over projective manifolds.

We conclude this section by presenting some examples of Sasaki structures. We
begin with the odd dimensional sphere S 2n`1. In Example 3.24 we have seen the stan-
dard contact structure on S 2n`1, cf. Example 3.19, as a Boothby-Wang bundle over the
complex projective space CPn equipped with the Fubini-Study form. The Structure The-
orem 3.59 implies that the standard contact structure on S 2n`1 is indeed a regular Sasaki
structure. In fact, every projective manifold X with integral Kähler class rωs provides an
example of regular Sasaki structure, see for instance Example 4.19 and Example 4.20.
Next we present some irregular and quasi-regular Sasaki structures on S 2n`1.

Example 3.64. We produce now irregular contact structures on S 2n`1 as type I defor-
mations of the standard Sasaki structure pη0, φ0,R0, g0q, see the description after Defi-
nition 3.50. As usual we regard the sphere S 2n`1 as the space of unit vectors in Cn`1.
Define

Rw “

n
ÿ

i“0

wi

´

yi
B

Bxi
´ xi

B

Byi

¯

where w “ pw0, . . . ,wnq and wi is a positive real number for each i “ 0, . . . , n. The
vector field Rw is the Reeb vector field for the contact form

ηw “
η0

řn
i“0 wipx2

i ` y2
i q
.

Following the description of deformations of type I we can write Rw “ R0 ` ρw. Notice
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that

ηpρwq “ ηpRwq ´ 1 “
n
ÿ

i“0

wipx2
i ` y2

i q ´ 1 ą ´1

so that Rw defines indeed a type I deformation pηw, φw,Rw, gwq of the standard structure
where φw “ φ´ φRw b ηw and gw is determined by

gw “ dηw ˝ Idb φw ` ηw b ηw .

We denote by S 2n`1pwq the sphere S 2n`1 as a Sasaki manifold endowed with the Sa-
saki structure pηw, φw,Rw, gwq. It is easy to see that the structure just defined is irregular
unless wi P Q for all i “ 0, . . . , n. This instance is described in further detail in Exam-
ple 3.65 below.
Example 3.65. Consider the weighted sphere S 2n`1pwq defined in Example 3.64. As-
sume that w0 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď wn and that wi P Q for all i “ 0, . . . , n. Then the orbits of Rw are
circles, i.e. the structure pηw, φw,Rw, gwq is quasi-regular.

By the Structure Theorem 3.59 this determines a S 1-orbibundle π : S 2n`1pwq ÝÑ X
over a projective orbifold pX, ωq. Without loss of generality we can multiply w by the
lcm of the denominators and redefine the action to get 0 ă wi P Z. Moreover we can
divide by the gcd of the integers so obtained to achieve the condition gcdpw0, . . . ,wnq “

1. This does not change the space of leaves of the S 1-action, i.e. the base orbifold X,
but it rescales the Kähler form ω on X.

Recall the C˚pwq action on Cn`1 defined in Example 2.37. Now the orbits of Rw

coincide with the restriction to S 2n`1 of the orbits of the C˚pwq-action. Thus the base
orbifold X of the fibration is the weighted projective space CPn

pwq defined in Exam-
ple 2.37. Namely, there exists a unique Kähler form ω on CPn

pwq such that π˚pωq “ ηw.
The class rωs is the image in H2

orbpCPn
pwq;Rq of the first Chern class of the principal

orbibundle π : S 2n`1pwq ÝÑ CPn
pwq.

Example 3.66 (Links). Consider the C˚pwq action on Cn`1 of Example 2.37 and let f
be a weighted homogeneous polynomial as in Definition 2.43. Recall that f defines
a hypersurface in CPn

pwq if pr´1pX f q Ă C
n`1zt0u is smooth, see Proposition 2.45.

Notice that this condition is equivalent to smoothness of the set of zeroes V f of f . We
will assume that f satisfies this condition. The link of V f is the smooth manifold L f

given by the intersection
L f “ V f

č

S 2n`1 .

If 0 P Cn`1 is a regular point for f , then L f is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S 2n´1

by the Morse Lemma, see [87, Lemma 2.12]. Hence we will assume that 0 P Cn`1 is
a singular point for f , that is, f has no linear terms. As a differentiable manifold L f is
rather simple. Namely, it is pn´ 2q-connected by Milnor’s Fibration Theorem [87].

We want to show that L f supports a Sasaki structure. More precisely, the structure
pηw, φw,Rw, gwq on S 2n`1pwq of Example 3.64 induces a Sasaki structure on L f . In order
to show that we need the following:
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Definition 3.67. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a Sasaki manifold. An immersed submanifold N
is said to be an invariant submanifold if

1. R is tangent to T N at all points p of N and

2. φTpN Ă TpN for all p P N.

The following result shows that an invariant submanifold is a Sasaki manifold in a
natural way.

Lemma 3.68 ([96]). An invariant submanifold N of a Sasaki manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq is
Sasaki with the structure given by the restriction of pη, φ,R, gq to N.

Proof. Clearly the restrictions of η and g to N are well defined. The two conditions in
Definition 3.67 ensure that R and φ are well defined on N. Moreover they satisfy on N
all the compatibility conditions that are satisfied on M. Thus pN, η, φ,R, gq is a Sasaki
manifold. �

We can now show that L f inherits a Sasaki structure from S 2n`1pwq . According to
Lemma 3.68 we have to show that

1. Rw is everywhere tangent to T L f and

2. φwTpL f Ă TpL f for all p P L f .

Let λ be an element of S 1 Ă C˚. Differentiating the equation f pλzq “ λd f pzq in the
direction of Rw we get

Rwp f q “ d f pRwqd ¨ f .

Thus d f pRwq vanishes along V f and, a fortiori, along L f . In order to prove the second
claim denote by J the standard complex structure of Cn`1. The endomorphism φw coin-
cides with J both on Dw “ ker ηw and on DL f “ ker ηL f , where we are writing ηL f for
ηw restricted to L f to avoid the clash of notation. Since φwRw “ 0 condition 2 in Defi-
nition 3.67 becomes φwDL f Ă DL f . Notice that DL f “ Dw

Ş

TV f . Now φw leaves Dw

invariant and coincides with J onDL f . The set V f is defined by a holomorphic equation
hence JTV f Ă TV f . We conclude that φwDL f Ă DL f .

We have shown that the weighted sphere S 2n`1pwq induces a Sasaki structure on
L f . Recall that we have a principal orbibundle π : S 2n`1pwq ÝÑ CPn

pwq because the
weights wi are positive integers. What we have just proven implies that the canonical
inclusion ι : L f ÝÑ S 2n`1pwq is a Sasakian embedding. Moreover the two structures
are regular, see Example 3.65. Hence we have the following commutative diagram

L f S 2n`1pwq

X f CPn
pwq

ι

π π
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where the horizontal lines are Sasakian and Kähler embeddings respectively while the
vertical arrows are principal S 1-orbibundles.

3.7 Transverse Hodge theory

This section is dedicated to the transverse geometry of K-contact and Sasaki manifolds.
We review some properties of Sasaki manifolds which depend on the transverse Kähler
structure. In particular, we focus on the basic cohomology of the Reeb foliation.

Let us begin with the definition of the basic cohomology of a foliation. Let F be
a foliation on a smooth manifold M. Denote by Ωr

BpF q be the set of basic r-forms. A
form is basic if it is horizontal and invariant. Namely, a r-form α P ΩrpMq is basic if

ιVα “ 0 and ιVdα “ 0 (3.8)

for all vector fields V tangent to F . It is clear that the exterior derivative of a basic
form is again basic. Therefore, the direct sum ΩBpF q “ ‘rΩ

r
BpF q is a subcomplex of

the de Rham complex ΩpMq. When relevant, we denote the restriction of the exterior
derivative to basic forms by dB.

Definition 3.69. The basic cohomology of the foliation F is the cohomology of the
complex ΩBpF q.

Now let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold. When the contact structure
is regular M is a S 1-bundle over a symplectic manifold X. Thus the cohomology ring
of M can be computed from that of X via the Leray-Hirsch Theorem and the Gysin
sequence of the bundle. We want to derive a generalization of the Gysin sequence for
K-contact structures which are not necessarily regular, namely, we want to get a long
exact sequence which gives a relation between the cohomology groups of M and those
of the base orbifold.

Assume F is the Reeb foliation of a compact K-contact manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq.
The isometry group IsompM, gq is a compact Lie group because M is compact and
the flow of the Reeb vector field R generates a one-parameter subgroup in IsompM, gq.
Therefore, the closure of the flow of R in IsompM, gq is a torus T . Let ΩpMqT be the
set of T -invariant forms on M, i.e. the set of forms β such that LVβ “ 0 for all vector
fields V tangent to T . Notice that ΩBpF q Ă ΩpMqT since the orbit of R is dense in
T . On the other hand, the form ιRα is basic for any T -invariant form α. This follows
from ιRιRα “ 0 and ιRpdιRαq “ LRpιRαq “ 0. Therefore, we have a short sequence of
complexes

0 ÝÑ Ω˚BpF q ÝÑ Ω˚pMqT ιR
ÝÝÑ Ω˚´1

B pF q ÝÑ 0.

We want to show that this sequence is exact and study the induced long exact se-
quence in cohomology. Exactness in the middle term follows directly from the defini-
tions of ΩBpF q and ΩpMqT . Thus we only have to prove surjectivity of the last map. For
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any form α we have ιRpη^ αq “ α. We want to show that the form η^ α is T -invariant
when α is basic. Let V be a vector field in the Lie algebra t of T . Then we have

LVpη^ αq “ pLVηq ^ α` η^LVpαq.

Here the first summand vanishes because V P t preserves the contact form. Moreover,
the second summand vanishes because basic forms are T -invariant.

The cohomology of the complex ΩpMqT is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology
H˚pM;Rq because T is compact [53, Chapter IV]. Therefore, the induced long exact
sequence reads

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ Hr
BpF q ÝÑ Hr

pM;Rq ÝÑ Hr´1
B pF q

δ
ÝÝÑ Hr`1

B pF q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (3.9)

where the connecting morphism δ is given by δrαs “ rdη^ αs “ rdηs Y rαs.

Now let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a quasi-regular K-contact manifold and let π : M Ñ X be
the associated principal S 1-orbibundle. We want to show that π induces an isomorphism
of complexes

π˚ : Ω˚pXq ÝÑ Ω˚BpF q

where Ω˚pXq is the complex of forms in the orbifold sense. Let β be a form on X.
Clearly ιRπ˚β “ ιπ˚Rβ “ 0. Moreover, the form π˚β is invariant under the flow of R
because 0 “ LRπ

˚β “ ιRdπ˚β. Thus π˚β is a basic form on M. Conversely, given a
basic form α on M, we can define a form β on X such that π˚β “ α. Recall from the
proof of the Structure Theorem 3.59 that the charts of X around x “ πppq are given by
slices S x for the S 1-action around the orbit x. The form β is then given by the pullback
of α under the embedding S x ãÑ M. This is independent of the choice of the point p in
the orbit x at which we take the slice. It is clear that this is a one-to-one correspondence.
Hence, for quasi-regular K-contact manifold one gets an isomorphism

π˚ : H˚
dRpXq – H˚

pX;Rq ÝÑ H˚
BpF q,

where the first isomorphism is described in Proposition 2.13.

Therefore, the long exact sequence (3.9) now reads

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hr
pX;Rq ÝÑ Hr

pM;Rq ÝÑ Hr´1
pX;Rq δ

ÝÝÑ Hr`1
pX;Rq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (3.10)

One clearly recovers the usual Gysin sequence with real coefficients in the case of reg-
ular compact K-contact manifolds.

The basic cohomology of compact K-contact manifolds satisfies many properties
due to the existence of a transverse Hodge theory. Let us introduce the main objects
involved. We begin by defining the transverse Hodge star:

‹̄α “ ‹pη^ αq “ p´1qrιR ‹ α (3.11)
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where α is a r-form. Following the analogy with standard Hodge theory, we define
the adjoint δB of the exterior derivative dB by δB “ ´‹̄DB‹̄. The basic Laplacian ∆B

is then given by ∆B “ dBδB ` δBdB. We can now define the vector space H r
BpF q of

harmonic r-forms to be the kernel of the basic Laplacian ker ∆B Ă Ωr
BpF q. One easily

sees that ker ∆B “ ker δB X ker dB. The next theorem of El Kacimi-Alaoui and Hector
[42] constitutes the transverse analogue of the Hodge Theorem and of Poincaré duality.

Theorem 3.70 ([42]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold of dimension
2n` 1 and F its Reeb foliation. Then we have

i) Each basic cohomology class admits a unique harmonic representative, i.e.

H r
BpF q – Hr

BpF q.

ii) The vector spaces Hr
BpF q are finite dimensional and Hr

BpF q “ 0 for r ą 2n.

iii) There is a non-degenerate pairing

Hr
BpF q b H2n´r

B pF q ÝÑ R

prαs, rβsq ÞÑ

ż

M
η^ α^ β .

From this theorem and the sequence (3.9) we can derive the following

Proposition 3.71. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold of dimension
2n` 1. Then

i) H2n
B pF q – R,

ii) rdηs is a non-trivial class in H2
BpF q,

iii) the even degree basic cohomology vector spaces H2r
B pF q are non-trivial and

iv) H1
BpF q – H1pMq.

Proof. Recall the long exact sequence (3.9):

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ Hr
BpF q ÝÑ Hr

pM;Rq ι
ÝÝÑ Hr´1

B pF q
δ
ÝÝÑ Hr`1

B pF q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

For r “ 2n` 1 the sequence gives an isomorphism ι : H2n`1pM;Rq Ñ H2n
B pF q because

Hr
BpF q “ 0 for r ą 2n. This isomorphism is induced by contracting with R. Therefore,

ιmaps the class rη^pdηqns to the basic class rdηns. We conclude that rdηs is a non-trivial
class. Moreover, since rdηns generates H2n

B pF q we have rdηrs ‰ 0 for all 0 ă r ă n` 1.
Now consider the sequence (3.9) for r “ 1, i.e.

0 ÝÑ H1
BpF q ÝÑ H1

pM;Rq ι
ÝÝÑ R

δ
ÝÝÑ H2

BpF q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
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Recall that the connecting morphism δ maps a class rαs to rdη ^ αs “ rdηs Y rαs.
Since rdηs ‰ 0, the connecting morphism δ is injective in degree 0. Hence we get an
isomorphism H1

BpF q – H1pM;Rq. �

Remark 3.72. If the K-contact structure is quasi-regular the previous theorem holds
when replacing basic cohomology by orbifold cohomology.

We can then define some transverse invariants of K-contact structures which origi-
nate from basic cohomology.

Definition 3.73. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact K-contact manifold of dimension 2n`1
and F its Reeb foliation. The r-th basic Betti number bB

r pF q is the dimension of the
r-th basic cohomology vector space, i.e.

bB
r pF q “ dim

`

Hr
BpF q

˘

.

Similarly, we define the basic Euler characteristic χpF q to be

χpF q “
2n
ÿ

r“0

p´1qr dimpHr
BpF qq.

It was proven in [43] that if f : pM, η, φ,R, gq Ñ pM, η1, φ1,R1, g1q is a K-contact
transformation, then f induces a ring isomorphism f ˚ : H˚

BpF
1q Ñ H˚

BpF q. That is,
the basic cohomology of a K-contact manifold is invariant under K-contact transforma-
tions. A stronger result holds when the K-contact structure is Sasaki. Namely, the basic
cohomology of a Sasaki manifold M is a topological invariant of M, see Theorem 5.2.

Let us move on to Hodge theory for Sasaki manifolds. Assume pM, η, φ,R, gq to be
a Sasaki manifold for the remainder of this section. We consider the complexification
DC “ Db C of the contact distributionD. Since pD, φ|Dq is a complex bundle, φ|D has
eigenvalues i and ´i. Denote by D1,0, respectively D0,1, the eigenspace relative to the
eigenvalue i, resp. ´i. Now let D1,0, resp. D0,1, be their duals. Then we can define the
basic forms of type pp, qq to be sections of the bundle p

Źp
D1,0q

Ź

p
Źq
D0,1q. The set

of basic pp, qq-forms will be denoted by Ωp,qpF q. In analogy with the almost complex
case, we can define the operators B and B̄. Moreover, the integrability of the CR structure
yields dB “ B ` B̄.

Definition 3.74. The complex pΩ‚,‚pF q, B̄q is called the basic Dolbeault complex and
its cohomology H‚,‚pF q is the basic Dolbeault cohomology of the Sasaki manifold
pM, η, φ,R, gq. The basic Hodge numbers hp,q

B pF q are defined to be

hp,q
B pF q “ dimpHp,q

pF qq.

Notation. When the Sasaki structure on a manifold M is understood we will write
hp,q

B pMq instead of hp,q
B pF q.
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Remark 3.75. If the Sasaki structure is quasi-regular, the basic Dolbeault complex is the
Dolbeault complex of the orbifold X.

Since the Reeb foliation of a Sasaki manifold is transversally Kähler, it is natural
to ask whether the basic Dolbeault cohomology of a Sasaki manifold enjoys some of
the properties of the Dolbeaut cohomology of a Kähler manifold. The following the-
orems of El Kacimi-Alaoui [41] give a positive answer to this question. In particular
El Kacimi-Alaoui’s results provide a relation between basic Dolbeault cohomology and
the cohomology H˚

BpF ;Cq of the complex of basic complex valued forms ΩCBpF q. In
order to lighten the notation, we will not specify the coefficients when they are clear
from the context.

The first theorem that we present collects some results from [41] among which the
transverse versions of the Hodge decomposition and of Serre duality.

Theorem 3.76 ([41]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold of dimension
2n` 1. Then

i) Hn,npF q X H2n
B pF q – R.

ii) The basic form dη is of pure type p1, 1q, i.e. rdηs P H1,1pF q X H2
BpF q.

iii) The group Hr,rpF q is non-trivial for all 0 ă r ă n` 1.

iv) Complex conjugation induces an isomorphism Hp,qpF q – Hq,ppF q.

v) There is a decomposition Hr
BpF ;Cq –

À

p`q“r Hp,qpF q.

vi) The odd degree basic cohomology vector space H2r`1
B pF q is even dimensional for

r ă n.

vii) There is an isomorphism Hp,qpF q – Hn´p,n´qpF q.

Corollary 3.77. The basic Hodge and Betti numbers of a Sasaki manifold satisfy the
following relations

hp,q
B pF q “ hn´p,n´q

B pF q “ hq,p
B pF q, br

BpF q “
ÿ

p`q“r

hp,q
B pF q.

In analogy with the Kähler case, the basic operator L : Ωr
BpF q ÝÑ Ωr`2

B pF q is
defined by

Lα “ α^ dη. (3.12)

Its adjoint Λ : Ωr
BpF q ÝÑ Ωr´2

B pF q is therefore given by

Λ “ ´‹̄L‹̄. (3.13)

The proof of the standard case applies mutatis mutandis to prove Theorem 3.76. In
particular, we define the basic primitive cohomology group PrpF q as the kernel of the
map induced by Λ in cohomology.
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Another result in [41] which is relevant to our discussion is the transverse Hard
Lefschetz Theorem.

Theorem 3.78 ([41]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold of dimension
2n`1 and let L be the operator induced in cohomology by (3.12). Then Lk : Hn´k

B pF q Ñ

Hn`k
B pF q is an isomorphism for 1 ď k ď n. Moreover there is a decomposition

Hr
BpF q “

à

kě0

LkPr´2k
pF q.

Remark 3.79. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact quasi-regular Sasaki manifold of dimen-
sion 2n`1. By the Structure Theorem, M is the total space of a principal S 1-orbibundle
M π
ÝÑ X over a Kähler orbifold. Thus the basic and Dolbeault cohomology of the Reeb

foliation are isomorphic to the de Rham and Dolbeault cohomology of X. Since the
isomorphism is given by π˚, the Kähler class rωs maps to rdηs.

If the structure on M is regular, then the basic forms agree with pullbacks of forms on
the base of the S 1-bundle M π

ÝÑ X where now X is a smooth projective variety. Then the
basic and Dolbeault cohomology are isomorphic to the standard de Rham and Dolbeault
cohomologies. In this case the transverse Hodge decomposition and transverse Hard
Lefschetz Theorem reduce to the standard ones.

Let us now discuss further transverse invariants of Sasaki structures. Consider the
contact distribution D and its Chern classes. We can compute representatives of the
Chern classes of D via Chern-Weil theory with the use of a connection ∇D on D. We
consider a connection∇ given by taking the projection of the Levi-Civita connection of g
ontoD. When restricting ∇ toD, we get a connection ∇D onD. This is compatible with
the transverse Kähler metric gD and torsion-free by definition. Moreover LR∇

D “ 0
because the metric is compatible with gD and R is Killing. Therefore, the connection 1-
form of ∇D is basic because ιR∇D “ 0, see [9, Lemma 6.2]. Hence, the curvature 2-form
Ω of ∇ is also basic. Moreover, since the Reeb foliation is transversally holomorphic, Ω

is a basic p1, 1q-form. Chern-Weil theory then implies that the i-th Chern class cipDq P

H2ipM,Zq ofD is represented by a basic pi, iq-form αi.

Definition 3.80. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold. The i-th basic Chern
class cipF q is defined to be the class rαis P Hi,ipF q defined above.

Remark 3.81. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact (quasi-)regular Sasaki manifold and M π
ÝÑ

X the associated principal S 1-(orbi)bundle. Then the basic Chern classes of M are
identified with the (orbifold) Chern classes of the tangent bundle of X.

Lemma 3.82. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold. Then the basic Chern
classes map to the Chern classes of D under the natural inclusion Hi,ipF q Ñ H2ipMq.
In particular, if M is quasi-regular with associated principal S 1-orbibundle M π

ÝÑ X,
then π˚corb

i pXq “ cipF q.

Proof. Both statements follow directly from the construction of basic Chern classes. �
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We conclude this section with the definition of type for Sasaki structures.

Definition 3.83. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold. The Sasaki structure
is of positive type, respectively negative type, if the first basic Chern class c1pF q can
be represented by a positive, resp. negative, definite p1, 1q-form. The structure will be
called null if c1pF q “ 0. In these cases the Sasaki structure is definite. Otherwise it is
called indefinite.

Notation. We often simply say that a Sasaki structure of positive, respectively negative,
type is positive, resp. negative. When we refer to the type of a definite Sasaki structure
we are considering whether it is positive, negative or null.

Example 3.84. Let X be a Kähler manifold with ample canonical bundle KX. By the
Kodaira Embedding Theorem X is a projective manifold and the canonical class KX, or
any positive multiple of it, can be represented by a Kähler form ω. Now the Boothby-
Wang bundle M over pX, ωq is a regular Sasaki manifold whose first basic Chern class
is exactly c1pXq “ ´KX, that is, a negative multiple of a Kähler class. Therefore M is a
negative Sasaki manifold. Summarizing, given a Kähler manifold with ample canonical
bundle we can associate a negative Sasaki manifold to each choice of a Kähler form
representing a negative multiple of c1pXq.

Links provide a class of Sasaki manifolds that are always of definite type, see Ex-
ample 3.66. The following proposition gives a simple numerical condition for the type
of the standard Sasaki structure on a link. We use here the notation from Example 3.66.

Proposition 3.85 ([16]). Let L f Ă S 2n`1pwq be a link. Then the basic first Chern class
is a multiple of rdηwsB and the Sasaki structure is

i) positive if and only if
ř

wi ´ d ą 0,

i) negative if and only if
ř

wi ´ d ă 0,

i) null if and only if
ř

wi ´ d “ 0.

3.8 The join construction

In the Kähler setting there exists a straightforward way to produce new Kähler manifolds
from known ones. Namely, the product M1ˆM2 of two Kähler manifolds pM1, ω1q and
pM2, ω2q can be endowed with the Kähler forms k1ω1 ` k2ω2 for parameters k1, k2 ą 0.
Clearly the product of two Sasakian manifolds cannot be Sasakian for dimension rea-
sons. The goal of this section is to present a construction of Sasaki manifolds introduced
in [17]. This operation, called the join construction, plays the role of products in the Sa-
saki setting.
Remark 3.86. The results in this section will be proved for Sasaki manifolds but they
hold true in the K-contact setting. Therefore we will give the definitions and the state-
ments for both cases.
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Definition 3.87. Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a quasi-regular contact manifold such that the
leaves of the Reeb foliation are compact, e.g. M is compact. The order νpM, η, φ,R, gq
of the contact manifold M is the least common multiple of the orders of the isotropy
groups of the S 1-action on M. We will write νpMq when the contact structure is under-
stood.

Now let pM1, η1, φ1,R1, g1q and pM2, η2, φ2,R2, g2q be two compact quasi-regular Sa-
saki manifolds. By the Structure Theorem 3.59, Mi is a principal S 1-orbibundle over a
Kähler orbifold Xi with Kähler class rωis P H2

orbpXi;Zq. For all integers k1, k2 ą 0 the
form k1ω1 ` k2ω2 is an integral Kähler form on the orbifold X1 ˆ X2. Therefore, the
class rk1ω1 ` k2ω2s P H2

orbpX1 ˆ X2;Zq determines a principal S 1-orbibundle

π : M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 ÝÑ X1 ˆ X2.

By the Structure Theorem 3.59, M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 has a Sasaki structure determined by a
connection 1-form with curvature π˚pk1ω1 ` k2ω2q. Note that the total space of this
orbibundle is in general an orbifold and not a smooth manifold.

Definition 3.88. The pk1, k2q-join of two compact quasi-regular Sasaki, respectively
K-contact, manifolds pM1, η1, φ1,R1, g1q and pM2, η2, φ2,R2, g2q is the Sasaki, resp. K-
contact, orbifold M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 constructed above.

Since we are interested in constructing smooth Sasaki manifolds, we characterize
the pairs pk1, k2q for which M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 is a smooth manifold. In order to do so consider
the manifold M1 ˆ M2 as a torus orbibundle bundle over X1 ˆ X2. Notice that the total
space M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 can be seen as the quotient of M1 ˆ M2 by a circle action given by

S 1 ˆ M1 ˆ M2 M1 ˆ M2

peiθ, x, yq pxeik2θ, ye´ik1θq

(3.14)

Therefore, the orbifold structure on M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 is trivial if and only if the circle action
above is free. Let px, yq be a point in M1 ˆ M2 and denote by νx, respectively νy,
the order of the isotropy group of x, resp y, for the S 1-action on the compact quasi-
regular Sasaki manifold M1, resp. M2. Clearly the isotropy subgroup at px, yq has order
νpx,yq “ gcdpνxk2, νyk1q. In conclusion, the circle action on M1 ˆ M2 is free if and only
if gcdpνxk2, νyk1q “ 1 for all px, yq P M1 ˆ M2.

A notable case is when both M1 and M2 are compact regular Sasaki manifolds. In
this case M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 is a regular Sasaki manifold whenever k1 and k2 are relatively
prime, e.g. when k1 “ k2 “ 1. For this reason we give the following

Definition 3.89. The join M1‹M2 of two compact regular Sasaki or K-contact manifolds
is the p1, 1q-join M1 ‹1,1 M2.

We close this section with a characterization of the join in terms of the S 1-orbibundle
associated to the Sasaki structures.
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Proposition 3.90. Let M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 be the smooth join of two compact quasi-regular
Sasaki or K-contact manifolds M1 and M2. Then M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 is a bundle over X1 with
fiber M2{Zk2 associated to the orbibundle M1 Ñ X1.

Proof. M1 ‹k1,k2 M2 is the quotient of M1 ˆ M2 by the circle action (3.14). Let the
subgroup Zk2 Ă S 1 act first to obtain the quotient M1 ˆ M2{Zk2 . Denote a point in
M1ˆM2{Zk2 by px, rysq. Now M1‹k1,k2 M2 is the quotient of M1ˆM2{Zk2 by the diagonal

S 1-action where S 1 “ S 1{Zk2 acts by px, rysqeiθ “ pxeiθ, rye´i k1
k2
θ
sq. By definition this is

the M2{Zk2-bundle associated to M1 Ñ X1. �

Corollary 3.91. Let M1 ‹ M2 be the join of two compact regular Sasaki or K-contact
manifolds M1 and M2. Denote by M Ñ X1 and M2 Ñ X2 the associated Boothby-Wang
fibrations. Then M1 ‹ M2 is a M2-bundle over X1.

Remark 3.92. The roles of the compact regular Sasaki manifolds M1 and M2 are inter-
changeable. Hence, M1 ‹ M2 is a M1-bundle over X2.
Remark 3.93. The join construction for K-contact manifolds is a special case of the
contact fiber bundles by Lerman, see [83].

3.9 Topology of Sasakian manifolds

We conclude this chapter by reviewing some of the topological properties of Sasakian
manifolds.

We begin by showing that in dimension 3 every K-contact structure is Sasaki. This is
a consequence of the fact that every almost complex structure on a surface is integrable.

Theorem 3.94. A 3-dimensional K-contact manifold pM, η, φ,R, gq is Sasaki.

Proof. By Corollary 3.47, we have to show that the induced almost CR structure is
integrable. Let H “ tX ´ iJX| X P Du as in Section 3.5. We want to prove the
integrability condition

rX ´ iφX,Y ´ iφYs P H for all X,Y P D . (3.15)

By Proposition 3.41 the tensor Np2q vanishes. Thus we get Np2qpφX,Yq “ ηprφX,Ys `
rX, φYsq “ 0 for X,Y P D. Thus (3.15) is equivalent to

φrX,Ys ´ φrφX, φYs ´ rφX,Ys ´ rX, φYs “ 0 for all X,Y P D.

The equation above is easily verified by choosing a basis of D of the form tX,Y “

φXu. �

We now turn our attention to Sasaki manifolds of higher dimension. It is very nat-
ural to ask which topological properties of Kähler manifolds are enjoyed by Sasakian
manifolds.
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We begin by investigating formality. For the basic material we refer the reader to
[44]. Consider a commutative differential graded algebra pA, dAq (CDGA A for short)
over R. We denote by |a| the degree of an element a P A and by H˚pAq the cohomology
of the complex pA, dAq. The CDGA we mainly focus on is the de Rham complex of a
Sasakian manifold.

A CDGA A is called minimal if

1) A is the free algebra
Ź

V over a graded vector space V .

2) There exists a set of generators taiu, indexed by a well-ordered set, such that

i) |ai| ď |a j| for i ă j and
ii) dAai is expressed in terms of a j for j ă i.

A morphism of CDGA’s is then a morphism of algebras that commutes with the differ-
ential and respects the grading. A quasi-isomorphism of CDGA’s is a morphism which
induces an isomorphism in cohomology. More generally, we can define the notion of
weak equivalence. Namely, two commutative differential graded algebras A and B are
said to be weakly equivalent if there is a sequence of quasi-isomorphisms

A ÐÝ C1 ÝÑ C2 ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ Cn ÝÑ B.

An elementary extension of a CDGA pA, dAq is a CDGA of the form pB “ Ab
Ź

V, dBq

satisfying the following properties:

i) V is finite-dimensional and all elements of V have the same degree.

ii) dBpaq “ dApaq for all a P A and dBpvq P A for all v P V .

A minimal model for a CDGA A is a minimal commutative differential graded algebra
Ź

V together with a quasi-isomorphism ρ :
Ź

V ÝÑ A. A CDGA is called connected
if its 0-th cohomology group is isomorphic to R. Every connected CDGA admits a min-
imal model which is unique up to isomorphism, see [58]. Therefore, weakly equivalent
connected CDGA’s have isomorphic minimal models.

Definition 3.95. Let M be a connected manifold and
Ź

V the minimal model for its de
Rham complex ΩpMq. Consider the cohomology H˚

dRpMq as a CDGA with trivial differ-
ential. The manifold M is formal if

Ź

V is a minimal model for H˚
dRpMq. Equivalently,

M is formal if there exists a morphism of CDGA’s ψ :
Ź

V ÝÑ H˚
dRpMq inducing an

isomorphism in cohomology.

Kähler manifolds form a class of manifolds which enjoys formality [33]. It is then
natural to ask whether Sasakian manifolds are formal. The first results in this direction
were given by Tievsky in his Ph.D. thesis [113]. We briefly review his results.

Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold. Consider the operator dc
B “ ipB̄´Bq

on complex valued basic forms. Let Ωc
BpF q be the complex of dc-closed forms with
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differential given by dB and Hc
BpF q its cohomology. Let V “ xyy be a graded vector

space with |y| “ 1. An elementary extension by
Ź

V is then determined by defining
dy. Now one can define morphisms relating an elementary extension of the basic dc-
cohomology with the de Rham complex. Namely, consider

´

Ωc
BpF q b

Ź

V, dy “ dη
¯ ´

Hc
BpF q b

Ź

V, dy “ rdηs
¯

α` βb y rαs ` rβs b y .

τ

Moreover, we can define the morphism

´

Ωc
BpF q b

Ź

V, dy “ dη
¯

pΩpMq, dq

α` βb y α` β^ η .

σ

The main result in [113] is the following:

Theorem 3.96 ([113]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold. Then the dia-
gram

´

Hc
BpF q b

Ź

V, dy “ rdηs
¯

τ
ÐÝÝ

´

Ωc
BpF q b

Ź

V, dy “ dη
¯

σ
ÝÝÑ pΩpMq, dq

is a weak equivalence of CDGA’s.

Moreover,
`

Hc
BpF q b

Ź

V, dy “ rdηs
˘

is isomorphic to
`

HBpF q b
Ź

V, dy “ rdηs
˘

.
Therefore, the minimal model of

`

HBpF q b
Ź

V, dy “ rdηs
˘

is isomorphic to the min-
imal model of pHdRpMq, 0q. A compact contact manifold satisfying this condition will
be called a Tievsky type manifold.

Generally, determining whether a manifold is formal is a difficult problem. An im-
portant tool in detecting non-formality is given by Massey products. Massey products
are indeed an obstruction to formality, a proof of this fact can be found in [33] in the dis-
cussion after Theorem 4.1. Using this result, it is easy to see that there exist non-formal
Sasakian manifolds. In fact the Boothby-Wang fibration over a torus pT 2qn with stan-
dard Kähler class gives such a manifold. In [10] Biswas, Fernández, Muñoz and Tralle
proved that all higher order Massey products vanish on Sasakian manifolds. Hence only
triple Massey products can detect non-formality.

Another important topological property of Sasakian manifolds is the Hard Lefschetz
Theorem which was proven in the Sasaki setting by Cappelletti Montano, De Nicola
and Yudin.

Theorem 3.97 ([25]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold of dimension
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2n` 1. Then for 0 ď r ď n there exists an isomorphism

Lr : Hn´r
pMq ÝÑ Hn`r`1

pMq
rβs ÞÑ rη^ pdηqr ^ βs

where β is the unique harmonic representative of its cohomology class. Moreover, the
isomorphism is independent of the Sasaki metric.

A compact contact manifold with such an isomorphism is called a Lefschetz contact
manifold. An example of Lefschetz K-contact manifold of Tievsky type which does not
admit a Sasaki structure was given in [24]. In this case the obstruction is given by the
fundamental group.

As in the Kähler case, the class of fundamental groups of compact Sasakian mani-
folds satisfies several properties. For instance, we have the following:

Proposition 3.98. The abelianization H1pMq of the fundamental group π1pMq of a Sa-
sakian manifold M has even rank.

Proof. This follows directly from part ivq in Proposition 3.71 and Corollary 3.77 on the
basic Hodge numbers of a Sasaki manifold M. Namely, for any Sasaki structure on M
the basic Hodge numbers satisfy h1,0pF q “ h0,1pF q “ 1

2b1pF q “
1
2b1pMq. �

Fundamental groups of compact Sasakian manifolds are known to meet further con-
straints. Since such groups are the subject of Chapter 6, we review the literature on
Sasaki groups in detail in Section 4.3.



Chapter 4

Group extensions and Kähler groups

As a consequence of the Structure Theorem 3.59, the topology of Sasakian manifolds is
closely related to the topology of Kähler orbifolds. In particular, fundamental groups of
compact Sasakian manifolds can be described in terms of projective orbifold fundamen-
tal groups. In turn, these groups are related to projective groups. Hence, we explain here
these relations in order to discuss fundamental groups of compact Sasakian manifolds.

4.1 Group cohomology and central extensions

In this section we recall the definition of group cohomology and discuss group exten-
sions. The proofs which are omitted in this section, as well as a detailed discussion on
these topics, can be found in [19, 81, 108].

Given a group Γ a connected aspherical space BΓ with π1pBΓq “ Γ is a classifying
space for Γ. The classifying space is determined by Γ up to homotopy equivalence.
There are several construction of classifying spaces. Since we are only interested in
fundamental groups of compact manifolds, we present below one such construction
which is particularly convenient for us.

The space BΓ is classifying for Γ in the following sense. Any homomorphism of
groups Γ ÝÑ ∆ is induced by a map BΓ ÝÑ B∆ unique up to homotopy. Therefore,
the homotopy type of BΓ is determined uniquely by Γ.

We define the group cohomology H˚pΓ; Rq of Γ to be the cohomology H˚pBΓ; Rq
for a ring R.

Example 4.1 (Finite cyclic groups). A classifying space for Γ “ Zn is given by the
infinite dimensional lens space Lp8, nq. Namely, the quotient of S8 Ă C8 by the
standard action of Zn. Clearly π1pLp8, nqq “ Zn. Moreover, Lp8, nq is aspherical

67
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because its universal covering space S8 is contractible. Thus we have

Hk
pZn;Zq “

$

’

&

’

%

Z, if k “ 0;
Zn, for k ą 0 even;
0, otherwise.

Example 4.2 (Surface groups). Let Γg be the fundamental group of a closed oriented
surface Σg of genus g ě 2. Then Σg is the classifying space for Γg because its universal
covering is a hyperbolic disk. We conclude that H˚pΓg;Zq – H˚pΣg;Zq. The groups Γg

are called surface groups.

Example 4.3 (Free groups). Let Fn be the free group on n generators. Then Fn is the
fundamental group of a wedge of n circles

Ž

nS 1. Moreover,
Ž

nS 1 has trivial higher
homotopy groups. Hence

Ž

nS 1 “ BFn. It follows that the cohomology of Fn is trivial
in degree larger than 1.

We present now an alternative defintion of group cohomology. In certain situations
this will turn out to be more suitable than the definition given above.

Let Γ be a group and R a Γ-module. Consider the group HompΓr,Rq of homogeneous
homomorphisms from the r-fold direct product Γˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΓ to R. In other words, consider
the group of homomorphisms

ϕ : Γˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Γ ÝÑ R

such that
γϕpγ1, . . . , γrq “ ϕpγγ1, . . . , γγrq

for γ, γ1, . . . , γr P Γ. Now consider the map d: HompΓ‚,Rq ÝÑ HompΓ‚`1,Rq defined
by

dϕpγ1, . . . , γr`1q “

r`1
ÿ

i“1

p´1qi`1ϕpγ1, . . . , γ̂i, . . . , γr`1q

where the notation γ̂i means that the i-th entry is omitted. Then pHompΓ‚,Rq, dq is a
cochain complex. One can show that the group cohomology H˚pΓ,Rq is isomorphic to
the cohomology of the complex pHompΓ‚`1,Rq, dq. Let us present an instance in which
this definition is more convenient for computations.

Example 4.4. From the above description follows that the cohomology of a torsion
group of order m vanishes if the coefficients are divisible by m. For simplicity let us con-
sider real coefficients. Namely, let Γ be a group such that γm “ 0 for all γ P Γ and con-
sider R as a trivial Γ-module. It is clear that every homomorphism ϕ : Γˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΓ ÝÑ R
satisfies mϕ “ 0. Therefore, we have mHrpΓ;Rq “ 0 for all r ą 0. On the other hand
mHrpΓ;Rq “ HrpΓ; mRq “ HrpΓ;Rq “ 0. Hence we have rH˚pΓ;Zq “ 0.

Consider now a fiber bundle M ÝÑ B with fiber F. If the fiber and the base are
aspherical spaces, then so is M. That is, M, B and F are classifying spaces for their
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fundamental groups. Then the long exact sequence of homotopy groups reduces to a
short exact sequence of the form

0 ÝÑ π1pFq ÝÑ π1pMq ÝÑ π1pBq ÝÑ 0 .

Conversely, consider the following short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ K i
ÝÝÑ Γ

p
ÝÝÑ Q ÝÑ 0 . (4.1)

Then there exists a fiber bundle BΓ ÝÑ BQ with fiber BK inducing the above short
exact sequence.

We can construct such a fiber bundle in the following way. For discrete groups
one can consider the universal covering space EΓ ÝÑ BΓ. In fact, this is the universal
bundle for principal Γ-bundles. Consider the space EΓˆΓ EQ. Since Γ acts freely on EΓ,
this is a classifying space BΓ. Moreover, EΓ{K is a classifying space BK. Therefore,
by taking the quotient by K first we get

EΓˆΓ EQ “ BK ˆQ EQ .

One can regard this space as a fiber bundle π : BK ˆQ EQ ÝÑ BQ associated to the
principal Q-bundle EQ ÝÑ BQ. Furthermore, the space EΓ ˆΓ EQ is the fiber bundle
associated to the principal Q-bundle EQ ÝÑ BQ by p : Γ ÝÑ Q. It is then clear that the
bundle map π induces the homomorphism p at the level of fundamental groups. Thus,
the long exact sequence of homotopy groups of the bundle π : BK ˆQ EQ ÝÑ BQ is
exactly (4.1).

We are particularly interested in central extensions Γ of a group Q by an abelian
group C. Namely, we are interested in short exact sequences of groups of the form

0 ÝÑ C i
ÝÝÑ Γ

p
ÝÝÑ Q ÝÑ 0 (4.2)

where ipCq lies in the center of Γ.
Given a group extension as in (4.1), we derive the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spec-

tral sequence as a special case of Serre spectral sequence for the associated fibration
described above. In particular, the second page of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence is given by

Ep,q
2 “ Hp

pQ; Hq
pC; Rqq

and it converges to the group cohomology Hp`qpΓ; Rq.
Remark 4.5. When C is torsion of order m and R is m divisible Example 4.4 shows
that the cohomology groups HrpC; Rq vanish for all r ą 0. In this case the Lyndon-
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence with values in R degenerates at the second page
and gives an isomorphism H˚pQ; Rq – H˚pΓ; Rq.

The case C “ Z plays a special role for us. Therefore we describe this situation in
further detail. When C “ Z the fibration associated to the extension (4.2) is a principal
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S 1-bundle. Conversely, every principal S 1-bundle over a classifying space BQ gives rise
to a group extension by looking at the long exact sequence of homotopy groups. More-
over, the total space of such an S 1-bundle is aspherical, hence a classifying space for its
fundamental group. Therefore central extensions Γ of a group Q by Z are classified by
their Euler class of the associated principal S 1-bundle in H2pQ;Zq. We will call this the
Euler class of the central extension and denote it by epΓq.

Remark 4.6. This is not the usual definition of the characteristic class of a central ex-
tension. In general central extensions

0 ÝÑ C i
ÝÝÑ Γ

p
ÝÝÑ Q ÝÑ 0

are classified by their characteristic class in H2pQ; Cq. Since we will not need this
classification in full generality, we use our simplified definition.

Next we give a construction of the classifying space Bπ1pMq for a manifold M. In
fact, we will also construct a classifying map M ÝÑ Bπ1pMq. Let Γ be the fundamental
group of a manifold M. Then a classifying space BΓ for Γ can be constructed in the
following way. We attach cells of dimension 3 to M along generators of π2pMq in order
to get a space M2 with π2pM2q “ 0. Subsequently, we attach 4-cells in order to get a
space M3 such that π3pM3q “ 0 and so on. Since we only attached cells of dimension 3
or higher, the result is an aspherical space M8 which has the same fundamental group
as M. Hence M8 “ BΓ. Thus we have a natural inclusion

ι : M ÝÑ BΓ. (4.3)

By definition ι induces an isomorphism

ι˚ : H1
pBΓq ÝÑ H1

pMq (4.4)

and a injection
ι˚ : H2

pBΓq ÝÑ H2
pMq. (4.5)

In particular it follows that b1pΓq “ b1pMq for any manifold M with π1pMq “ Γ.
Now suppose X is an orbifold. Then we can replicate the above construction on

the orbifold classifying space BX. We obtain a map ι : BX ÝÑ Bπorb
1 pXq such that the

homomorphisms (4.4) and (4.5) satisfy the same properties when replacing H˚pMq by
H˚

orbpXq.

4.2 Kähler groups

The aim of this section is to present some properties of Kähler groups. These will
serve as comparison as we discuss Sasaki groups later on. We will see in Chapter 6
that some of these properties are shared by Sasaki groups while others, arguably more
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interestingly, do not hold in Sasakian setting. If no reference is provided, the proofs of
the results in this section can be found in [2].

Definition 4.7. A Kähler group is the fundamental group of a compact Kähler man-
ifold. Analogously, the fundamental group of a smooth projective variety over C is a
projective group. Denote by K, respectively P, the set of Kähler groups, resp. projec-
tive groups. We define K2n, resp. P2n, to be the set of fundamental groups of compact
Kähler manifolds, resp. projective manifolds, of real dimension 2n.

Let X be a 2n-dimensional Kähler manifold with π1pXq “ Γ. Given a finite index
subgroup Γ1 Ă Γ, we can lift the Kähler structure to the compact covering space X1

associated to Γ1. This simple observation immediately yields the following property of
Kähler groups.

Proposition 4.8. The set K2n is closed under taking finite index subgroups.

Clearly the product of two Kähler, respectively projective, manifolds is again Käh-
ler, resp. projective. Thus the sets P and K are closed under taking direct products.
Moreover, taking cartesian products with CP1 increases the dimension in which a Käh-
ler or projective group can be realized. We collect these properties in a proposition for
future reference.

Proposition 4.9. The classes of Kähler and projective groups enjoy the following prop-
erties.

i) The sets P and K are closed under taking direct products.

ii) There are inclusions K2n Ă K2n`2 and P2n Ă P2n`2 for all n.

Under a natural dimension restriction, one can prove the converse of ii) in Proposi-
tion 4.9 in the projective setting. This is due to the following version of the Lefschetz
Hyperplane Theorem proven by Bott.

Theorem 4.10 (Lefschetz Hyperplane Theorem [13]). Let X Ă CPN be a projective
variety of complex dimension n. Consider a hyperplane section Y ÝÑ X given by a
hyperplane transverse to X. Then the induced map on homotopy groups

πipYq ÝÑ πipXq

is an isomorphism for all i ă n.

Corollary 4.11. Every projective group is realizable in real dimension 4. In particular
there are bijections P2i “ P2 j for all i, j ě 2.

Remark 4.12. Whether the same result holds for Kähler groups is still an open problem.
Remark 4.13. It follows from Kodaira’s classification of complex surfaces that the set
P4 coincides with the set K4. Therefore, every projective group is the fundamental
group of a 4-dimensional Kähler manifold, i.e. P “ P4 “ K4.
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The next properties of Kähler groups that we will review are consequences of Hodge
theory. In particular, the following classical result have important implications for Käh-
ler groups.

Theorem 4.14 (Hard Lefschetz Theorem). Let pX, ωq be a compact Kähler manifold of
complex dimension n. Then taking the wedge product with the k-th power of the Kähler
class induces an isomorphism

Lk : Hn´k
dR pXq ÝÑ Hn`k

dR pXq

rαs ÞÑ rα^ ωk
s

for all k ď n.

Moreover, Hodge theory implies that the first Betti number b1pXq of a Kähler man-
ifold is even. This follows from Hodge decomposition and the fact that complex con-
jugation yields an isomorphism in Dolbeault cohomology. Then the construction of the
inclusion (4.3) shows that b1pΓq is even. Therefore we have the following:

Proposition 4.15. The first Betti number of a Kähler group is even.

Proposition 4.15, in turn, implies the following

Corollary 4.16. Free groups are not Kähler.

Proof. Let Fn be the free group on n generators. Then b1pFnq “ n. This rules out all
free groups on an odd number of generators. In all other cases Fn admits finite index
subgroups which are isomorphic to FN for N odd. Therefore the claim follows from
Proposition 4.8. �

This is not the only application of Hodge theory to the study of Kähler groups. In
particular, Theorem 4.14 has a non-trivial consequence which we present now. Let Γ be
the fundamental group of a compact Kähler manifold X of real dimension 2n. Consider
the isomorphism Ln´1 : H1

dRpXq ÝÑ H2n´1
dR pXq. Combining this with Poincaré duality

we get a non-degenerate bilinear pairing

H1
dRpXqˆH1

dRpXq ÝÑ R

pα,βq ÞÝÑ xαY βY ωn´1, rXsy.

which factorizes through the cup product

H1
dRpXq ˆ H1

dRpXq ÝÑ H2
dRpXq.

We have seen in the previous section that there exists a map ι : X ÝÑ BΓ where Γ “

π1pXq. This map induces an isomorphism

ι˚ : H1
pBΓq ÝÑ H1

pXq
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and a injection
ι˚ : H2

pBΓq ÝÑ H2
pXq.

This is explained in the discussion before (4.4) and (4.5). Combining this with the
previous discussion we get the following:

Proposition 4.17. Let Γ be a Kähler group. Then there is a non-degenerate skew-
symmetric bilinear product

H1
pΓq ˆ H1

pΓq ÝÑ R (4.6)

which factorizes through the cup product

H1
pΓq ˆ H1

pΓq
Y
ÝÝÑ H2

pΓq.

Proposition 4.18. Let π : M ÝÑ X be the principal orbibundle associated to a quasi-
regular Sasaki structure. Then there is a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear prod-
uct

H1
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq ˆ H1
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq ÝÑ R (4.7)

which factorizes through the cup product

H1
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq ˆ H1
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq
Y
ÝÝÑ H2

pπorb
1 pXq;Rq.

Proof. Theorem 3.78 is the analogue of the Hard Leftschetz Theorem in basic cohomol-
ogy of a Sasaki structure. In the quasi-regular case the basic cohomology ring H˚

BpF ;Rq
coincides with the orbifold cohomology ring H˚

orbpX;Rq. Therefore, the claim follows
from the fact that the homomorphisms (4.4) and (4.5) are defined also in the orbifold
case. �

Example 4.19 (The Heisenberg group H3). Let T 2 “ S 1 ˆ S 1 be the two dimensional
torus. Consider the classes α1, α2 P H1pT 2;Zq given by the generators of the cohomol-
ogy of the two factors. Denote by β “ α1 Y α2 the generator of H2pT 2;Zq. Now let
M be the principal S 1-bundle on the torus T 2 with Euler class β. The 3-dimensional
Heisenberg group H3 is the fundamental group π1pMq. Clearly M is aspherical, thus
M “ BH3. Since H2pT 2;Zq – Z and the Euler class is a generator, it follows from
the Gysin sequence of the principal S 1-bundle that H2pMq “ 0. It is then evident that
the cup product of classes in H1pMq vanishes. Hence a non-degenerate skew-symmetric
bilinear product on H1pH3q cannot factorize through the cup product. We conclude that
H3 is not a Kähler group.

Example 4.20 (Higher rank Heisenberg groups). Now let T 2n be the 2n-dimensional
torus and let αi be the generator of the integral cohomology of the i-th factor. Denote by
β the class

řn
i“1 α2i´1 Y α2i. Then we define the 2n` 1-dimensional Heisenberg group

H2n`1 to be the fundamental group of the principal S 1-bundle determined by β. Carlson
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and Toledo [27] proved that H5 and H7 are not Kähler groups while Campana [20]
proved thatH2n`1 is Kähler for n ě 4.

Johnson and Rees [66] used Proposition 4.17 to show that the free product of groups
with non-trivial finite quotients is not a Kähler group. In fact, they proved a much more
general statement. The proof we give here is a simplified version of the original proof,
relying on Lemma 4.21.

Lemma 4.21 ([78]). Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two groups. Assume fi : Γi ÝÑ Qi is a non-trivial
quotient with kernel Ki and |Qi| “ mi ă 8 for i “ 1, 2. Then the free product Γ1 ˚ Γ2

admits a finite index subgroup with odd first Betti number.

Proof. Consider the following homomorphism

Γ1 ˚ Γ2
πab
ÝÝÑ Γ1 ˆ Γ2

f1ˆ f2
ÝÝÝÑ Q1 ˆ Q2 .

By the Kurosh subgroup theorem, the kernel of the above homomorphism has the form
Fm ˚K where Fm is the free group on m “ pm1´1qpm2´1q generators and K “ K1 ˚K2.
Now let f : Fm ÝÑ Q be a finite quotient with |Q| “ d. Extend f trivially on K to get
a homomorphism f̄ : Fm ˚ K ÝÑ Q. Then the kernel of f̄ has the form Fn ˚ K ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ K
where n “ 1 ` dpm ´ 1q and K appears d many times. Thus, kerp f̄ q is a finite index
subgroup in Γ1 ˚ Γ2 and

b1pkerp f̄ qq “ n` db1pKq “ 1` dpm´ 1` b1pKqq .

By picking d “ 2c we get a finite index subgroup of Γ1 ˚ Γ2 with odd first Betti number.
�

Theorem 4.22 ([66]). Let Γ1 and Γ2 be groups admitting a non-trivial finite quotient.
Then the group

Γ “ pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q ˆ H

is not Kähler for any group H. In particular Γ1 ˚ Γ2 is not a Kähler group.

Proof. Suppose that the first Betti number b1pHq of the group H is even. By Lemma 4.21,
there exists a finite index subgroup ∆ Ă Γ1 ˚Γ2 with b1p∆q odd. Hence, the group ∆ˆH
is a finite index subgroup of Γ with odd first Betti number. Thus Γ cannot be Kähler by
Proposition 4.8 and Proposition 4.15.

If, instead, the first Betti number b1pHq is odd, then b1pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q ą 0. Thus we can
assume that the first Betti number of Γ1 is positive. The proof of Lemma 4.21 provides
a finite index subgroup of Γ1 ˆ Γ2 of the form Fn ˚ G where Fn is the free group on n
generators. Moreover, the rank of Fn can be chosen to be arbitrarily large. Since the
class of Kähler groups is closed under taking finite index subgroups, we can assume
Γ “ pFn ˚Gq ˆ H with n ą b1pHq. Moreover, the bilinear product

H1
pΓq ˆ H1

pΓq ÝÑ R
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given in Proposition 4.17 is non-degenerate and factorizes through the cup product.
Therefore H1pFnq is an isotropic subspace in H1pΓq – H1pFnq ‘ H1pGq ‘ H1pHq

which is orthogonal to H1pGq. Hence, the inequality n ą b1pHq implies that the skew-
symmetric product is degenerate. Therefore Γ cannot be a Kähler group. �

Corollary 4.16 and Theorem 4.22 show that Kähler groups have little in common
with free groups and free products. In [54] Gromov proved, without the technical as-
sumption of Theorem 4.22, that Kähler groups are indecomposable under free products.
These results highlight the contrast between Kähler groups and 3-manifolds groups. The
class of 3-manifold groups consists of fundamental groups of (not necessarily closed)
3-manifolds. Clearly 3-manifold groups are closed under free products as the con-
nected sum of three-manifolds is also a three-manifold. It is natural to conjecture that
3-manifolds groups have a very small intersection with Kähler groups. This was proved
by Dimca and Suciu in [35] for closed 3-manifolds. Namely, they showed that fun-
damental groups of closed 3-manifolds are Kähler if and only if they are finite. Later
Kotschick improved this result to the following:

Theorem 4.23 ([79]). An infinite Kähler group Γ is the fundamental group of a (not
necessarily closed) 3-manifold if and only if it is a surface group.

Indecomposability under free products is closely related to the number of ends of a
group. Let us explain how. One can define the number of ends EpΓq of a group Γ in the
following way. Let M be a manifold with π1pMq “ Γ and denote by rM the universal
covering of M. Suppose K1 Ă K2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ is an exhaustion of rM by compact sets. Then
EpΓq is the limit of the number of connected components of rMzKi. It is a classical result
that for any group Γ the number of ends is 0, 1, 2 or 8. A group has 0 ends if and only
if it is finite and it has 2 ends if and only if it has an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite
index. By Stallings’ Theorem a group has infinitely many ends if and only if it is an
amalgamated product or a HNN-estension, both over a finite group. It is then natural to
ask whether a Kähler group can have infinitely many ends. The methods introduced by
Gromov in [54] led to the proof (see [2, Chapter 4] or [3]) of the next theorem on ends
of Kähler groups.

Theorem 4.24 ([3]). A Kähler group has 0 or 1 end.

4.3 Analogues in the Sasakian setting

How much do Sasaki and Kähler groups have in common? In this section we summarize
the partial answers to this question which were given recently in [10, 23, 30, 68]

In order to state these recent results, we begin by giving the definition of Sasaki
group.

Definition 4.25. A Sasaki group is the fundamental group of a compact Sasakian man-
ifold. Denote by S the set of Sasaki groups. The set of fundamental groups of Sasakian
manifolds of dimension 2n` 1 is denoted by S2n`1.
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One sees immediately that the Sasakian analogue of Proposition 4.8 holds true.
Namely, the set S2n`1 is closed under taking finite index subgroups. One is then en-
couraged to translate Proposition 4.9 in the Sasakian setting. This is where the first
obstacles arise. In fact, the product of Sasakian manifolds is not Sasakian for trivial
reasons. We will see in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 that Sasaki groups do not satisfy the prop-
erties in Proposition 4.9. Nevertheless, Chen [30] showed that projective groups form
a subset of Sasaki groups. In that sense, these properties are satisfied by a subclass of
Sasaki groups.

Theorem 4.26 ([30]). Every projective group is the fundamental group of a Sasakian
manifold of dimension 2n` 1 ě 7.

Proof. Let Γ “ π1pXq be a projective group with X a smooth projective variety of
complex dimension n ą 1. Let M be the Boothby-Wang bundle over X. Then taking the
join with the standard 3-sphere yields a manifold M ‹ S 3 diffeomorphic to an S 3 bundle
over X. This is a Sasakian manifold with π1pM ‹ S 3q “ Γ. �

In [10] the authors discussed formality of Sasakian manifolds. Their examples are
also built as joins of a given Sasaki or K-contact manifold with S 3. With the same
methods they proved the analogous result in the K-contact setting.

Theorem 4.27 ([10]). Every finitely presentable group is the fundamental group of a
K-contact manifold of dimension 2n` 1 ě 7.

Proof. Given a finitely presented group Γ there exists a symplectic 2n-manifold X with
π1pXq “ Γ and n ą 1, see [50]. By Remark 3.23 we can construct a Botthby-Wang bun-
dle M over X. Now the same argument in the proof of Theorem 4.26 applies. Namely,
the join M ‹ S 3 is a p2n ` 1q-dimensional K-contact manifold with fundamental group
Γ.

�

In [30] Chen proved several results on Sasaki groups which can be considered as the
Sasakian analogues of results from the Kähler case. Let us review them:

Theorem 4.28. Suppose Γ is a Sasaki group. Then Γ is the fundamental group of some
compact three-manifold M if and only if M has geometry modelled on S 3, the three-
dimensional Heisenberg group or ČS Lp2,Rq.

Remark 4.29. Theorem 4.28 can be considered the Sasakian analogue of a theorem of
Dimca and Suciu [35] which we discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 6.5 we prove a
sharpening of this result which can be regarded as the analogue of Theorem 4.23, see
Theorem 6.21.

Theorem 4.30. Suppose Γ is a Sasaki group.

1. Then Γ has either zero or one end. In particular, Γ cannot split as a non-trivial
free product.
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2. If Γ is solvable, it contains a nilpotent subgroup of finite index.

Remark 4.31. Theorem 4.30 relies on the work of Campana [21, 22] on orbifold funda-
mental groups of compact Kähler orbifolds, see [30, Lemma 3.1] and references therein.
However, the only Kähler orbifolds that are considered in [21, 22] are those whose un-
derlying topological space is smooth. This assumption is not always satisfied for the
orbifolds associated to quasi-regular Sasaki manifolds, since these can have genuine
singularities. It is not clear to the author how it is possible to apply Campana’s results
in this situation.

The authors of [10] discuss torsion in orbifold fundamental groups to prove the
following:

Theorem 4.32 ([10]). Let Γ be an irreducible arithmetic lattice in a semi-simple real
Lie group G of rank at least two with no co-compact factors and with trivial center. If
Γ is Sasaki, then it must be isomorphic to the group πorb

1 pXq of some Kähler orbifold X.
Moreover, Γ cannot be a cocompact arithmetic lattice in S Op1, nq for n ě 3.

We will see later that this is a special case of a more general statement, see Proposi-
tion 6.24.

The results that we have seen rely only on the Structure Theorem and the join con-
struction. On the other hand, the authors of [23] used topological properties of Sasakian
manifolds to constrain their fundamental groups. Namely, in [23] is given a characteri-
zation of Sasaki nilmanifolds using the results of Tievsky [113] on minimal models for
Sasakian manifolds.

Theorem 4.33 ([23]). A compact nilmanifold of dimension 2n ` 1 is Sasakian if and
only if it is a quotient of the real Heisenberg group H2n`1 by a co-compact lattice Γ.

Later Kasuya [68] extended this result to solvmanifolds. The generalization follows
from the study of the representations of Sasaki groups in GLp1,Cq. With the same
methods Kasuya proved the following:

Theorem 4.34 ([68]). A polycyclic Sasaki group is virtually nilpotent.

We have already seen that Proposition 4.17 does not hold in the Sasakian setting.
This is the first instance of a feature of Kähler groups which is not enjoyed by Sasaki
groups. On the other hand, the results in this section seem to suggest that Sasaki and
Kähler groups have very similar behaviour. In Chapter 6 we will see that, although
Sasaki groups are deeply related to Kähler groups and enjoy many of their properties,
they also display antithetical behaviour in certain aspects.





Chapter 5

Invariants and underlying structures

Sasaki structures have a variety of underlying structures. When defining invariants of
Sasaki structures it is natural to ask which of the underlying structures they depend
on. In this chapter we will focus on invariants of the transverse Kähler structure. In
particular, we will discuss basic Hodge numbers, basic Chern classes and the type of
Sasaki structures. Moreover, we relate these invariants to the topology of the under-
lying almost contact and contact structures. Specifically, we will provide examples of
Sasaki structures on smooth manifolds whose invariants disagree and discuss which of
the underlying structures are equivalent.

In Section 5.1 we present the results in [15, 49] on invariance of basic Betti and
Hodge numbers. This will serve as motivation for the results proven in Section 5.3.

5.1 Invariance of basic Betti and Hodge numbers

In Chapter 3 we have introduced several invariants of Sasaki manifolds. In this section
we will focus on basic Betti an Hodge numbers. We begin by showing that the former
are topological invariants of the Sasakian manifold. In order to prove this we need a
lemma of Tachibana.

Lemma 5.1 ([109]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold of dimension 2n`
1. Let α be a harmonic p-form on M with 1 ď p ď n. Then ιRα “ 0 and the form φα
given by

φαpX1, . . . , Xpq “

p
ÿ

i“1

αpX1, . . . , φXi, . . . , Xpq

is harmonic.

We can now prove the following:

Theorem 5.2 ([15, Theorem 7.4.14]). Let pM, η, φ,R, gq be a compact Sasaki manifold
of dimension 2n ` 1. Then the basic cohomology H˚

BpF q only depends on the topology
of M. In particular, the basic Betti numbers of any two Sasaki structures on M agree.

79
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Proof. Let α be a harmonic p-form on M with 1 ď p ď n. By Lemma 5.1 ιRα “ 0.
Moreover, LRα “ 0 because R is Killing and α is harmonic. Hence α is basic. From
the definition of the basic Hodge star operator ‹̄ it follows that ‹α “ η^ ‹̄α, see (3.11).
This yields

dp‹αq “ dη^ ‹̄α´ η^ dp‹̄αq “ L‹̄α´ η^ dB‹̄α (5.1)

where L is the operator defined in (3.12). Now the left-hand side vanishes since α
is coclosed. The two forms on the right-hand side are not proportional so they both
must vanish. The equation L‹̄α “ 0 means that α is primitive while the vanishing
of the second term shows that α is basic harmonic. We conclude that α must be the
unique harmonic representative of its class in the basic primitive cohomology group
PrpF q. Thus PrpF q is a topological invariant because it is isomorphic to the de Rham
cohomology of M. Now the basic cohomology groups Hr

BpF q are topological invariants
because Theorem 3.78 gives a decomposition

Hr
BpF q “

à

kě0

LkPr´2k
pF q .

�

It is natural to ask whether or not basic Hodge numbers can distinguish Sasaki struc-
tures on the same smooth manifold. This is indeed the case as shown by the following
example due to Boyer and explained in [49].

Example 5.3 ([49, Example 3.4]). We present here two Sasaki structures with different
Hodge numbers are given on M “ #21pS 2ˆS 3q, the 21-fold connected sum of S 2ˆS 3.
The first such structure pη1, φ1,R1, g1q is the Boothby-Wang fibration on a K3 surface.
Therefore, the basic Hodge numbers are the Hodge numbers of the K3 surface. In
particular h2,0pF1q “ 1. On the other hand, M supports the following positive Sasaki
structure pη2, φ2,R2, g2q; cf. Example 3.66 and [15, page 356]. The connected sum
#21pS 2 ˆ S 3q can be realized as the link L f “ V f

Ş

S 7 Ă C4 where

f pz0, z1, z2, z3q “ z22
0 ` z22

1 ` z22
2 ` z0z3

is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree d “ 22 with weight w “ p1, 1, 1, 21q.
That is, M is the S 1-orbibundle over the hypersurface X f Ă CP3

w. This Sasaki structure
is positive because

ř

wi ´ d “ 2 ą 0, see Proposition 3.85. Then a vanishing result
proved independently in [95] and [51] implies that h2,0pF2q “ 0.

It is then natural to ask whether an example of Sasaki structures of the same type but
with different Hodge numbers exists, see Section 5.3.

The fact that the Reeb foliation of a Sasaki manifold is transversally Kähler imposes
some rigidity on the transverse geometry. Namely, the basic Dolbeault cohomology
groups, and therefore the basic Hodge numbers, are invariant under deformations of
type II, see Definition 3.51, because these deformations preserve the Reeb foliation and
the transverse holomorphic structure. It turns out that basic Hodge numbers are invariant
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under an even larger class of deformations [49]. In particular they are invariant under
deformations of type I.

Theorem 5.4 ([49]). Two Sasaki structures on a compact manifold with isomorphic CR
structure have the same basic Hodge numbers.

The behaviour of basic Hodge numbers under general smooth deformations of Sa-
saki structures has been studied in [100].

5.2 Complete intersections

Here we present some classic results on complete intersections. These projective mani-
folds have a relatively simple and easily computable cohomology ring. Moreover, com-
plete intersections often have ample canonical bundle, allowing us to construct negative
Sasaki structures via Boothby-Wang fibrations, see Example 3.84.

A complete intersection Xpd1, . . . , drq of complex dimension n and multidegree
d “ pd1, . . . , drq is a smooth projective variety given by the intersection of r hypersur-
faces of degree d1, . . . , dr in CPn`r. It follows from the Lefschetz Hyperplane Theorem
that the cohomology of complete intersections is very simple. We give here the Dol-
beault version of the theorem which was proven by Kodaira and Spencer.

Theorem 5.5 (Lefschetz Hyperplane Theorem [71]). Let X Ă CPN be a smooth projec-
tive variety of complex dimension n. Consider a hyperplane section Y Ñ X given by a
hyperplane transverse to X. Then the induced map in Dolbeault cohomology

Hp,q
pXq ÝÑ Hp,q

pYq

is an isomorphism for all p, q such that p` q ă n.

Remark 5.6. This means that for p ` q ă n we have hp,qpXq “ hp,qpCPn
q for any

complete intersection X “ Xpd1, . . . , drq. Then Serre duality implies that hp,qpXq “ δpq

if p` q ‰ n.

Let X “ Xpd1, . . . , drq be a complete intersection of complex dimension n. Denote
by νpXq the normal bundle to X in CPn`r. We have the following splitting

TCPn`r
|X
“ T X ‘ νpXq “ T X ‘ Opd1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Opdrq.

Therefore, the characteristic classes of X can be computed in terms of its multidegree
and dimension. This computation was first carried out by Libgober and Wood in [84].
Note that the Chern and Pontryagin classes of X are multiples of (the pullbacks of)
powers of the generator x P H2pCPn`r

q.
In order to write explicitly the characteristic classes of X as multiples of xi, denote

by d “ d1d2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dr the total degree of X and let sk “
řr

i“1 dk
i . Then the coefficients of
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the Chern classes cipXq, Pontryagin classes pipXq and the Euler characteristic χpXq are
given by polynomials in the sums sk. Namely,

cipXq “
1
i!

gipn` r ` 1´ s1, . . . , n` r ` 1´ siqxi, 1 ď i ď n,

pipXq “
1
i!

gipn` r ` 1´ s2, . . . , n` r ` 1´ s2kqxi, 1 ď i ď
n
2
,

epXq “ d
1
n!

gnpn` r ` 1´ s1, . . . , n` r ` 1´ snq,

where the polynomials are determined recursively by the formulas

si ´ g1ps1qsi´1 `
1
2

g2ps1, s2qsi´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qi
1
i!

gips1, . . . , siqi “ 0.

Since we are mostly interested in complete intersections of complex dimension 3, we
recall here the coefficients of the non-trivial Chern and Pontryagin classes for n “ 3.

c1 “4` r ´ s1 (5.2)

c2 “
1
2

`

p4` r ´ s1q
2
´ p4` r ´ s2q

˘

(5.3)

c3 “
1
6

`

p4` r ´ s1q
3
´ 3p4` r ´ s1qp4` r ´ s2q ` 2p4` r ´ s3q

˘

(5.4)

p1 “4` r ´ s2 (5.5)

Moreover, given the simplicity of the Hodge diamond of complete intersections, the
Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Theorem [60] provides a method to compute the Hodge
numbers of complete intersections in terms of their Chern numbers. We state here a
special case which suits our discussion.

Theorem 5.7 (Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Theorem [60]). Let X be an n-dimensional
projective manifold. Let T p be the p-th coefficient in the Todd genus. Then

n
ÿ

i“0

p´1qihi,p
“ χp

pXq “ T p
pXq.

In particular
řn

i“0p´1qihi,p is a linear combination of the Chern numbers of X.

Summarizing the above discussion, the Hodge numbers of a complete intersection
are determined by its dimension and multidegree. Moreover, the Lefschetz Hyperplane
Theorem 5.5 implies

χp
pXq “

#

p´1qn´p
`

hp,n´p ` p´1qn
˘

, if p ‰ q.
p´1qp

`

hp,pq, if p “ n
2 .

(5.6)
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Since Thom noted that the diffeomorphism type of complete intersections is deter-
mined solely by the multidegree, many efforts have been made to classify complete in-
tersections up to homemorphisms or diffeomorphisms. In particular, a result of Traving
gives sufficient conditions under which the diffeomorphism type of a complete intersec-
tion is determined by the total degree d, the Pontryagin classes and the Euler charac-
teristic, see [80]. Let Xpd1, . . . , drq “ Xpdq be an n-dimensional complete intersection.
Denote by d “

ś

pνppdq the prime factorization of d. Assume that νppdq ě 2n`1
2p´2 ` 1 for

all primes p such that ppp´ 1q ď n` 1. Then we have the following:

Theorem 5.8 ([114]). Let Xpdq and Xpd1q be two complete intersections of dimension
n ą 2 satisfying the above condition. Then Xpdq and Xpd1q are diffeomorphic if and
only if the total degrees, the Pontryagin classes and the Euler characteristic agree.

Analogously, we can define a complete intersection of codimension r in a product
of projective spaces CPn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CPnk to be the intersection of hypersurfaces whose
degrees are now given by k-tuples pd1

i , . . . , d
k
i q whith i “ 1, . . . , r. The computation of

the Chern classes of X is carried out in the same way after noticing that

T pCPn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CPnkq|X “ T X
r
à

i“1

`

b
k
l“1 Opd

l
iq
˘

.

With an abuse of notation, in the equation above we are denoting by Opdl
iq the bundle

p˚l pOpd
l
iqq with pl : CPn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CPnk Ñ CPnl the projection on the l-th factor.

We will use these results in the next section to provide examples of different Sasaki
structures on the same smooth manifold.

5.3 Distinguished Sasaki structures on a smooth manifold

In this section we construct examples of Sasaki structures on the same smooth manifold
distinguished by transverse invariants. These examples are given by Boothby-Wang
fibrations over smooth projective varieties. The invariants that we use to distinguish
the Sasaki structures are basic Hodge numbers, divisibility of the basic first Chern class
and the type of the Sasaki structure. In particular, we give examples of negative Sasaki
structures with different Hodge numbers in all dimensions 2n` 1 ě 5.

5.3.1 Simply connected 5-manifold

Firstly we focus on 5-dimensional Sasaki structures. In particular we will consider sim-
ply connected regular Sasaki manifolds. In this setting, that is, regular contact structures
on simply connected 5-manifolds with indivisible Euler class, the equivalence classes
of (almost) contact structured were studied by Hamilton [59]. Let us introduce the ter-
minology needed in order to state his result.
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Definition 5.9. Let X be a topological space and pick α P HppX;Zq. The divisibility
dpαq of a class α is the maximum number n P Z such that α “ nβ for some 0 ‰ β P
HppX;Zq. A class α is called indivisible, or primitive, if dpαq “ 1.

Given a regular K-contact manifold π : M ÝÑ X, let D be the underlying almost
contact structure. Denote by c1pDq the first Chern class of D and by c1pXq the first
Chern class of the symplectic manifold X. We will be interested in the divisibility of
these classes in H2pMq and H2pXq respectively.

We are now ready to state following result of Hamilton:

Theorem 5.10 ([59]). Let M be a simply connected 5-manifold admitting two different
(regular) Boothby-Wang fibrations

M

pX1, ω1q pX2, ω2q

and denote by pηi, φi,Ri, giq the associated K-contact structures for i “ 1, 2.

1. Then the underlying almost contact structures are equivalent if and only if the
divisibilities of their first Chern classes agree, i.e. dpc1pD1qq “ dpc1pD2qq in
H2pMq.

2. Assume that the underlying contact structures are equivalent.

• If dpc1pD1qq “ dpc1pD2qq “ 0 in H2pMq, then dpc1pX1qq “ dpc1pX2qq in
H2pXiq.

• If dpc1pD1qq “ dpc1pD2qq ‰ 0 in H2pMq, then either dpc1pX1qq, dpc1pX2qq ď

3 or dpc1pX1qq “ dpc1pX2qq ě 4 in H2pXiq.

As discussed in the introduction the contact structures underlying Sasaki structures
are tight. Hence they are not necessarily classified by an h-principle, see [12]. In par-
ticular, the isotopy classes of contact structures underlying Sasaki structures can lie in
the same homotopy class of almost contact structures. In general homotopy classes of
almost contact structures are determined by obstruction theory. By these means Geiges
[47] proved that almost contact structures on simply connected 5-manifolds are classi-
fied up to homtopy by their first Chern class.

Theorem 5.11 ([47]). Let M be a simply connected 5-manifold. Then two almost con-
tact structures on M are homotopic if and only if they have the same first Chern class.

Remark 5.12. Let π : M ÝÑ X be a regular Sasaki structure. Then the first Chern class
c1pDq of the contact distributionD is the pullback π˚pc1pXqq of first Chern class of the
base X.
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The previous remark also gives a necessary and sufficient condition for M to be spin
which only depends on X:

Lemma 5.13. Let M be a Boothby-Wang bundle over a smooth projective manifold
pX, ωq. Then M is spin if and only if X is spin or c1pXq ” rωs mod 2.

Proof. Denote by D and LR the contact distribution and the Reeb line bundle given by
the Boothby-Wang structure on M. Since T M “ D‘LR the Whitney sum formula gives
w2pMq “ w2pDq. Moreover, w2pDq is the mod 2 reduction of c1pDq. It follows from
Remark 5.12 that w2pMq “ π˚pw2pXqq. Therefore w2pMq “ 0 if and only if w2pXq “ 0
or w2pXq P ker π˚, that is, c1pXq ” rωs mod 2. �

Remark 5.14. Suppose M is a simply connected 5-manifold with torsion-free cohomol-
ogy. Then Barden’s classification of simply connected 5-manifolds [7] implies that the
diffeomorphism type of M depends only on its second Betti number and whether M is
spin or non-spin. Namely,

M –

#

#b2pMqpS 2 ˆ S 3q, if w2pMq “ 0.
#pb2pMq ´ 1qpS 2 ˆ S 3q#pS 2

rˆS 3q, if w2pMq ‰ 0.

where S 2
rˆS 3 is the non-trivial S 3-bundle over S 2.

Lemma 5.15. Let X1 and X2 be simply connected Kähler surfaces endowed with indivis-
ible integral Kähler classes rω1s and rω2s respectively. Suppose that b2pX1q “ b2pX2q.
Then the associated Boothby-Wang fibrations M1 and M2 are diffeomorphic if and only
if they are both spin or non-spin, i.e. if and only if w2pM1q and w2pM2q have the same
parity.

Proof. Since the Kähler class rωis is indivisible, the Boothby-Wang bundle Mi is simply
connected with torsion-free cohomology for i “ 1, 2. Moreover b2pMiq “ b2pXiq ´ 1.
Thus the claim is a direct consequence of Remark 5.14. �

Lemma 5.15 is the key observation to construct most examples of diffeomorphic 5-
dimensional Boothby-Wang bundles in this section. Before presenting some results on
simply connected Sasakian manifolds in dimension 5 we a state a lemma about complex
surfaces for future reference.

Lemma 5.16. Let X be a simply connected complex surface. Then its Hodge numbers
h0,2 and h1,1 are related to its Chern numbers c2

1 and c2 by the following formulas:

h0,2
“

1
12
pc2

1 ` c2q ´ 1

h1,1
“

1
6
p5c2 ´ c2

1q .
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We now give a result on Sasaki structures with inequivalent underlying contact struc-
tures and different basic Hodge numbers on a simply connected 5-manifold.

Proposition 5.17. Let X1 and X2 be simply connected complex surfaces with ample
canonical classes KX1 and KX2 respectively. Suppose that b2pX1q “ b2pX2q. Then the
principal S 1-bundle M over X1 with Euler class the indivisible class underlying KX1

admits two negative Sasaki structures with homotopic underlying almost contact struc-
tures. Moreover,

i) if σpX1q ‰ σpX2q, then the Sasaki structures have different basic Hodge numbers,

ii) if gcdpK2
X1
,K2

X2
q is square-free and dpKX1q ‰ 1 or dpKX2q ‰ 1, then the underlying

contact structures are inequivalent.

Proof. By the Kodaira Embedding Theorem the indivisible classes underlying KX1 and
KX2 are represented by Kähler forms. The associated Boothby-Wang bundles M1 and M2

are both spin because KXi “ ´c1pXiq is a multiple of the Euler class, hence π˚pc1pXiqq “

0; cf. Remark 5.12. Moreover, b2pM1q “ b2pM2q because the Euler classes are indi-
visible. Therefore, M1 is diffeomorphic to M2 by Lemma 5.15. In addition the Sasaki
structures are negative because c1pXiq is a negative multiple of a Kähler class. The un-
derlying almost contact structures are homotopic as a consequence of Theorem 5.11
because c1pDiq “ π˚pc1pXiqq “ 0.

To prove part i) notice first that the basic Hodge numbers of Mi are the Hodge num-
bers of Xi for i “ 1, 2. Since σpX1q ‰ σpX2q, we can assume b`2 pX1q “ b`2 pX2q ` a for
some a ą 0. Now on a simply connected complex surface we have

c2
1 “ 2c2 ` p1 “ 2p2` b`2 ` b´2 q ` 3pb`2 ´ b´2 q “ 4` 5b`2 ´ b´2 .

Thus b`2 pX1q “ b`2 pX2q ` a implies c2
1pX1q “ c2

1pX2q ` 7a. On the other hand c2pXiq “

b2pXiq ` 2. Therefore c2pX1q “ c2pX2q. Now, by Lemma 5.16, the Hodge numbers are
related to the Chern numbers by

1
12

`

c2
1pXiq ` c2pXiq

˘

“ χpOXiq “ h2,0
pXiq ` 1

because b1pXiq “ 0. Therefore the basic Hodge numbers of M1 and M2 disagree if
a ‰ 0.

Now, without loss of generality, suppose that dpKX1q ‰ 1 and gcdpK2
X1
,K2

X2
q is

square-free. If the contact structures were equivalent, then dpc1pX1qq “ dpc1pX2qq in
H2pXiq by Theorem 5.10. This means that c1pXiq “ k ¨ αi for some primitive class
αi P H2pXiq and some integer k ą 1. Therefore K2

Xi
“ c2

1pXiq “ k2 ¨ α2
i contradicting the

hypothesis. This proves part ii). �

A first application of the results above is the following:
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Theorem 5.18. There exist countably infinitely many simply connected 5-dimensional
manifolds admitting negative Sasaki structures with inequivalent underlying contact
structures in the same homotopy class of almost contact structures.

Proof. The proof makes use of a family of complete intersections presented in [18,
Example 4]

Let Xk be the hypersurface of bidegree p5` k, 6q in CP1
ˆCP2. As explained in Sec-

tion 5.2, the computation of the characteristic numbers of Xk is carried out by noticing
that T pCP1

ˆCP2
q|Xk “ νpXkq ‘ T Xk. In particular we have c1pXkq “ ´pk` 3qx1 ´ 3x2

where x1 and x2 are the generators of the cohomology rings of CP1 and CP2 respectively.
Consider now the complete intersection Yk of multidegree rp2, 1q, p1`k, 6qs in CP1

ˆ

CP3. We can compute the characteristic numbers of Yk as above. In this case we have
c1pYkq “ ´pk ` 1qy1 ´ 3y2, where y1 and y2 are now the generators of the cohomology
rings of CP1 and CP3 respectively. The calculation of the characteristic numbers yields

c2
1pXkq “ c2

1pYkq “ 9p17` 5kq, c2pXkq “ c2pYkq “ 3p113` 25kq.

Thus b2pXkq “ b2pYkq “ 337 ` 75k. Since the canonical bundles KXk and KYk are am-
ple, the Kodaira Embedding Theorem yields a Kähler form representing the indivisible
classes underlying KXk and KYk . Hence we can perform the Boothby-Wang construc-
tion with Euler classes given by such Kähler classes. The resulting 5-manifolds MX

and MY are spin because the first Chern class c1pXkq, respectively c1pYkq, is a multi-
ple of the Euler class of the bundle. Hence, MX and MY are diffeomorphic because
they have torsion-free cohomology and they have the same second Betti number, see
Proposition 5.17.

These two Sasaki structures cannot be distinguished by the basic Hodge numbers
because the characteristic numbers of Xk and Yk agree, see Lemma 5.16. Moreover,
since the first Chern classes c1pXkq and c1pYKq are in the kernel of the pullback, the
underlying almost contact structures are homotopic by Theorem 5.11. Nevertheless, by
the above computation of c1pXkq and c1pYKq, the divisibilities of the first Chern classes
are

dpc1pXkqq “ gcdpk, 3q, dpc1pYKqq “ gcdpk ` 1, 3q.

Thus the underlying contact structures are inequivalent for k ‰ 3l`1 by Theorem 5.10.
We conclude that the two Sasaki structures cannot be equivalent unless k “ 3l` 1. �

Remark 5.19. The above construction relies on examples of pairs of homeomorphic
complete intersections of complex dimension 2 whose canonical classes have different
divisibilities. Any pair of such complete intersections provides two Sasaki structures on
the same smooth manifold with the property that the underlying almost contact struc-
tures are equivalent while the contact structures are not. Further examples of such pairs
can be found in [38, Theorem 5] and [117, Table 1].

When looking at Theorem 5.18 it is natural to ask whether or not there is a bound
on the number of Sasaki structures with inequivalent contact structures but homotopic
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almost contact structures. The following proposition gives a negative answer to this
question.

Theorem 5.20. For all positive integers k ą 0 there exists a simply connected 5-
manifold admitting k Sasaki structures with homotopic almost contact structures but
pairwise inequivalent contact structures.

Proof. In [18] Braungardt and Kotschick constructed arbitrarily large tuples pX1, . . . , Xkq

of homeomorphic branched covers of projective planes CP2. These are pairwise non-
diffeomorphic projective surfaces distinguished by the divisibility of the first Chern
class. Moreover, the surfaces Xi have ample canonical bundle KXi for i “ 1, . . . , k;
cf. [18, Corollary 1].

By Proposition 5.17 we can perform the Boothby-Wang construction to get k Sasaki
structures on a simply connected spin 5-manifold. Since the first Chern class c1pXiq is
a multiple of the Euler class, the underlying almost contact structures are homotopic by
Theorem 5.11. Moreover, the equalities

χ “ c2, σ “
1
3

p1 “
1
3
pc2

1 ´ 2c2q

together with Lemma 5.16 show that the Hodge numbers of complex surfaces are topo-
logical invariants. Hence the basic Hodge numbers of the Boothby-Wang fibrations
agree.

However, the basic first Chern classes c1pXiq have pairwise different divisibilities.
Thus the underlying contact structures are inequivalent by Theorem 5.10. �

Next we turn our attention to the relation between basic Hodge numbers, the type
and homotopy classes of underlying almost contact structures. Namely, we show that a
manifold can support two Sasaki structures with different Hodge numbers even if they
are both negative and the underlying almost contact structures are homotopic.

Theorem 5.21. There exist countably infinitely many simply connected 5-manifolds ad-
mitting two negative Sasaki structures whose basic Hodge numbers disagree. Moreover,
these pairs of Sasaki structures have homotopic underlying almost contact structures
but inequivalent contact structures.

Proof. We construct these Sasaki manifolds as Boothby-Wang fibrations over a family
of complete intersections and a family of Horikawa surfaces respectively.

Let Xk be the complete intersection in CP1
ˆCP3 given by intersecting hypersurfaces

of bidegree p2, 5q and pk, 1q. As explained in Section 5.2, the computation of the char-
acteristic numbers of Xk is carried out by noticing that T pCP1

ˆCP3
q|Xk “ νpXkq‘T Xk.

In particular, we have c1pXkq “ ´kx1 ´ 2x2 where x1 and x2 are the generators of the
cohomology rings of CP1 and CP3 respectively. The Chern numbers and holomorphic
Euler characteristic of Xk are:

c2
1pXkq “ 40k ` 8, c2pXkq “ 80k ` 76, χpOXkq “ 10k ` 7.
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Moreover, Xk is simply connected thus the second Betti number is given by b2pXkq “

c2pXkq ´ 2 “ 80k ` 74.
On the other hand, consider the following family of Horikawa surfaces Yi from [61].

Let Σi be the Hirzebruch surface of degree i, that is the CP1-bundle over CP1 whose zero
section ∆ has self-intersection ´i. Let F denote the class of the fiber of the fibration.
Then we can construct the Horikawa surface Yi as the double cover pr : Yi Ñ Σi with
branch locus homologous to B “ 6∆`2p2i`3qF. Notice that these surfaces have ample
canonical bundle KYi since KYi “ pr˚pKΣi `

1
2 Bq “ pr˚p∆` pi` 1qFq and ∆` pi` 1qF

is an ample bundle. Moreover, these surfaces are simply connected because the branch
locus B is ample. Now the characteristic numbers of Yi are:

c2
1pYiq “ 2i` 4, c2pYiq “ 10i` 56, χpOYiq “ i` 5.

Hence b2pYiq “ 10i` 54 so b2pXkq “ b2pYiq for i “ 8k ` 2.
From now on we denote Y8k`2 by Yk and restrict to this case for which we have:

c2
1pYkq “ 16k ` 8, c2pYkq “ 80k ` 76, χpOYkq “ 8k ` 7.

Both Xk and Yk have ample canonical line bundle. Hence, by the Kodaira Embed-
ding Theorem, we can perform the Boothby-Wang construction with indivisible Eu-
ler class underlying KXk , respectively KYk , see Proposition 5.17. Denote the associ-
ated Boothby-Wang fibration over Xk, respectively over Yk, by pM1, η1, φ1,R1, g1q, resp.
pM2, η2, φ2,R2, g2q. Since the canonical classes KXk and KYk are multiples of the respec-
tive Kähler classes, the associated Sasaki manifolds M1 and M2 are spin. Hence M1 and
M2 are both diffeomorphic to the p80k` 73q-fold connected sum #p80k` 73qpS 2ˆ S 3q

by Lemma 5.15. Since the Sasaki structures are regular, the basic Hodge numbers are
the Hodge numbers of the base of the Boothby-Wang fibration. Therefore Lemma 5.16
gives

h0,2
pXkq “ 10k ` 6, h1,1

pXkq “ 60k ` 62,

h0,2
pYkq “ 8k ` 6, h1,1

pYkq “ 64k ` 62 .

Moreover, the underlying almost contact structures are homotopic by Proposition 5.17.
Notice that dpc1pXkqq “ gcdtk, 2u. On the other hand, the main result of [91] implies

that Yk is spin if and only if B{2 is the Poincaré dual of the second Stiefel-Whitney class
w2pΣ8k`2q. In other words, Yk is spin if and only if B{2 is divisible by 2 because Σ8k`2

is spin. Now the intersection number of B{2 with F equals 3 and this implies that Yk is
not spin. In particular, since dpKYq is always odd, the structures are not equivalent as
contact structures whenever k is even.

�

Note that the Sasaki structures we have constructed in Theorem 5.18, Theorem 5.20
and Theorem 5.21 are negative. On the other hand, the two Sasaki structures in Exam-
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ple 5.3 are positive and null. This is the first example of a manifold admitting Sasaki
structures of the same type whose basic Hodge numbers disagree.

On the other hand, the next result shows that one can have structures of different
type whose underlying almost contact structures are homotopic.

Proposition 5.22. There exists a simply connected 5-manifold admitting negative, pos-
itive and null Sasaki structures which have homotopic almost contact structures.

Proof. Let us denote by X the del Pezzo surface CP2#8CP2. This is a complex surface
with ample anti-canonical class ´KX represented by a Kähler form.

On the other hand consider the Craighero-Gattazzo surface Y , see [32]. It was proven
in [37] that the Craighero-Gattazzo surface Y has ample canonical class KY . This can
therefore be represented by a Kähler form. Moreover, Y is simply connected [99].

Thus X and Y are homeomorphic by Freedman’s classification. Denote by MX and
MY the Boothby-Wang bundles over X and Y respectively. The former is positive while
the latter is negative because c1pXq, respectively c1pYq, is a positive, resp. negative,
multiple of the Euler class rωs.

Both MX and MY are diffeomorphic to #8pS 2 ˆ S 3q by Barden’s classification of
simply connected 5-manifolds. Moreover, #8pS 2ˆ S 3q admits several null structures as
a link, see [15, Table B.1]. For instance, the Boothby-Wang bundle over a hypersurface
of degree d “ 17 inCPp2, 3, 5, 7q is a null Sasaki manifold diffeomorphic to #8pS 2ˆS 3q.

In all cases the first Chern class of the contact distribution vanishes. Hence the
underlying almost contact structures are homotopic by Theorem 5.11. �

Remark 5.23. In the notation of Proposition 5.22 K2
X “ K2

Y “ 1, therefore the first basic
Chern classes are indivisible. It is not clear whether or not the contact structures are
isotopic. Moreover, the Hodge numbers of X and Y agree since they are topological
invariants of complex surfaces. Hence the Sasaki structures cannot be distinguished by
their basic Hodge numbers.

5.3.2 Simply connected 7-manifolds

Here we turn our attention to Sasaki structures on 7-dimensional manifolds. In this
setting we cannot rely on an analogue to Theorem 5.10 to classify equivalent contact
structures, nor there exists a classification of almost contact structures on 7-manifolds.
Nevertheless, when restricting to Boothby-Wang fibrations over complete intersections
one has some control on invariants such as the basic Hodge numbers.

Let us begin with a discussion on complete intersections of complex dimension 3.
Let X be such a complete intersection. As seen in Remark 5.6 the interesting Hodge
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numbers hp,q lie in the middle degree. That is, its Hodge diamond is given by

1

0 0

0 1 0

h3,0 h2,1 h1,2 h0,3

0 1 0

0 0

1

(5.7)

as showed in the discussion leading to (5.6).
We are particularly interested in diffeomorphic complete intersections with different

Hodge numbers. By the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Theorem 5.7 the middle dimen-
sional Hodge numbers of a 3-dimensional complete intersection X can be computed
from the Chern numbers:

h0,3
“ h3,0

“ 1´ χ0
pXq “ 1´

1
24

c1c2 (5.8)

h1,2
“ h2,1

“ 1` χ1
pXq “ 1`

1
24

c1c2 ´
1
2

c3 . (5.9)

The following lemma characterizes diffeomorphic complete intersections with dif-
ferent Hodge numbers in terms of the first Chern class.

Lemma 5.24. Two diffeomorphic complete intersection X and Y of complex dimension
3 have different Hodge numbers if and only if c1pXq ‰ c1pYq.

Proof. Since X and Y are diffeomorphic, we have p1pXq “ p1pYq and c3pXq “ c3pYq.
It is clear that, if c1pXq “ c1pYq, then also c2pXq “ c2pYq because p1 “ c2

1 ´ 2c2. Thus
all the Chern numbers agree. It follows from (5.8) and (5.9) that the Hodge numbers of
X and Y agree. Conversely, denote by x the generator of the second cohomology group
determined by the orientation. Suppose

c1pXq “ k ¨ x
c1pYq “ l ¨ x

p1pXq “ p1pYq “ m ¨ x2
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with |k| ą |l|. Then we have

2c2pXq “ c1pXq2 ´ p1pXq “ pk2
´ mq ¨ x2

2c2pYq “ c1pYq2 ´ p1pYq “ pl2
´ mq ¨ x2 .

Thus c2pXq ‰ c2pYq since k2 ´ m ą l2 ´ m. This implies that

2c1pXqc2pXq “ kpk2
´ mq ¨ x3

2c1pYqc2pYq “ lpl2
´ mq ¨ x3 .

Therefore the equalities (5.8) and (5.9) yield

h0,3
pXq ą h0,3

pYq

h1,2
pXq ă h1,2

pYq .

�

Complete intersections of complex dimension 3 are simply connected 6-manifolds
with torsion-free cohomology. Therefore, by Wall’s classification the diffeomorphism
type of 3-dimensional complete intersection is determined by the Euler number, the first
Pontryagin class and the parity of the first Chern class, see [67, 116]. In their study
of moduli spaces of complete intersections Libgober and Wood [84] conjectured the
existence of diffeomorphic complete intersections with different Chern classes. Such
pairs of complete intersections pX1, X2q were given by Wang and Du [117]:

d d p1 χ “ d ¨ c3 c1

p70, 16, 16, 14, 7, 6q 73 ¨ 5 ¨ 3 ¨ 211 ´5683 ´7767425433600 ´119
p56, 49, 8, 6, 5, 4, 4q 73 ¨ 5 ¨ 3 ¨ 211 ´5683 ´7767425433600 ´121

p88, 28, 19, 14, 6, 6q 19 ¨ 11 ¨ 72 ¨ 32 ¨ 28 ´9147 ´35445749391360 ´151
p76, 56, 11, 7, 6, 6, 2q 19 ¨ 11 ¨ 72 ¨ 32 ¨ 28 ´9147 ´35445749391360 ´153

p84, 29, 25, 25, 18, 7q 29 ¨ 72 ¨ 54 ¨ 33 ¨ 23 ´9510 ´384536710530000 ´178
p60, 58, 49, 9, 5, 5, 5q 29 ¨ 72 ¨ 54 ¨ 33 ¨ 23 ´9510 ´384536710530000 ´180

Table 5.1: Diffeomorphic 3-dimensional complete intersections with different c1

The characteristic classes of a complete intersection X are multiples of the generators
x, x2 of the groups H2pXq – H4pXq – Z. The values in Table 5.1 are the coefficients
that determine the characteristic classes as multiples of x and x2.

These pairs of complete intersections allows us to extend Theorem 5.21 to dimension
7 although in the following weaker form:

Theorem 5.25. There exist countably many 7-manifolds admitting two negative Sasaki
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structures with different basic Hodge numbers. Moreover, these manifolds can be ar-
ranged to be spin or non-spin.

Proof. Let X1 and X2 be two diffeomorphic 3-dimensional complete intersections with
different first Chern class given in Table 5.1. Since these complete intersections have
ample canonical bundle, the positive generator x of H2pX1q – H2pX2q is a Kähler class
by Kodaira Embedding Theorem. Thus we can perform the Boothby-Wang construction
with Euler class x, see Proposition 5.17.

The resulting Sasaki manifolds pM, η1, φ1,R1, g1q and pM, η2, φ2,R2, g2q are diffeo-
morphic because X1 and X2 are diffeomorphic and the Euler classes of the Boothby-
Wang bundles coincide. Moreover, H2pMq “ 0 because H2pX1q is generated by the
Euler class x. Then Lemma 5.24 and Table 5.1 imply that these structures are distin-
guished by their basic Hodge numbers which coincide with the Hodge numbers of X1

and X2.
Now let X1 and X2 be two diffeomorphic 3-dimensional complete intersections with

odd first Chern class given in Table 5.1. Let Mk
i be the Boothby-Wang bundle over

Xi with Euler class k ¨ x. We can arrange the manifold Mk
i to be spin or non-spin. In

fact this depends on the parity of k. For k odd the second homology group H2pMk
i ;Zq –

H2pXi;Zq{kx – Zk has no 2-torsion. Therefore the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2pMk
i q

is trivial. On the other hand, when k is even the class w2pXiq does not have the same
parity of c1pXiq. Hence Mk

i is not spin by Lemma 5.13.
Notice that all these Sasaki structures are negative by construction. �

Remark 5.26. The almost contact structures underlying the Sasaki manifolds Mk
i defined

in the proof of Theorem5.25 are inequivalent. In fact it is easy to see that their first Chern
classes have different divisibilities.
Remark 5.27. The embeddings ιi : Xi ÝÑ CPN given by Kodaira Embedding Theorem
depend on the complex structure on Xi. The Kähler forms ωi used in the Boothby-
Wang construction are given by rescaling the restriction of the Fubini-Study form to Xi.
Therefore, even though rω1s “ rω2s “ x, the Kähler forms ω1 and ω2 cannot be joined
by a smooth path of symplectic forms ωt. In fact, in that case the complex structures
on X1 and X2 would be deformation equivalent, at least as almost complex structures.
Hence their Chern classes would agree.

5.3.3 Simply connected higher dimensional manifolds

In this last part of the chapter we focus on higher dimensional Sasaki manifolds with
different Hodge numbers. Our next result extends Theorem 5.25 to any dimension 2n`
1 ą 3.

Theorem 5.28. For all n ą 1 there exist countably many p2n`1q-dimensional manifolds
admitting two Sasaki structures with different basic Hodge numbers. Moreover, these
manifolds can be arranged to be spin or non-spin and one can pick the Sasaki structures
to be negative.
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Proof. The case n “ 2, 3 is proved in Theorem 5.21 and Theorem 5.25.
Let X1 and X2 be two diffeomorphic 3-dimensional complete intersections with dif-

ferent first Chern class given in Table 5.1. Recall that X1 and X2 have different Hodge
numbers by Lemma 5.24. We adopt the notation from the proof of Theorem 5.25.

Since X1 is diffeomorphic to X2, the projective manifolds X1ˆCPn and X2ˆCPn are
diffeomorphic. Now consider the forms ωi from Remark 5.27. Let Mn

i be the Boothby-
Wang bundle over pXi ˆ CPn, ωi ` ωFS q.

Since the Kähler forms ωi ` ωFS represent the same class x ` rωFS s, the resulting
Sasaki manifolds are diffeomorphic. Moreover, their basic Hodge numbers disagree
because the Sasaki structures are regular and the Hodge numbers of X1 ˆCPn and X2 ˆ

CPn disagree. Therefore, for all n we get simply connected manifolds of dimension
2n` 1 with different Hodge numbers.

Unfortunately the Sasaki structures constructed as Boothby-Wang bundles over Xiˆ

CPn are not of definite type. Nevertheless, we can get negative Sasaki manifolds with the
same properties as follows. Consider the k-fold products Xk

i “ Xi ˆ . . .ˆ Xi. The class
px, . . . , xq P H2pXk

i q “ ‘
k
j“1H2pXiq is represented by the standard product Kähler form.

Hence the Boothby-Wang fibrations over Xk
1 and Xk

2 are diffeomorphic for the argument
above. In this case the canonical bundle of Xk

i is ample. Thus the Sasaki structures that
we have constructed are negative. Moreover, their Hodge numbers disagree because the
Sasaki structures are regular and the Hodge numbers of Xk

1 and Xk
2 disagree.

As in the proof of Theorem 5.25 we consider diffeomorphic complete intersections
X1 and X2 with odd first Chern class given in Table 5.1. Now we can construct the
Boothby-Wang bundle on the k-fold products Xk

i “ Xi ˆ . . . ˆ Xi with Euler class
plx, . . . , lxq P H2pXk

i q for l P N. By the same arguments above these yield two neg-
ative Sasaki structures with different basic Hodge numbers on the same differentiable
manifold Mk

l . Moreover, Lemma 5.13 implies that Mk
l is spin if and only if l is odd.

Since the first Chern classes of the almost contact structures are the pullbacks under
the bundle map of c1pXk

1q and c1pXk
2q, they define elements of different order in H2pMk

l q.
Therefore the underlying almost contact structures cannot be equivalent.

In order to obtain such examples in dimension 6k ` 3 and 6k ` 5 it is enough to
reproduce the above construction on the products Xk

1 ˆ Y and Xk
2 ˆ Y , where Y is a

complex curve, respectively surface, with ample canonical bundle. �

Remark 5.29. As pointed out in Remark 5.27 the Kähler forms used in the Boothby-
Wang construction are given by rescaling the restriction of the Fubini-Study form to Xk

i .
Therefore, even though they are cohomologous, they cannot be joined by a smooth path
of symplectic forms ωt.

Remark 5.30. Theorem 5.28 cannot be extended to dimension 3. Indeed, in the three-
dimensional case h0,0

B “ h1,1
B “ 1 and h1,0

B “ 1
2b1

B. Therefore, basic Hodge numbers are
topological invariants of Sasakian 3-manifolds by Theorem 5.2.



Chapter 6

Sasaki groups

We consider now topological properties of K-contact and Sasakian manifolds. Specif-
ically, we focus on fundamental groups of compact K-contact and Sasakian manifolds.
In parallel with the projective and Kähler case we call these groups K-contact groups
and Sasaki groups respectively. It is very interesting to understand how far the analogy
between Kähler and Sasakian geometry goes in terms of fundamental groups. Follow-
ing the discussion of Chapter 4 we give an interpretation of Sasaki groups as group
extensions. In particular, these extensions depend on a choice of quasi-regular structure
on a Sasakian manifold realizing the group. We prove that Sasaki groups enjoy many
properties of projective groups. Perhaps more interestingly, we also prove that Sasaki
groups do not enjoy some properties that are satisfied by Kähler and projective groups.

In Section 6.1 we present Sasaki groups as group extensions and discuss this inter-
pretation. The remainder of the chapter is dedicated to the proof of the results presented
in the introduction.

6.1 The short exact sequence of a quasi-regular Sasaki structure

Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold and denote by Γ “ π1pMq its fundamental
group. Rukimbira’s Theorem 3.57 implies that M admits a quasi-regular Sasaki struc-
ture. Moreover, the Structure Theorem 3.59 shows that M is a principal S 1-orbibundle
over a Kähler orbifold X “ pX,Uq. Therefore, the manifold M admits a locally free
S 1-action. As a consequence of Theorem 2.36 the fundamental group of a compact
Sasakian manifold fits into the long exact sequence of homotopy groups

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ πorb
2 pXq

δ
ÝÝÑ π1pS 1

q – Z ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0.

In particular, every Sasaki group fits in a short exact sequence of the form

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0 (6.1)

95
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where C “ Z{Impδq. Therefore, the group C can be as follows

C –

$

’

&

’

%

0, if δ is surjective.
Z, if δ is trivial.
Zk, otherwise.

(6.2)

Hence we have an associated fibration of classifying spaces

πΓ : BΓ ÝÑ Bπorb
1 pXq (6.3)

with fiber BC.
Suppose now that the map δ : πorb

2 pXq ÝÑ Z is trivial, i.e. assume C “ Z. Then
we get a principal S 1-bundle πΓ : BΓ ÝÑ Bπorb

1 pXq which is classified by its Euler class
epΓq. By definition principal S 1-orbibundles P on X correspond to principal S 1-bundles
rP on BX. In particular, the Euler classes of P and rP coincide. Consider the principal
bundle rM on BX determined by π : M ÝÑ X. Notice that π1p rMq “ Γ so that we can
obtain BΓ from rM by glueing cells of dimension m ą 2 as explained in Section 4.1.
It is easy to see that the bundle rM is the restriction of pBΓ, πΓq to BX Ă Bπorb

1 pXq.
Equivalently, the bundle rM is the pullback of (6.3) under ι; see (4.3) for the definition
of ι. This follows directly from the construction of the classifying space in the orbifold
case. Visually we have

rM BΓ

BX Bπorb
1 pXq

ι

πΓ

ι

where the vertical arrows are principal S 1-bundles and the horizontal maps are defined
in (4.3).

Thus we identify the principal S 1-orbibundle π : M ÝÑ X with the pullback of
pBΓ, πΓq under ι : BX ÝÑ Bπorb

1 pXq. In particular, by naturality of the Euler class, we
have proven the following

Proposition 6.1. Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold and Γ “ π1pMq. Assume
that M is endowed with a quasi-regular Sasaki structure π : M ÝÑ X such that the
associated central extension defined above has the form

0 ÝÑ Z ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0 .

Then we have rωs “ ι˚pepΓqq P H2
orbpX;Zq.

We discuss now the map δ : πorb
2 pXq ÝÑ Z to describe the group C in geometrical

terms. In order to give an explicit description of the homomorphism δ, we consider the
universal bundle S8 ÝÑ CP8. The principal S 1-bundle rM ÝÑ BX is the pullback of
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S8 under the classifying map f : BX ÝÑ CP8. By naturality, we get a map between
the long exact sequences of homotopy groups yielding the commutative diagram

¨ ¨ ¨ π2pCP8q – Z Z – π1pS 1q 0 0 0

¨ ¨ ¨ π2pBXq Z – π1pS 1q Γ π1pBXq 0 .

–

δ

f˚ f˚ f˚ f˚

We focus on the isomorphism π2pCP8q ÝÑ π1pS 1q. This clearly factorizes through the
Hurewicz map π2pCP8q h

ÝÝÑ H2pCP8;Zq to give

π2pCP8q π1pS 1q

H2pCP8;Zq
h x¨,xy

where the map x¨, xy is capping with the generator x P H˚pCP8;Zq. By definition the
Euler class ep rMq “ rωs of the bundle rM ÝÑ BX is the pullback f ˚pxq. From the
diagram

π2pCP8q π1pS 1q

H2pCP8;Zq

π2pBXq π1pS 1q

H2pBX;Zq

h x¨,xy

f˚

δ

h

f˚

x¨,rωsy

f˚

we conclude that δpS q “ x f˚pS q, xy “ xS , rωsy for any element S P π2pBXq. We
summarize the above discussion in the following:

Lemma 6.2. Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold. Denote by π : M ÝÑ X the
principal S 1-bundle over a Kähler orbifold pX, ωq determined by a quasi-regular Sasaki
structure on M. Then the map δ : πorb

2 pXq ÝÑ Z in the long exact sequence of homotopy
groups

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ πorb
2 pXq

δ
ÝÝÑ π1pS 1

q – Z ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0
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is given by the composition

πorb
2 pXq

h
ÝÝÑ Horb

2 pX;Zq
x¨,rωsy
ÝÝÝÑ π1pS 1

q – Z

where h is the Hurewicz map and the map x¨, rωsy is evaluation on the Euler class of the
bundle π : M ÝÑ X.

Let us now come back to the extension (6.1). In particular, we want to relate the
orbifold fundamental group πorb

1 pXq to a genuine projective group. Note that the map
p : BX ÝÑ X defined in Section 2.3 induces a surjective map p˚ at the level of funda-
mental groups. Moreover, the kernel of p˚ is normally generated by loops around the
irreducible divisors Di contained in the singular set of X, see Section 2.4. These loops
represent torsion elements of order mi the ramification index of Di. Therefore the kernel
K of the map p˚ : πorb

1 pXq ÝÑ π1pXq is generated by (possibly infinitely many) torsion
elements.

Assume now that K is finitely generated. Then by Remark 4.5 we get an isomor-
phism

H˚
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq – H˚
pπ1pXq;Rq. (6.4)

Moreover, X admits a resolution which preserves the fundamental group by a result of
Kollár, see [72, Theorem 7.5.2]. Thus the real cohomology ring of πorb

1 pXq is that of a
projective group. Notice that whenever C ‰ Z we have an isomorphism

H˚
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq – H˚
pΓ;Rq.

In this instance Γ itself has the cohomology ring of the projective group π1pXq. We have
proven the following:

Lemma 6.3. For any quasi-regular structure π : M ÝÑ X on a Sasakian manifold M
one has the diagram

K

0 C Γ πorb
1 pXq 0

π1pXq

π˚

p˚

(6.5)

where Γ “ π1pMq. Moreover, π1pXq is a projective group and the kernel K of p˚
is generated by torsion elements. If K is finitely generated by torsion elements, then
H˚pπorb

1 pXq;Rq – H˚pπ1pXq;Rq. If in addition C ‰ Z, then H˚pπ1pXq;Rq – H˚pΓ;Rq.

Remark 6.4. The results of this section are stated and proved in the Sasakian setting.
Nevertheless, it is easy to check that none of the arguments in the proofs of Propo-
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sition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 uses integrability of the CR structure. Therefore, Proposi-
tion 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 hold true in the K-contact setting.

6.2 Realizability

This section is dedicated to realizability results. Namely, we discuss which groups are
Sasaki groups and in which dimension they can be realized. In particular, we show that
S2n`1 is not contained in

Ť

mąn S2m`1 for small n.
We begin this section by investigating in which dimensions projective groups, re-

spectively finitely presentable groups, can be realized as fundamental groups of compact
Sasakian manifolds, resp. K-contact manifolds.

Theorem 6.5. Every projective group Γ can be realized as the fundamental group of a
compact Sasakian manifold of any odd dimension 2n` 1 ě 5.

Proof. Let Γ be a projective group. By the discussion in Section 4.2, we can assume
Γ “ π1pXq where X is a smooth projective variety of any (real) dimension 2n ě 4.
Denote by rωs the integral Kähler class of X. The blow-up of X at a point, topologically
X#CPn, can be endowed with the integral Kähler class krωs`E where E is the Poincaré
dual of the exceptional divisor D and k P N is large enough.

Consider now the Boothby-Wang fibration M over X#CPn with Euler class e “
krωs ` E and the associated long exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ π2

´

X#CPn
¯

δ
ÝÝÑ π1pS 1

q ÝÑ π1pMq ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ 0 .

The exceptional divisor D – CPn´1 contributes a non-torsion spherical class rDs to
H2

´

X#CPn;Z
¯

on which the Euler class evaluates to 1. By Lemma 6.2 the map δ is
surjective, that is, we get the desired isomorphism π1pMq – Γ. �

Remark 6.6. Chen [30] proved that all projective groups are Sasaki, cf. Theorem 4.26.
However, his proof only realizes these groups as fundamental groups of Sasakian man-
ifolds of dimension 2n` 1 ě 7 because it relies on the join construction.

Theorem 6.7. Every finitely presentable group ∆ can be realized as the fundamental
group of a compact K-contact manifold of any odd dimension 2n` 1 ě 5.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.5. Namely, we replace the projective
variety X by a symplectic manifold.

Let ∆ be any finitely presented group. By a celebrated theorem of Gompf [50] there
exists a closed symplectic 2n-manifold Y such that π1pYq “ ∆, for any n ě 2. Since
non-degeneracy is an open condition, there exists a symplectic form on Y representing a
rational class in cohomology. After multiplication with a large integer we may assume
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that Y is equipped with a symplectic form ω representing an integral class rωs, see
Remark 3.23.

After possibly replacing Y by its symplectic blow-up at a point, there exists a spher-
ical class in H2 pY;Zq on which rωs evaluates to 1. Therefore, the Boothby-Wang fibra-
tion over Y with Euler class rωs is a compact 2n` 1-dimensional K-contact manifold N
with π1pNq “ ∆. �

Remark 6.8. It was shown in [10] that all finitely presentable groups are K-contact, cf.
Theorem 4.27. However, the proof only realizes these groups as fundamental groups of
K-contact manifolds of dimension 2n` 1 ě 7 because it relies on the join construction.
Remark 6.9. Theorem 3.94 implies that K-contact groups in dimension 3 are Sasaki
groups. Moreover, three-dimensional Sasaki manifolds were classified by Geiges [48].
As a result their fundamental groups are lattices in S Op4q, rS Lp2,Rq or the real Heisen-
berg group H3. This shows that the bounds on the dimension in Theorem 6.5 and
Theorem 6.7 are optimal.

As a motivation to discuss the quasi-regular setting, let us rephrase the above results.
Consider the central extension (6.1) associated to a regular Sasaki structure:

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ π1pXq ÝÑ 0 .

Here π1pXq is the ordinary fundamental group of a compact projective manifold. The
Boothby-Wang Theorem ensures that all projective groups figure as the last term of the
extension (6.1) associated to some regular Sasaki structure. Moreover, Theorem 6.5
shows that every projective group is the fundamental group of a compact regular Sasaki
manifold. We can then rephrase Theorem 6.5 as: every group which appears at the right
of a central extension associated to a regular Sasaki structure also figures in the middle
of some other such extension.

It is then natural to ask whether the analogous statement holds true in the quasi-
regular case. Our next theorem gives an affirmative answer to this question.

Theorem 6.10. Let M be a 2n` 1-dimensional compact quasi-regular Sasaki manifold
and let

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0

be the associated central extension. Then πorb
1 pXq is a Sasaki group.

Proof. The proof is a generalization to the orbifold setting of the argument in Theo-
rem 6.5.

Let π : M Ñ X be the S 1-orbibundle with Euler class rωs associated to the quasi-
regular structure on M. Consider the blow-up of X at a smooth point. This gives a
projective orbifoldY with underlying topological space Y “ X#CPn. Clearly πorb

1 pXq “

πorb
1 pYq. Moreover, we can endow Y with an integral Kähler class e “ krωs ` E where

E is the Poincaré dual to the exceptional divisor D – CPn´1 and k is a positive, large
enough integer.
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We make use of Theorem 2.53 to ensure that we can pick k such that the principal
S 1-bundle associated to e P H2

orbpY;Zq is smooth. For instance, it is enough to take
k relatively prime to the orders of the uniformizing groups of X. Let N denote this
bundle. By the Structure Theorem 3.59, N is a Sasaki manifold. We want to prove that
π1pNq “ πorb

1 pYq.
Now consider the map p˚ : πorb

2 pYq ÝÑ πorb
2 pXq induced by the blow-down map

p : Y ÝÑ X. Let f : S 2 ÝÑ BY be a representative of the generator of kerpp˚q. By
construction the pullback of N under f is the Hopf bundle S 3 ÝÑ S 2. Therefore, f
induces the following map of long exact sequences

¨ ¨ ¨ π2pBYq π1pS 1q ¨ ¨ ¨

H2pBY;Zq

¨ ¨ ¨ π2pS 2q π1pS 1q ¨ ¨ ¨

H2pS 2;Zq

δ

h x¨,ey

f˚

–

h

f˚

x¨,xy

f˚

where x is the generator of H2pS 2;Zq given by the orientation. Since x “ f ˚peq, it
follows that the map δ : πorb

2 pYq ÝÑ π1pS 1q is surjective. We conclude that π1pNq “
πorb

1 pYq “ πorb
1 pXq. �

Remark 6.11. The orbifold fundamental group of a compact orbifold is finitely pre-
sentable. Since every such group is the fundamental group of a symplectic manifold,
the K-contact analogue of Theorem 6.10 is, in fact, weaker than Theorem 6.7.

A natural question to ask on Sasaki groups is the following:

Question: In which dimension does there exist a Sasakian manifold M with π1pMq “ Γ

for a given Sasaki group Γ?

Theorem 6.5 together with Remark 6.9 provide an answer to this question when Γ is
also a projective group. In the Kähler case the analogous problem has a partial answer
in Proposition 4.9. However, in the Sasakian setting taking products with simply con-
nected manifolds does not yield Sasaki manifolds in a natural way. Moreover, consider
a quasi-regular Sasaki structure such that the map δ of Lemma 6.2 is surjective. Then
the Euler class e of the associated group extension pulls back to the Kähler class ofX by
Proposition 6.1. Hence the powers ek of the Euler class cannot vanish for k ď dimCpXq.
This suggests that some dimensional restrictions may apply. Our next result exploits
this observation to prove that the Sasakian analogue of ii) in Proposition 4.9 is false.
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Theorem 6.12. The set S2n`1 is not contained in
Ť

mąn S2m`1 for n “ 1, 2, 3.

Proof. Fix n P t1, 2, 3u. We want to find elements of S2n`1, i.e., fundamental groups of
a compact Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n ` 1, which cannot be realized as π1pMq
for M a Sasakian manifold of dimension larger than 2n` 1. In particular we will show
that this property is satisfied by the integral Heisenberg groups of dimension 3, 5 and 7.

We have seen in Example 4.20 that the Heisenberg group H2n`1 arises as the fun-
damental group of the Sasaki manifold given by the Boothby-Wang fibration over the
2n-dimensional torus T 2n. ThusH2n`1 P S2n`1.

Now supposeH2n`1 “ π1pMqwhere M is a Sasakian manifold of dimension 2m`1.
A quasi-regular structure on M yields a central extension of the form:

0 ÝÑ C ϕ
ÝÑ H2n`1 ÝÑ πorb

1 pXq ÝÑ 0 . (6.6)

First we prove by contradiction that C ‰ 0 and C ‰ Zk leaving as the only pos-
sibility C “ Z, see (6.2). Since H2n`1 is torsion-free, C cannot be a non-trivial finite
group. Now suppose that C is the trivial group. By Lemma 6.3 πorb

1 pXq surjects onto
π1pXq with kernel generated by elements of finite order. Hence H2n`1 – πorb

1 pXq and
torsion-freeness yields an isomorphismH2n`1 – π1pXq. ThusH2n`1 is a Kähler group,
contradicting the results of [27].

The only possibility left is C – Z. We will first treat the case where ϕp1q “ z is a
generator of the center ofH2n`1. In this case the central extension (6.6) reads

0 ÝÑ Z ÝÑ H2n`1 ÝÑ Z
2n
ÝÑ 0

with Euler class e P H2pZ2n;Zq. Let BZ2n be the classifying space obtained by attaching
cells to BX as explained in Section 4.1. By Proposition 6.1 the Euler class e of the
extension above is mapped to the Euler class rωs of the S 1-orbibundle π : M ÝÑ X by
the injection ι˚ : H2pBZ2n;Zq ãÑ H2

orbpX;Zq. Thus

0 “ ι˚pen`1
q “ ι˚peqn`1

“ rωsn`1 .

On the other hand, ω is a Kähler form on a 2m-dimensional orbifold so that rωsl ‰ 0
for all l ď m. We conclude that m ď n.

If we are not in the preceding case, then ϕp1q “ zk so that the sequence (6.6) reads

0 ÝÑ Z ÝÑ H2n`1 ÝÑ Gk ÝÑ 0 , (6.7)

where, in turn, Gk fits in the short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ Zk ÝÑ Gk ÝÑ Z
2n
ÝÑ 0 .

Again by Proposition 6.1, ι˚pekq “ rωs where ek is the Euler class of the central
extension (6.7). The class ek is not torsion because rωs is a Kähler class and ι˚ is
injective. Moreover, the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence for Zk Ă Gk gives
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H˚pZ2n;Rq – H˚pGk;Rq, hence el
k “ 0 for all l ą n. As in the previous case, we get

0 “ ι˚pen`1
k q “ ι˚pekq

n`1 “ rωsn`1.
This proves thatH2n`1 R S2m`1 for m ą n and concludes the proof. �

Remark 6.13. In order to show that S3 Ę
Ť

mą1 S2m`1, it is enough to consider a Z
central extension ∆g,e of the fundamental group Γg of a closed orientable surface Σg

of genus g ě 1 with non-trivial Euler class e P H2pΓg;Zq “ H2pΣg;Zq. This is the
fundamental group of the principal S 1-bundle over Σg with Euler class e, thus a Sasaki
group. On the other hand, ∆g,e is not Kähler since the cup product

H1
p∆g,c;Rq ˆ H1

p∆g,c;Rq ÝÑ H2
p∆g,c;Rq

is degenerate, cf. Proposition 4.17.
In fact, we will see in Corollary 6.23 that this is the case for any infinite Sasaki group

Γ P S3.
Remark 6.14. One cannot use higher dimensional Heisenberg groups H2n`1 to prove
the same result for S2n`1 with n ě 4. In fact Campana [20] proved that these groups are
projective. Therefore, they are Sasaki groups realizable in any odd dimension 2n`1 ě 5
by Theorem 6.5.

6.3 Direct products

Recall that the class of Kähler groups is closed under direct products because the product
of Kähler manifold is again a Kähler manifold. Motivated by this rather elementary
property of Kähler groups in this section we study direct products of Sasaki groups.
Products of Sasakian manifolds are not Sasakian for dimension reasons. Nevertheless,
one can ask whether or not the set of Sasaki groups is closed under direct products.
A natural approach is to try to perform a construction, e.g. a join construction, while
controlling the fundamental group. It turns out that this method cannot work because
the set of Sasaki groups is not closed under direct products.

Theorem 6.15. The set S is not closed under direct products.

Proof. Let Σg be the closed orientable surface of genus g ě 2 and denote its fundamental
group by Γg. We will show that, even thoughH3 and Γg are Sasaki groups, their product
H3 ˆ Γg cannot be the fundamental group of any compact Sasakian manifold.

Assume there were a compact Sasakian manifold M with π1pMq “ H3 ˆ Γg. Note
that π1pMq is not a Kähler group by Proposition 4.17. Thus, by the same argument in
the proof of Theorem 6.12, we would have the following central extension:

0 ÝÑ Z ÝÑ π1pMq ÝÑ Gk ˆ Γg ÝÑ 0 , (6.8)

where Gk is a Zk-extension of Z2 (with possibly k “ 1 and Gk “ Z
2). Again the

Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence for Zk Ă GkˆΓg yields H˚pZ2ˆΓg;Rq –
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H˚pGk ˆ Γg;Rq. Furthermore, the extension (6.8) is the pullback of the extension (6.7)
for n “ 1 via the projection on the first factor. That is, we have the following pullback
diagram:

0 Z π1pMq Gk ˆ Γg 0

0 Z H3 Gk 0 .

pr1

Therefore the characteristic class pr˚1 pekq “ dk P H2pBGkˆΓg;Zq of the extension (6.8)
satisfies d2

k “ 0. This implies dimpXq “ 2, that is, the underlying space X is a closed
surface. Thus b2pXq “ b2pXq “ 1 because H˚

orbpX;Rq “ H˚pX;Rq, see Remark 2.27.
Moreover, the injection (4.5) in the orbifold case implies b2pGkˆΓgq ď b2pXq. However,
b2pGk ˆ Γgq “ b2pZ

2 ˆ Γgq ą 1. Therefore Gk ˆ Γg is not the orbifold fundamental
group of an orbifold surface. HenceH3 ˆ Γg is not a Sasaki group. �

Remark 6.16. Let ∆g,e be the groups defined in Remark 6.13. The same argument proves
that none of the products ∆g,eˆΓg is a Sasaki group. More generally, the product ∆ˆΓg

is not Sasaki if ∆ is an infinite Sasaki group in dimension 3, see 6.21.

Remark 6.17. An alternative proof of Theorem 6.15 follows by combining [69, Propo-
sition 7.2] with the classification of 3-dimensional Sasakian manifolds in [48]. In order
to see this, let H be the Boothby-Wang bundle over T 2 with Euler class a generator of
H2pT 2q. Then Proposition 7.2 in [69] implies that for any compact even dimensional
manifold M the product M ˆ H is not Sasakian. However, the proof of this proposition
shows more. Namely, it proves that π1pMq ˆ H3 is not realizable as the fundamental
group of a Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n ` 1 ě 5. On the other hand, the clas-
sification of 3-dimensional Sasakian manifolds in [48] ensures that H3 ˆ Γg is not the
fundamental group of a Sasakian manifold of dimension 3.

6.4 Free products

We focus now on instances in which Sasaki and Kähler groups present similar be-
haviour. We are mainly interested in the relation with free products. Specifically, in this
section we prove that free products of groups with a non-trivial finite quotient cannot
be Sasaki. In fact, we show more, i.e., we give the Sasakian analogue of Theorem 4.22.
Namely, we prove that under mild hypotheses on Γ1 and Γ2 the group pΓ1 ˚Γ2qˆH is not
Sasaki for any group H. This shows in particular that Sasaki groups are indecomposable
under free products whose factors have non-trivial finite quotients. The proof we give
here is an adaptation to the Sasakian setting of an argument from the Kähler case; see
the proof of Theorem 4.22.

Theorem 6.18. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two groups. Assume fi : Γi ÝÑ Qi is a non-trivial
quotient with |Qi| “ mi ă 8 for i “ 1, 2.
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a) Then pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q is not Sasaki.

b) For any group H the product pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q ˆ H is not Sasaki.

Proof. Clearly part aq follows from the second claim so we prove only bq. Set Γ “

pΓ1 ˚ Γ2q ˆ H. The proof is divided into two cases.
Case 1

`

b1pHq even
˘

By Lemma 4.21, there exists a finite index subgroup ∆ Ă Γ1 ˚ Γ2

with b1p∆q odd. Hence, the group ∆ ˆ H is a finite index subgroup of Γ with odd first
Betti number. Thus Γ cannot be Sasaki.
Case 2

`

b1pHq odd
˘

In this case b1pΓ1 ˚Γ2q ą 0. Then we can assume that the first Betti
number of Γ1 is positive. The proof of Lemma 4.21 provides a finite index subgroup of
Γ1 ˆ Γ2 of the form Fn ˚ G. Moreover, the rank of Fn can be chosen to be arbitrarily
large. Since the class of Sasaki groups is closed under taking finite index subgroups, we
can assume Γ “ pFn ˚Gq ˆ H with n ą b1pHq.

Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold with π1pMq “ Γ. Consider a quasi-regular
Sasaki structure π : M ÝÑ X and let

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0

be the associated central extension. Since C is mapped to the center of Γ, the extension
is a pullback of the following form

0 C Γ pFn ˚Gq ˆ K 0

0 C H K 0

pr2

where pr2 is the projection on the second factor and πorb
1 pXq “ pFn ˚ Gq ˆ K. Now

H1pπorb
1 pXq;Rq is endowed with a skew-symmetric non-degenerate bilinear product by

Proposition 4.18. Moreover, this factorizes through the cup product, i.e.

H1pπorb
1 pXq;Rq ˆ H1pπorb

1 pXq;Rq H2pπorb
1 pXq;Rq R .

Y (6.9)

Therefore, H1pFnq is an isotropic subspace in H1pπorb
1 pXqq – H1pFnq ‘ H1pGq ‘

H1pKq which is orthogonal to H1pGq. We also have that b1pKq “ b1pHq since H is
a non-trivial cyclic central extension of K. Now the inequality n ą b1pHq “ b1pKq
implies that the skew-symmetric product is degenerate. We conclude that Γ is not a
Sasaki group.

�

Remark 6.19. Sasaki manifolds do satisfy the Hard Lefschetz Theorem 3.97 but this
does not induce a non-degenrate bilinear product as in Proposition 4.17. In particular,
such a bilinear map would not factorize through the cup product as Example 4.19 shows.
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Remark 6.20. Theorem 4.30 implies that Sasaki groups are indecomposable under free
products. In particular, it implies part a) of Theorem 6.18. However, it does not imply
part b) of Theorem 6.18. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 6.18 does not rely on [21, 22],
cf. Remark 4.31.

6.5 Three-manifold groups

Motivated by the results on free groups and free products we discuss the relation be-
tween Sasaki and 3-manifold groups. These groups enjoy different properties than Käh-
ler groups. For instance, by taking connected sums one sees that 3-manifolds groups are
closed under free products. It was proved in [79] that an infinite 3-manifold group is also
a Kähler group if and only if it is a surface group, see Theorem 4.23. Clearly the funda-
mental group of a compact 3-dimensional Sasakian manifold lies in the intersection of
3-manifold groups and Sasaki groups. Thus the analogous statement to Theorem 4.23
in the Sasakian setting involves only Sasaki groups realizable in dimension 5 or higher,
that is, it only involves the sets S2n`1 for n ě 2. It turns out that Sasaki groups have
very little in common with 3-manifold groups, apart from the obvious intersection given
by surface groups and some finite groups.

Theorem 6.21. Let Γ be an infinite 3-manifold group. Then Γ P S2n`1 for some n ě 2
if and only if Γ is the fundamental group of a closed orientable surface.

Proof. Throughout this proof N will denote a (not necessarily closed) 3-manifold.
All fundamental groups of closed orientable surfaces are projective, thus the neces-

sity follows from Theorem 6.5.
Now let Γ “ π1pNq where N is a 3-manifold and |Γ| “ 8.
Suppose Γ is the fundamental group of a closed Sasakian manifold M of dimension

larger than 3. In particular, Γ is finitely presentable and, by a result of Jaco [64], we can
assume that N is compact.

Now suppose N is not prime. This means that Γ “ Γ1 ˚ Γ2 for two three-manifold
groups Γ1 and Γ2. The groups Γ1 and Γ2 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4.21 because
3-manifold groups are residually finite, see [4]. Thus Γ has a finite index subgroup with
odd first Betti number contradicting the assumption that Γ is Sasaki. Hence we can
assume that N is prime.

Moreover, if Γ is virtually cyclic, then it is not a Sasaki group by parity of the first
Betti number. Hence we can assume N to be irreducible as a consequence of the sphere
theorem [86]. This in particular implies that N is aspherical and Γ is torsion-free.

Now consider the central extension (4.2) associated to a quasi-regular structure on
M:

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0 .

Since Γ is torsion-free, C cannot be a non-trivial finite cyclic group. Moreover, if C is
the trivial group, then Γ is isomorphic πorb

1 pXq. Hence the torsion-freeness of Γ implies
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that the kernel K in diagram (6.5) is trivial. Thus Γ is isomorphic to the projective group
π1pXq. In this case the claim follows from Theorem 4.23, see also Proposition 6.24.

In order to conclude the proof we have to show that the case C “ Z cannot occur.
In this case since Γ has an infinite cyclic normal subgroup, the 3-manifold N is the total
space of a Seifert bundle over a 2-dimensional orbifold Σ; see [28, 45].

If N is closed, then it is finitely covered by a principal S 1-bundle N̂ over a surface
Σg of genus g ě 1. Since the class of Sasaki groups realizable in a given dimension is
closed under passing to finite index subgroups, it suffices to prove that π1pN̂q is not a
Sasaki group realizable in dimension higher than 3. If the S 1-bundle N̂ is trivial, then
π1pN̂q is not a Sasaki group because b1pπ1pN̂qq “ 2g` 1. Therefore π1pN̂q “ ∆g,c must
be one of the groups discussed in Remark 6.13, i.e. a Sasaki group that can only be
realized in dimension 3. This settles the case in which N is closed.

If N has non-empty boundary, any cyclic subgroup of Γ is generated by a power
of the fiber of some Seifert fibration of N; see [65, Lemma II.4.8]. In other words,
C is generated by γk for some k ě 1 where γ generates an infinite cyclic subgroup
D – Z Ă Γ. Moreover, D fits in the short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ D ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pΣq ÝÑ 0

associated to the Seifert fibration of N over a 2-dimensional orbifold Σ.
In particular πorb

1 pXq is a Zk extension of πorb
1 pΣq for some k ě 1. Thus the Lyndon–

Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence for Zk Ă πorb
1 pXq gives

H˚
pπorb

1 pXq;Rq – H˚
pπorb

1 pΣq;Rq .

Moreover, the isomorphism (6.4) yields H˚pπorb
1 pΣq;Rq – H˚pπ1pΣq;Rq where π1pΣq

has cohomological dimension 2.
Neither of the above extensions can be trivial because, by Proposition 6.1, one has

rωs “ ι˚peq where rωs P H2
orbpX;Zq is the Euler class of the principal S 1-orbibundle

π : M ÝÑ X and e P H2pπorb
1 pXq;Zq classifies the associated central extension.

Since e has infinite order it defines a non-trivial real class in H2pπorb
1 pXq;Rq. which,

by abuse of notation, we denote by e. The isomorphism H˚pπorb
1 pXq;Rq – H˚pπ1pΣq;Rq

yields ι˚peq2 “ rωs2 “ 0 thus, the Kähler orbifold X must be 2-dimensional.
This implies that dimpMq “ 3 contradicting the assumption and concluding the

proof. �

Remark 6.22. Serre proved in [107] that all finite groups are projective. This explains
why Γ is assumed to be infinite.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.21 we get a dichotomy of infinite Sasaki
groups into those realizable in dimension 3 and all others.

Corollary 6.23. A Sasaki group Γ P S3 is realizable in higher dimensions if and only if
it is finite.
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6.6 Further consequences

Here we present a collection of results that follow directly from diagram (6.5). We begin
with a general observation. Most results in this section will then be special occurrences
of the following:

Proposition 6.24. If Γ is a torsion-free non-Kähler group with trivial center, then Γ is
not Sasaki.

Proof. If Γ were a Sasaki group it would fit in the following central extension:

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0 .

Since the center of Γ is trivial we would have an isomorphism Γ – πorb
1 pXq. We have

seen in Section 6.1 that πorb
1 pXq surjects on π1pXq with kernel generated by elements of

finite order. Thus Γ would be isomorphic to the Kähler group π1pXq by torsion-freeness
and this contradicts the assumption. �

In [92] Napier and Ramachandran proved that Thompson’s group F and its general-
izations Fn,8 and Fn are not Kähler groups. The analogue of the above statement holds
true in the Sasakian setting and is indeed a special instance of Proposition 6.24.

Corollary 6.25. The Thompson groups F,T and V and their generalizations Fn,8 and
Fn are not Sasaki groups.

In particular, we get Theorem 4.32 as a corollary of Proposition 6.24.

Corollary 6.26. Let Γ be a lattice in S Op1, nq with n ą 2. Then Γ is not a Sasaki group.

It is sometimes possible to combine Lemma 6.3 with the properties of specific
classes of groups in order to get restrictions on Sasaki groups. This happens for limit
groups, a class of groups that was introduced by Sela in [106]. One can characterize
limit groups as the class of groups Γ such that for every finite set S Ă Γ there is a homo-
morphism to a free group which is injective on S , see [29, Corollary 3.10]. Exploiting
the properties of limit groups we prove Proposition 6.28 which is the Sasakian analogue
of [77, Theorem 6]. Before proving the result we state the following theorem for future
reference.

Theorem 6.27 ([85, 46]). If a finitely presentable group Γ fits into an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ Q ÝÑ 0 .

with C and Q infinite, and C finitely generated, then the first `2-Betti number β1pΓq of Γ

vanishes.

We can now prove the following
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Proposition 6.28. A non-abelian limit group is a Sasaki group if and only if it is the
fundamental group of a closed orientable surface.

Proof. All surface groups are projective, hence Sasaki.
Conversely, let Γ be a limit group which is the fundamental group of a compact

Sasakian manifold M. Then a quasi-regular structure on M yields the sequence

0 ÝÑ C ÝÑ Γ ÝÑ πorb
1 pXq ÝÑ 0 .

Here C cannot be a non-trivial finite group since limit groups are torsion-free. It was
proven in [97] that the first `2-Betti number of non-abelian limit groups is positive. This,
together with Theorem 6.27, rules out the instance C “ Z. The last case is C “ 0 but
this instance cannot occur either. In fact, if C “ 0, then Γ is isomorphic to the Kähler
group π1pXq as a consequence of Lemma 6.3 and torsion-freeness. The claim follows
from [77, Theorem 6]. �
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